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Preface

Welcome!

Computers are everywhere-in grocery stores, banks, factories, busi-
nesses, airports-and now, even in your home. With the ADAM Family
Computer System, you can do many things that only a short time ago
required an enormous investment. You can use it to type school and buai-
ness reports and letters, to do home management and accounting tasks,
and to write your own coFtputer programs. And wl-en you re ready tor
so'ne tun. you can use it to play tre oest video games in town.

lf you think all this sounds like a lot, you're right. But you can find almost
everything you need to know about the ADAM Family Computer System in
this book. Even better, everything is explained in plain English, with lots of
pictures and examples.

In Part l, you'll learn how to set up your computer and what jt can be used
for. When you're ready to use ADAM as an electronic typewriter, just turn
to Part ll. Or go directly to Part lll and find out how to use the built,in word
processing features. Want to create your own programs in SmariBASlC?
Open to Parts lV and V for some of the clearest directions you'll ever see.
And if all you want is reference materials, then look at Part Vl.

So welcome to your wonderful ADAN, Family Computer System. And have
funl
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Your ADAM Computer



Everything You Need ln One Package!
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What You've Got

Whether you've bought the ADAM Family Computer System or Expansion

Module li3, which connects to a Colecovision Video Game System, you

now have an entire computer system. ln fact, you really have more than a

computer system-there are programs that can be used on your system, a

swiich box to connect the computer to your TV, and two game controllers.
Items such as these must usually be purchased in addition to your com-
puter. But not with ADAIM. You get everything for one low price.

What comes in the ADAM computer system package? You can see every-
thing that comes with your compul.er byrooking ai the picture on the oppo_

site-page. Make sure you have all these;tems by placing a check beside
each item as you unpack your package-

-keyboard
-Memory Console with one digital data drive and built-in SmartWRlTER

word processing

-SmartwBlTEB letter-quality printer

-controller holder (which attaches to keyboard)

-pica-10 daisy wheel printer element-already inserted in printer

-multistrike carbon ribbon cartridge-already inserted in printer

-gray coiled cord for keyboard/Memory Console connection

-black video connecting cable

-&to-2 prong plug adapter (not provided in Canada)

-SmartBASlC diqilal data pack

-BUCK HOGERS Planet of Zoom by SEGA super game pack

-blank digital data pack

-4 manuais (Set-Up Manual, Word Processing Manual, SmaTtBASIC Man-
ual, and a Game Play lManual)

-Easy Reference Word Processing lnstruction Guide

-2 oime controrlers fonly in the ADAM Family Computer System)

-2 iray corled cords ior game controllerr Memory Console connection (only

in the ADAM Family Computer System)
*TV/computer sw;tch box (only in the ADAM Family Computer System)

-system interiock tray (only in Expansion ivlodule #3)

ln addition to these items, you will also need a color TV screen or color
video monitor.



YoLr ADAM Canputer

Your TV. aong with the keyboard, Memory Consoe and prnter are the
four essent al paris of your computer f you wani to know more about these
parts. earn how they provide you w,th computer power and earn some
basic computer words, then cont nue read ng this chapter However. f you
want to get your compuier hooked up right away, turn to Part 1. Chapter 2,
' Hooking t Up ' You can come back to th s sect on ater if yoLj want more
nformation about computers and how they work

What's a Computer?
Your ADAM Family Computer Systenr (or Expansion lvlodule =3) uses a
keyboard. a Memory Console (w th d g ta data pack dr ve), a printer. and a
TV screen or rnonitor. These items are shown n Fioure l -1-2

Ftgure 1 1 2

To use your computer youtypeor'enter nformaton uslng the keyboard
The rnformation you type appears immediately on the TV screen. You can
pr nt th s nformation at any time. lt can also be stored on a d gital data pack.
which is held n the dlgita data pack drve, for future use.

Everything you type and every instruction yo! give your computer goes N
to the Memory Consoie So what you type is ca ed input ' An rnput device
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is the keyboard. lnpui can also be provrded by game contro ers game car'
tridges, or nformation that is stored on d giial data packs.

The Memory Consoe then caTres out your nstructions and acts upon or
processes,' your informat on.

Fnaly. the Memory Consoe sends the processed informaton to the
r ght p ace-the TV gcreen. the printer. or a d gital data pack Slnce th s

informat on s sent OUT from the l",4emory Console computer users ca I

it output

n th s way, your AD.Alvl Famrly Computer System performs the 3 functrons
wh ch are essental to any computer: input, processing, and outtlut

ln computer terms you can describe ihe parts of your ADAM computer like
this

. The keyboard, game contro ers. game cartridges cartridge sot.
dgta data packs. and dig ta datapackdrveare"nput'devces

a -l'e \,4eno', Co'-oe ) /oJ 'oro'es(or.

a The TV screen or monitor, pr nter, dig tal data packs, and dlg ta
od_d pd(1, o-r.e d-o outpLL' de, rec

Somet mes the keyboard. scTeen, pnnter, dig ta data packs and d g i3l data
pack dr ves are referred to as " ,'O' (eye_oh) devices. This is ltrst another
way of say ng 'input.'output' devices Some of these devices such as dig _

tai data packs (and dr ves), are used as both input and output dev ces.

On some computers, you wili a so find l/ O labe ed where nput and output
devrces can be connected to the computer These places are calied' ,O
ports.'

Another way to describe the keyboard, screen prnter. and drves on your
ADAM s to call them compuier'peripherals.' They are ca ed perpheras
because they are outside or away from the box contain ng the m croproces-
sor wh ch s the centra part of the computer. (On some other computers.
the keyboard screen drves and microprocessoT are built together n one
p ece of equ pment and on y the pr nter is a peripheral ' )

The Keyboard
The ADAM keyboard is a professional quality typewriter keyboard with 75

keys. You'll find it easy to use this keyboard because keys which perform
similar types of functions are grouped together and color coded. You can
see this by looking at Figure 1 1 3.



Yaur ADAI\4 Computer

SMABT KEYSCOMMAND KEYS COMMAND KEYS

Ftqure 1-1-3

There are four types of keys on the ADAM keyboard.

I Typewriter keys: These are the same keys that yo! wi find on any
siandard typewriter. They nclude etters numbers. and speca symbo
keys in the same ocaton as on a standard typewrter Al the whte keys
on the keyboard are typewrter keys Fve of the gray keys-LOCK.
SHIFT. BETURN TAB, and BACKSPACE-are also typewnter keys.

2. Cursor Control Keys: There are a total of f ve Cursor Control Keys
A of them are located at the ower rghtofthe keyboard and are gray.
Four of these keys have arrows on them, and the frfth is abelled
HOME You use Cursor Contro Keys to scroll or rnove text on the
screen, to po nt to a part cular f e wh ch is sted in the F le Directory,
and to po nt to text you wani to correct.

3 Command Keys: The 10 gray Conrmand Keys are used to tell the
computer what you want to do, such as ''pr nt" a etter.

. Four of these keys-ESCAPE/WP, WILD CAFD UNDO. and
CONTROL-are ocated above or to the left of the typ ng keys.

. Srx more Command KeyS-MOVE/COPY. STOFE,CET, CLEAB
NSEBT. PBINT, and DELETE-are ocated at the upper right of ihe

keyboard.

4 Smart Keysr Smart Keys are the s x b ack keys at the top of the key-
board. labeled i L lV. V, and Vl. They are ca ed "Sma( Keys'
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because they can be used to do many different things. For example,
when you are using word processing, the labels for these keys appear
on the bottom of the screen. The labels change automatically to help
quide you through procedures.

TV Screen or Monitor
The next component of your computer system, a cobr ry or color monitor,
must be supplied by you. After you I'rook up your computer to a color televi-
sion or monitor, you will be able to use a full range of colors with everything
you do-from games to word processing. This means you won't be working
with white or green letters on a black background, as you must on many
computers.

The appearance of ihe screen will change depending on what you are doing.
For example, when you use SmartWFlTER Word Processing, you will see
ruler lines and special labels on the screen. lnformation on the appearance of
the screen is included in the chapters on typing, word processing, and
programming.

The Memory Console
The Memory Console looks a lot like an audio cassette player without the
controls. There are some differences between the Memory Console that
comes in the ADAM Family Computer System package and the one in
Expansion Module #3, which is used with the Colecovision Video Game
System. The latter is shown in Figure 1-1-4.
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Figlre f-i-4

There are four mportant items on the Memory Conso e.

1 Digital data pack drives: One d gita data pack dr ve comes with each
system. Th s is called DR|VE A" and s behind the eft dr ve door You
can purchase a second drve. DRVE B, at any tme and nstal it behind
the right drive door. Dr ves lrold d grtal data packs, whch ook a lot ike
aud o cassettes and are used to store etters programs, and games

2 Game cartridge slot: Since your ADAIV1 computer can use game car
tr dges. you can p ay any of the Co ecov sron games wh ch come on
cartridges. lf you ve been using a Co ecov s on Video Game System
notice that the game slot rs rn your gafie system and not in the Memory
Console.

3 Computer reset: When you re us ng ADAM as an electron c type
writer and want to erase what you've typed, lust pu the computer
reset slide switch toward you.

4. Cartridge re6et: f you want to play a game cartrdge, turn off your
computer Then nsert a game cartridge n the cart[dge s]ot. Fina y,
pu I the cartrldge reset s de swrtch toward you.

The outside of ihe Memory Consoie ho ds more than the drives and the
reset switches. lt ho ds and protects the bra n of your computer nforrna-
ton frorn the nput devrces s sent here. processed. and then sent to the
output dev ces.
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Some of the main parts of the braln of a computer are ustrated n Figure J -
15.

Figure 1 1 5

Microprocessor: The computer brain is a "microprocessor." This is a
small "chip" which contains hundreds of electronic components, each
of which is finer than a hair. To assure accuracy when a chip is made, it
must be manufactured in a dust-free, sterile environment The chip is
then enclosed in a protective cover. The microprocessor is the part of a
computer which actually processes information-

ROM: ROM is a computer term which means "read-only memory "
ROM refers to a place in the computer's memory where instructions
are permanently stored. lnstructions which are essential to a computer
are "burned" into FiON4. (ADAM's word processing program, for exam-
ple, is stored in ROM.) The computer can then "read" instructions from
ROM whenever those instructions are needed. ln a sense, ROM is like
a book. You can read it, but you can't change it.

RAM: RANI is another computer term, and refers to a place in the com-
puter's memory where you can store and change information and instruc-
tions. RAM means "random-access memory." lnformation which you type
or which comes from digital data packs or game cartridges is stored in

2.
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BAM. lnstrlctions which are stored in both BON,4 and RAM can be
accessed directy. rather than sequentia y by a computer RAN/ n fact
could be more accuratey referred to as'Ewi\y''or "read-wrte memory'
because informat on can be read from t or wr tten to t

lnformation gets illto RAM from nput devces and copies are sent to
output devrces. When the cornputer s turned off all the nformaton n

RAM is ost. RAN,4 ndicates temporary memory whereas ROM is per-
manent memory.

lf you purchased the ADAM Fam y Computer System. your Memory
Consoe has 80 K memory This means it can hod 80000-pus charac-
ters at one time. (The 'K' stands for the word thousand.')

On the other hand, f you purchased the Expansion l,4odule :3. your
Memory Consoe has 64 K. lt can hod 64.000-p us characters. Add-
t ona nformation can be stored ln the V deo Came component.

4. Motherboard: The ast tem p ctured is the ' motherboard 'A the e e
ments of the compuier s bra n are assembled on th s board. lt conta ns
prnted crcuts which connect these parts. The term "motherboard
comes from the early days of radio when peop e bu t their rad o sets on
the r mothers' bread boards.

Printer
Your ADAM computer comes with a etteaqua ty prlnter Th s means that
letters prlnted wlth this prnter will look like they have been typed on a
typewrlter. An examp e of words pr nted on a etter quality pr nter ls shown
on the top n Fgure 1-1-6

Another type of pr nter s a "dot matr x ' pr nter With th s pr nter letters
ook ke they have been printed by mak ng a ser es of dots ntheshapeof
etters. An example of words prrnted on a dot matrix printer is shown on the
bottom n Figure 1-1-6

These words have been printed
with a letter-quality printer.

These word5 have lreen prj.nted
u,ith a 6ot matr.lx prir,ter..
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Dot matrix prnters are often used to prnt out form etters. long financia
reports and rough drafts because they can prnt much faster than etter-
quality printers Dot matr x pr nters are also used when fancy graphs or p e
charts are prnted. On the other hand, when peope want matera to ook
profess onal y typed. they se ect letter-qua ty printers

Outside, the SmartWBlTEF prlnter ooks a ot like a standard typewriter
without keys. t even has many of ihe same parts as a typewriter

The main printer parts are shown in ihe picture below.

Fgure 1-l 7

Lke a typewrlter a pfinter has a d (1)which protects the prnting element
and rbbon The lid must be removed whenever vou want to chanqe the
rbbon cartrdge (2) or the prnt wheel (3) This heps keep flngers away
from the pr nt whee when it is mov ng.

Whenever you put paper nto the printer, you siide it behind and around the
p aten (4) You use the p aten knob (5) to w nd the paper around the p ater
t t reaches the p astic typegu de (6) f the paper s not stralght, you can
pull the paper reease lever (7) forward and straighten the paper. Then,
push the reease ever forward Make sure the paper stays behind the
paper ba (B) when printing your etters, reports. etc.
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Hooking It Up

Both the ADAI\,,1 Famiy Cornputer System and Expansron Module -3 have
been desgned so that all the parts or components can be connected
qu ckly and eas y However. your computer system should only be assem_
b ed by an adult.

FEDERAL CON,,1MU N]CAT]ONS COI'/MISS]ON REQU RES THE
FOLLOWINC

Do not srmu taneous y hook up more than one ry set to your computer Do
not use any more f at tw n- ead from sw tch box to TV set than is supp ed
wth the swtch box. Do not connect Coecovson or coTnputer cabe
d rectly to any TV antenna or cable TV out et. Avoid attach ng oose wires to
your TV antenna termnals when usng your compLtter Doing any of the
above may cause nterference to nearby TV sets and s aganst Federa
Commun cation Comm ssron regulatrons

Hooking up the ADAM Family Computer System
The procedure for "hockng up" ihe ADAM Family Computer System
beg ns here For nstructons on ccnnecting Expansion Module :3 to the
Co ecov sion V deo Game System, turn to page 20.

Conrplete the fo ow ng seven steps to assemble your ADAM Fam y Com
puter System. The il ustrations show you exactly how to do each step.

1 Make sure your TV s off.

2 P ug the co ed keyboard cord fthe one not attached to a game contro
ea nio the port on the back of the keyboard Then, plug the other end
of the keyboard cord into the left s de of the Memory Conso e. (See
Fgrrc122)

13
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Fqure 1 2 2

Plug the game controller cord nto the nght
so e. (A second game contro ler can a so b-a

Console ) (See Figure 1-2-3.)

s de of t.e l,,4emory Con-
p ugged lnto the Mernory

Figurc 1 2 3

4. Attach the contro ler lro der lo the r ght slde of lhe keyboard. (See F gLrre

I 2 4.) Then snap the game contro er connected to the right s de of the
lVemory Conso e into the contro ler holder. (See Figure 1 2 5.)
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5

6

Figure 1-2-5

P ug the SmartWRlTER printer cord into the left s de of the Memory
Conso e. (See Frgure 1 2 6 )

As you may have not ced, an antenna switch box rs provided w th your
computer This switch box allows you to select either your ADAM
computer or reguar teevson viewng Once ths swtch box s
nstalled. lt should not be removed

Depend ng on the type of TV antenna, you wi use one of four different
methods to attach the sw tch box to your TV. Look at the p ctures whrch
fo low to determine wh ch method you wrl need to use. Attach the swrtch
box to your antenna by comp et ng the appropr ate nstruct ons

]f Flat 'Twin Lead" Antenna Wlre Used

D sconnect the f at tw n- ead VHF antenna eads from your TV set.

Conneci the flat twin ead from the switch box to ihe termlnals on
the back of the TV set marked "VHF "

a.

b.
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Figure i 2 6

c. Connect the flat twin ead (300 OH[,.l) TV anienna eads which you
have lust disconnected from the outdoor antenna, cab e TV or rab-
bit ears to the sw tch box marked 'Antenna'

lf Raund 'Coax" Antenna or Cable TV Used

a. f you have cable TV or your TV has a rounC coax a cab e connec-
tor ony folow steps a through c as lrsted above. However you
niay need to purchase a '75 OHM to 300 OHNy' Baun" n'ratching
tTansformer. Ths smal part s available at a teevsron service
department or from your loca electronics store and will permit
proper connect on to the sw tch box (SeeFigurel-2-7)

ROUND "COAX"
ANTENNA WIRE USED

EXISTING FOUND VHF
"COAX" ANTENNA OB

oISCONNECT B(rlLT-lN

ANTENNA SYSTEM WIRE
CABLE
TO GAME

FOUND _CoAx' 
- 

anieltn
rO FLAT'TWIN LEAD" SwtTCtt BOX
BALUN CONVEFTER

"3OO OHM TO 75 BALUN"

FOR ROUND COAX'ANTENM OR CABLE USE
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lf Outdcar Antenna Used

a Drsconneci the nterna VHF antenna plug frorn your TV set.

b Connect the ilat twin ead from ihe sw tch box to screw teTm nals
on your ''75 OHM to 300 OHM Ba un. (NOTE: Th s ba un rs nor
ma y supplled wih you!'TV set, or it can be purchased at your
oca te ev sron dea er TV serv ce department or e ectTon cs
siore )

c Plug the ba un nto the VliF antenna termlnal on your TV.

d Connect the f at ead (300 OHM) TV antenna eads from the out.
door antenna to sw tch box termina s marked ' Antenna ' (See F g

ure I 2 B)

IF ROUND COAX ANTENM OR CASIE ]V USED FOR OUTDOOR ANTENM

Ftgure 1 2-E

lf Cable TV Used

a. f you have cable TV, follow steps a and b as iisted above to con_
nect your "75 oHM to 300 oHM Balun', to the switch box.

b. Connect existing round VHF coaxai antenna or antenna system
wre through a coaxal baun to the switch box screw termlnas
marked ' Antenna ' (See Flgure 1-2-9.)

ROUND "COAX" ANTENNA WIRE USED

EXISTING ROUND VHF
,,COAX" ANTENNA OF
ANTENNA SYSTEM WIRE

ROUND "COAX'
TO FLAT ''TWIN LEAD"
BALUN CONVEBTEF SW|TCH AOX

?o
BACK OF
TV SET
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BOUND "COAX"
ANTENNA WIBE USED

.3OO OHMTO 75 BALUN

FOR ROUND 'COAX' AN]ENM OR C}3LE USE

Figure 1 2I

7 P ug the connecting cable to the antenna switch box where the box is
abe ed 'connect to computer Then on the back of the Memory Con
sole. p ug the other end of the cable into the port abeled 'TV" if a TV
is used or to the port abeled mon toa' if a v deo rnon tor s used

NOTE If you are connecting ADAL4 to a monitor, you wr need a sec-
ond cab e (besldes the cable that comes w th ADAIV) w th e ther a 7

p n or 5-p n DIN connector at one end and a phono lack at the other
end. Plug the DIN connector into the port marked 'AUX V DEO' on
the back of the Memory Console. P ug the phono lack nto ihe audio
input port on the monitor. lf you are creating your own DlN./ phono lack
cab e. use the following nformat onl

P n 1 to center of phofo jack.
P n 2 to center of phono jack.

(See F gure I 210)
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FigLr-a 1 210

8. Plug the power cord from the back of the printer nto a 110./120 vot
electrca outlet. Or use the 3 to 2 prong p ug adapter and p ug the
printer rnto a standard olt et as shown be ow. (See F grre 1 2 11.)

Figure 1 2 11

NOTE: Femember once you have nsta ed the sw tch box that came with
your ADAM Fam y Computer System t never has to be removed. llst
-o.a' a!r\t.^od({Lo TV ,o. egra.."rr,9
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MPOBTANT: DO NOT TURN ON THE COMPUTER SYSTEM YET Turn
to the next chapter for thos.,, direct ons

Hooking Up Expansion Module # 3 to Your
ColecoVision Video Came System

Expansion Module =3 turns your Colecov s on Vldeo Came System nto an
excit ng computer that the who e fam y can use. Now you can play arcade-
stye games use SmartWBlTEF Word Processng. baance the fam y
budget write your own programs. and much moTe

Comp ete the fo ow ng steps only f you have purchased Expans on Modu e

=3 to add to your Coecovslon Vdeo Game Sysiem The corresponding
iilustrat ons show you exact y how to do each step.

1 Make sure the TV Ls off and game cartr dges have been removed from
the game systen-r

2 N/akesurethe CoecovsonONlOFFswitch s n theoff positton

3 Unp ug the game system power source from the ouiiet. Then
unp ug the power source from the game system and put the power
source away. (See Flgure 1-2-12.) fhe power source s not used
wrth Expans on Module =3.

Ftgure 1 2 12

P ace the Co ecov s on Video Game System on the plast c tray which
comes wrth Expans on Modu e =3. Make sure the plast c clips on the
front and back of the tray snap into place as shown (See Fgure 1-2-
13)



5 Lltthe expansion module nterface dooron the front ofthe Colecov -

sion Vdeo Game Syste.n. Make sure t snaps nto position and
remains open

Next, s de the garne system and console together Ths s a safety
fireasure that prevents you from acc dentaly us ng the power source
with ADAM, and ocks the game system and the console together.
(See F gure I 214)

Hookins 1! yp 21

the back of the key-
cord into the front of

6. P ug the co led keyboard cord nto the port on
board. Then plug the other end of the keyboard
the [,4emory Conso e. (See F gure 1 2 ] 5 )

Z- ..-:-'5-lr=i' - '-'
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Ftgurc 1'2-15

7. Attach the game contro er ho der to the keyboard. Then put one of the
game contro lers n it. (See F gure 1-2-16 )

Fpure 1-2-16

I P ug the SmartWBlTER pr nter cord into the ett s de of the memory
conso e. (See F gure 1-2-17 )
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9. Make sure the u,d"o 
"ub"" 

fro, the Colecovsron console is con-
nected to the sw tch box and the sw tch box to a color TV. This step
has probaby been done But f your consoe is not already connected
to a TV ioilow the instructions on pages 1 7 through 19 to cofiT p ete this
step

P ug the power cord f rom the back of the printer ntoa 110'120vot
eectrca outiet. Or use the 3-to-2 prong pug adapter and plug the
pr nter nto a standard outlet. (See Flgure 1 2 1B )

IMPORTANT: DO
to the next chapter

Feure 1-2-18

NOT TUBN ON THE COMPUTER SYSTEM YET. Turn
for those direct ons.
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Using Your ADAM CornPuter

Once your computer is hooked up, you're ready to turn it on. You may need

some help if you don't get the result you expect when you turn on the com-
puter. ln addition, if yor.r haven't used a typewriter before, you may need
ielp insertinq the paper into the printer. You'il find all this information in this
chapter, plus how to use:

. ADAM as a typewriter

. SmartWBlTER Word Processing
a ready-to-runprograms
a your own programs

Turning On Your Computer
Whether you have the ADAM Family Computer System or Expansion lvlod-
ule #3, you follow the same steps to turn on your system. Complete the
steps Ilsted below to turn on yolir computer.

1. Nlake sure the switch box which connects the console to the TV is set
at "game-" Or. make sure the switch box is set at "computer"-which-
ever is appropriate for your switch box.

2. Turn on the TV and set the sound at a modeaate level. Select Channel
3 or 4-whichever one does not receive a ry station in your area. Also,
select the corresponding channel on the back of the console

3. Check the digital data pack drive to make sure no digital data pack is
in it.

4. Locate the ON/OFF switch on the back of the SmartWRlTER printer
and flip it to the ON position.

5. Check the red POWEB ON light located on the right side of the key-
board. This light should be ON whenever the system is on. lf not' refer
to the next page.

Troubleshooting
Sometimes you don't get the result you expect when you turn on your com-
puter. Most problems are easy to solve- Refer to the information listed in
Figure 1-3-2 to help solve any problem.
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Power cabls not plugg€d in

Power supply not plugged ln

Vldeo cable not plugged in

Compuler sei tor wrong

Make sure power swirch is in

Check power sockel for
loose or disconnected power

Check conneclion wilh wall

Check oiher channel lo.

computer hooks uptovHF

Check TV output cable

set computer lor same
channel as Tv (3 oi 4)

ln.llcatorLlght

neinsod canridge aftercartddge nor propedy

Bad color adjustmenton w Adjust color/hue/brlghtness

Aux. ouipul notprcpe Y Connecl sound j.ck to aux.
inpul on ampllllerand seled

TROUBLESHOOTING CHART

Figure 1-3-2

Using Your SmaTIWRITER Printer
The SmartwBlTER printer that came with your computer is a letter-quality
printer. This printer can be used with the computer either as an electric
typewriter or as a printer.
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The SmartWRlTEB printer uses any kind of paper up to I 1/2" wide, includ-
ing computer fanfold paper. lf you use computer fanfold paper, a low-cost,
paper-feed mechanism called a "tractor" is available. This helps keep
fanfold paper from slipping 'n the printer

A Pica 10 daisy wheel is included with your computer. You can use other daisy
wheels to change the style of your typeface. Your SmartWRlTEB printer also

uses a standard, interchangeable, high-quality, multistrike ribbon cartridge

CAUTION: Be sure to remove the packing materials which are inside the
printer. Remove the printer cover to do this. Then replace the cover
securely before using the printer-

You insert a single sheet of paper into the SmartWFlTEF printer almost
exactly as you would into a typewriter.

1. The paper is inserted from the back of the printer under the platen or
roller. lvlake sure the paper is cenlered on the roller.

2. Turn the platen knob to move the paper forward until the top of the
paper is just under the paper bar (sometimes called a paper bail).

3. lf the paper is not straight, move the paper release lever forward and
siraighten the paper. Then release the lever to hold the paper firmly in
place.

Clearing the Screen
You can clear the screen of anything you have typed by pulling the computer
reset slide switch, which is on the top of the Memory Console, toward you.

This "throws away" eveMhing that is on the screen and lets you begin again.

lf you're playing a game cartridge and want to begin again, pull the car-
tridge reset slide switch toward you.

Turning Your Computer Off
When you have finished using your computer, remember to complete the
following steps:

. Make sure no digital data pack is in the drive on the Memory Console

. Turn off the power switch on the back of the printer.

. lf desired, move the switch on the switch box to the "TV" setting

. lf desired, turn off the TV or monitor.
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Using ADAM as a Typewriter
When you first turn on your computer, it can be used as an electronic type-
writer. As you can see by iooking at your computer screen, typing with
ADAM is similar to typing on a typewriter. There is a roller at the bottom of
your screen where words appear as you type. At the top of your screen are
left and right mdrgin settings-

To practice using ADAM as an electronic typewriter, complete the steps
listed below. (Your computer must be on to do this. lf it is not on, complete
the steps to turn on your computer first.)

1. lnsert a piece of paper into your SmartWRlTER printer the same way
you would put paper into a typewriter. lf you need help, turn to the
previous page and follow the instructions provided there.

2. Type the text shown in Figure 1-3-3. As the text in the printer reaches
the end of the line, be sure to listen for the "end of line" bell. Then
press BETUBN as you would on a typewriter. (Or, when you can't
type another word, press RETURN to end the line; or press MARGIN
RELEASE-Smart Key Vl - and finish typing the word, then press
RETUHN.)

ADAIII is the first home conputer system that is easy to
operate and understand. ADAH thinks Like you, so you
don't have to think tike a computer.

Figure 1 3 3

3. Remove the paper you had inserted in your printer. Do this by turning
the platen knob. Notice that what you typed now appears on your
screen and on the paper.

4. Clear the screen by pulling forward on the computer reset slide switch
which is located to the left of the cartridge slot on the Memory Con-
sole. (lf you wish, you can now turn off the computer by pressing the
switch on the back of the printer to OFF. Finally, turn off the TV.)

For more information on using ADAM as an eleciric typewriter, turn to Part
ll, "Electronic Typinq Lessons."

Using SmaTIWRITER Word Processing
ln addition to using ADAM as an electric typewriter, you can also use
ADAM to do word processing. Using word processing is like using an elec
tric typewriter-with one important difference.
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When you use a typewriter, anything you type immediately appears on
paper. lf you make a mistake or want to change something, you can't You
have to type the page again. When you use word processing, anything you

type appears on your computer screen. lf you make a mistake or want to
change something, you can. You correct your work on the computer screen.
Then, when everything is perfect, you tell the computer to print a copy of
your work.

When using word processing, you don't have to press RETURN at the end
of each line. The computer automatically moves words that don't fit at the
end of one line to ihe beginning of the next line. This "wraparound" feature
makes typing easy and fast. The only time you press RETURN, when using
word processing, is to end a paragraph or create a blank line.

SmartwBlTER Word Processing is built into your ADAlvl Family Computer
System. SmartwFl|TEB Word Processing is simple to use and understand.
You will find that it makes typing letters, homework assignments, and
resumes easy and fun.

To practice using SmartWRlTEB Word Processing, complete the following
steps:

1. Io begin, make sure ADAIV has been turned on and "Elecironic Type-
writer" appears at the bottom. Then, press the key labeled "ESCAPE/
WP." Notice the change on your screen.

2. To practice using SmaTIWFITEF Word Processing, type the following
sentences. NOTE: As you type, you may hear a bell to indicate the end
of a line. You do not need to press BETUBN. Just continue typing

SmartURlTER Llord Processing is buiLt into my corputer-
As I type, uords appear on the computer screen.

3. Io end a paragraph, press RETURN. Then create a blank line by
pressing RETUBN again. You will see a FIETURN symboi, a left facing
black triangle, display each time you press FETUBN.

Type the following paragraph-

lili th uord processing, I can correct
printing it. I can aIso store work
Later.

i t backand get

4.

Fryure 1 3 5
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5. To end a paragraph, press FETUFN.

Notice how the two sentences appear on your screen. lf you would
like to create a printed copy of your work, do the following:

Put paper in your printer (the same way you would put paper in a
typewriter).

To begin the printing process, press the key labeled "PRINT."
Notice the information that now appears on your screen.

Notice the key labeled "lV PRINT SCREEN" at the bottom of your
screen. Locate the corresponding Smart Key (lV) at the top of the
keyboard. Press this Smart Key (lV).

To print the information that now appears on your screen, press
the key labeled "V."

6

a.

b.

c.

As you can see, SmartWRlTER Word Processing is easy to use. With
SmartWH|TEH Word Processing you can delete mistakes, insert new mate-
rial, copy information, move information from one place to another, and
store your work on a digital data pack for edjting or printing iater.

To learn more about SmaTtWRITER Word Processing, look at Part lll.

Using Ready-to-Run Programs
You can choose from a variety of ready-to-run programs when using
ADAM. You may use any program or game stored on a digital data pack.
Also, you can play Colecovision game cartridges.

By adding Expansion Module #1 to ADAM, you can play video game car-
tridges made for the Atari 2600 Video Computer System, Activision, lmagic,
Parker Brothers, and many more. Expansion Module +2 turns ADAM into a
arcade-style racing machine. ln addition, tlvo exciting game controllers are
available for ADAM-Boller Controller and Super Action Controllers.

NOTICE: When using any expansion ports for accessory equipment,
shielded connecting cables are required. Contact the accessory manufac-
turer for further information.

CAUIION: Do not turn ADAM on or off while a digital data pack is in lhe
drive, or permanent damage may be caused to the information stored on the
data pack.

To use programs and games stored on digital data packs, do the following:
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1 lnsert the digital data pack into the digital data pack drive (on the
Memory Console).

Pull the computer reset slide switch on the top of the Memory Console
toward you. Then the name of the program will appear on your screen
and the program will begin.

To begin playing Colecovision game cartridges, you have to complete only
three steps:

1. Turn off your computer at the switch behind the printer.

CAUTION: Colecovision game cartridges should not be inserted
when the computer is on or permanent damage may result.

2. Insert a Colecovision cartridge in the game cartridge slot (on the
Memory Console).

3. Turn on your ADAN.4 Family Computer System The name of the game

will appear on your screen and the game will begin.

Writing Your Own Programs in SmaTtBASIC
There are lots of ready-to-run programs available for your ADAM Family

Conputer System. ln additron. you can create your own programs using
ADAM's SmartBASlC.

BASIC is a simple computer language designed especially for beginners.
SmartBASlC is ADAM'S special version of BASIC. lt is iust one of the lan-
guages that you can use to program ADAM.

When using SmartBASlC you will write a program in numbered lines' like
the prograi shown at the top of Figure 1-3-6. Each line will contain a word
that tells ADAM exactly what to do. When ADAN4 reads the lines, in numeri-
cal order, it will do what you want it to do The example at the bottom of the
illustration shows the result of running the BASIC program.

1O PRINT "11Y NAI,IE IS ADA}I.,'
,20 PRINT "IJHAT IS YOUR NAI.IE?"

IIY NAIIE I5 ADAiI
I,JHAT IS YOUR NAiIE?

Using Your ADAM Conputer

Figure 1 3 6
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You don t have to learn SmartBAS C to use ADAM. Many people though.
enloy wfltng their own programs Just ke sewlng or carpentry. program
ming can be a creative and fun hobby

To eaTn more about SmartBASlC and how you can wrte your own pro
grams. ook at Part lV and Part V.
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Maintaining the System

As you use your ADAM FamLly Computer System or Expansion Modu e =3
you w need to perfoTm some common procedures such as changing the
r bbon chang ng the da sy whee . and nsert ng and rernoving a digita data
pack Exp anat ons of these procedures, and general system ma ntenance,
are prov ded in this chapter

Changing the Ribbon
R bbons can be pLrrchased wherever you boLlght your con'rputer or at off ce
supply stores. To change a r bbon, fo ow these steps

1 Bemove the prlnter cover by grasping t firmy and pul ng up. (See

Figurc 1-4-2.)

Ftgure 1 12

2 To remove the ribbon, press the notched atch. (See Fgr.rre 1 4_3.)

35
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3.

tigure 1 13

Pu the r bbon cartridge up and out

Snap the new rbbon cartrldge nto the rbbon tray Make sure the
ribbon feeds around the r ght spr ng between the daisy whee andthe
plast c paper gu de ancj around ihe eftsprng.

Turn the rlbbon advance c ockw se until you hear a cl ck. (See Figure
1 4 4)

5.



Changing the Daisy Wheel
Daisy wheels can be purchased where you bought your computer or at
office supply stores- You can substitute other brands of daisy wheels as
long as they are plastic (not metal), 10 pitch, and have 96 characters.
Coleco will make multiple styles available.

WARNING: The power plug mltst be removed before a daisy wheel is
changed.

1. Remove the cover from the printer. Then remove the the ribbon car
tridge. (For instructions, see the preceding text page.)

2. Press in the two latches located on either side of the print mechanism
under the ribbon tray. ffhe latches are approximately midway from the
roller to the rear of the tray.) (See Figure 1-4-5.)

Replace the ribbon cover and press down firmly.

Maintatning the Systetn 37

Figure 1 4 5

toward you Then pu ihe daisy wheel up and3. Tilt the print mechanism
off. (See Figure 1-4-6.)

.kryi
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Place a new daisy wheel on the spindle, making
the daisy wheel lines up with its post. Push the
down firmly. (See Figure 1-4-7.)

sure the square hole in
print mechanism back

5. Fleplace the ribbon cartrldge.

F naly rep ace the cover

Figure 1-4-6
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Inserting and Removing Digital Data Packs
Digitai data packs are specially designed for your computer. Although they
may look like audio cassette tapes, digital data packs are very different. Do
not attempt to use audio cassette tapes in place of digital data packs.
NOTE: Do not turn ADAM on or off while a digilal data pack is in the drive.

To insert or remove a digital data pack, follow these steps:

1. To open the drive door, press the tape release bar (on top of the door).
(See Figure l-4-8.)

Figure 1-+8

lnsert or remove the d,gital data pack. CAUTION: To insert a data
pack, make sure the label faces you and that the exposed tape is
toward the bottom of the drive. (See Figure 1-4-9.) Damage may result
to the tape if it is not inserted properly.

2.
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Close the drive door.
inserted incorrectly, the

(See Figure 1 a 10) (NOTET lf the tape s
door ls difficult to c ose.)

\

Figure 1410

Hints on Taking Care of Your Computer
Using your ADAM Family Computer System is easy. The suggestions given
on the next two pages will help you keep ADAM in good condition.

d
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,,ffi
Proiect 10"c-52"C

lnsert Carelully Never
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Screen

a To clean your screen, use any glass or window cleaner.

Keyboard and Memory Console

a Keep food, liquids, and smoke away from the computer.

. Clean your keyboard and Memory Console with a dry cloih.

SmartwRlTER Printer

. Keep fingers, clothing, hair, and jewelry away from the printer.

. Clean your printer with a dry cloth.

Dagital Daia Packs

. Do NOT turn ADAlvi on or off while a digital data pack is in the
drive.

. Do NOT leave digital data packs in the drives.

. Keep digital data packs away from magnets, paper clips, motors,
tools and- other metal or magnetic items.

. Store and use digital data packs away from extreme heat or cold.

. Store digital data packs in a safe place, away from dust, tempera-
ture extremes, and electrical currents. Store digital data packs
away from the printer and other computer parts.

. Keep food and liquids away from digital data packs.

. Do not touch the tape in any digital data packs.

. lnsert and remove digital data packs carefully.



Part II
Electronic Typing
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Using ADAM As A Typewriter

The letter shown on the opposite page is just one of the many kinds of
Iette.s you can type using ADAI\y' as an electronic typewriter- Of course,
you are not limiied to typing letters. you can type phone lisis, notes, memos,
or anything else you want on ADAIV.

When you use ADAM as an electronic typewriter, you use it iust as you
would any other typewriter. lts keyboard and printer work together just like
a typewriter. When you press a letter or number on the keyboard, it's
printed at once-even though the keyboard is not part of the printer.

You will, however, find it easier to use ADAM than a typewriter. First, what
you type appears both on your TV screen and on paper. You'll find it much
easier to read what you type on the screen than on paper. And it's in color,
too. Second, you only need to touch the keys lightly on the ADAIV1 key-
board to operate it. lf you hold a key down, it will repeat. Finally, ADAM has
Smart Key labels on the bottom of the screen which guide you through the
steps for changing margins. tabs, and line spacing. The procedures for
changing these settings are explained in this chapter.

For the two practices in this chapter, you can type either the letter shown
on the opposite page or one of your own letters or notes. For the first prac-
tice, you should leave the margins, line spacing, and tabs at the standard
settings. But before you type a second letter, you'll learn how to change
those three settings. You can then type a letter with non-standard margins,
line spacing, and tab settings.

Each practice begins with a brief introduction which explains whai you'll be
doing. Steps you must perform are numbered. The steps are briefly written,
with additional information in parentheses. lf you don't want the additional
explanations, skip the information in parentheses-

Turn to the next page when you are ready to begin.

45
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Lesson # 1-Typing a Letter Using the Standard
Settings
ln thi6 first practice, you will use ADAM to type a complete letter using the
standard settings for margins, line spacing, and tabs. Do each step which is
listed below to type the letter at the beginning of the chapter or type a letter

1 . Turn on the ry. Then press the power switch at the back of the Smart-
WHITEF printer to ON.

2. lnsert paper into the printer. lt should be centered on the roller. tloll
the paper up by rotating the roller knob on the top right of the printer.
Boll the paper up until it can be tucked under the paper bail.

3. Type your letter or whatever it is you want to type. Keep these points
in mind:

. ADAM is automatically set for a 6Gcharacter line with margins of
10 and 70, single spacing, and tab stops at every 5 characters.

. Before typing the date, press the TAB key (on the left side of the
keyboard) about three times so that the date will be indented. Then
type the date and press BETUBN. A FETURN symbol will display
to remind you where you preseed RETURN.

. After typing the date, press RETURN two or three times. BETUFIN
not only ends lines, but it also creates blank lines. Then type the
name and address and the salutation. Press RETUBN where
necessary.

. When typing the body of the letter, listen for the end-of-line bell
which sounds when you have typed about 55 characters on a line.
(This will appear as 1-314|:ne on the screen.) Finish the word you
are typing and press REIURN.

a If you need to fit an extra few letters on a line, press Smart Key Vl
(at the top of your keyboard). This key is labeled as MARGIN
RELEASE (on the bottom of your screen). To type past the margin,
press this key.

a Remember that you can't correct errors with a typewriter unless
you use "white out" or a similar product.

(This lesson continued on the next page.)
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4. When you have finished typing the letter, remove it from the printer by
pulling the paper release lever toward you and pulling up on the paper.

Be sure to move the lever back before inserting another sheet of paper'

5. Erase the letter from the screen by pulling the computer reset slide
switch (which is on the Memory Console) toward you. This "clears"
the letter from the screen so that you can type something else.

Congratulationsl You have just typed your first letter. Now continue read-
ing to find out how to change the standard settings.
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Lesson # 2-Changing Margins
Before you type another letter (memo, note, or any other "document" of
your choice), reset either the left or right margin by completing the steps
below.

lvlake sure paper is in the printer. The print head shoLrld also be positioned
at the beginning of a ljne. This happens when you use the computer reset
switch or press RETURN.

1. Press Smart Key V (on the top of the keyboard)- Notice that the cur-
rent function of this key is MABGIN/TAB/ETC, as shown in the Smart
Key label at the bottom of the screen. (The labels for these keys can
change each time one of the Smart Keys is pressed. Because the top
row of black keys can be used for many different tasks, they are
called "Smart Keys.")

2. Press Smart Key ll, which is labeled HOBIZ MAFGIN on the screen.
Notice ihat the Smart Key labels on the screen change again.

3. When the yellow prompt with HORIZ MARGIN appears, decide
whether you want to set the left or right margin. Press Smart Key lll
LEFT to set ihe left margin, or press Smart Key lV BIGHT to set the
right margin. The choice is yours! (The number shown on each label is
the current margin setting.)

4. When the yellow prompt changes and reads HOHIZ N,4ARG|N USE
ARROW KEYS, press the left and then the right arrow key (bottom
right-hand side of the keyboard) to see the effect. The character posi-
tion of the margin displays in the LEFT or BIGHT Smart Key label, at
the bottom of the screen, depending on the margin you decided to
reset. At the top of your screen, the dark bars mark the margin posi-
tions on the scale.

5. When you have a margin setting you like, press Smart Key Vl (DONE).
Watch the labels on the screen change again.
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Lesson # 3-Changing Line Spacing
While most work is typed single-spaced, you can increase the spacing
between lines. Spacang increases in half line segments. How many spaces
can you put between lines? Complete this exercise to find out.

1. Press Smart Key V (MARGIN/IAB/ETC).

2. Press Smart Key V (LINE SPACING).

3. A yellow prompt displays with LINE SPACE #. The number identifies
the line spacing in effect. To change the spaces between lines, press
Smart Key lV (which is labeled UP) to increase the spaces between
lines. Or press Smart Key V (labeled DOWN) to decrease the spacing.
When you press either key, the line spacing number in the prompt
changes. Try pressing both keys and see how wide and narrow the
line spacing can be set.

Be sure to change the spacing so you can see the effect.

4. When finished, press Smart Key Vl (DONE).
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Lesson # 4-Changing Tabs and Typing a Second
Letter
Tab stops are usually set at every 5 spaces. You can see the tab stops
which are set on ADAIVI by looking at the margin scale across the top of the
screen. The white dots, set every 5 characters, are tab stops.

Tab stops can be easily changed. Complete the steps below to change the
tab stops on your screen.

1. Press Smart Key V (MARGIN/TAB/ETC).

2. Press Smart Key lV (IAB).

3. When the yellow prompt with TAB POINTEB # USE ARROW KEYS
appears, decide whether you want to clear or set a tab. ln this case,
you'll first clear a tab and then set one.

4. To clear a tab, press the right arrow key (at the bottom right-hand side
of the keyboard) severaltimes until the tab pointer in the margin scale
at the top of the screen stops on an existing tab stop (marked by a
white dot). Then press Smart Key lV OAB CLEAB).

5. To set a tab, use the left or right arrow keys to position the tab po nter
where the new tab stop should be. Refer to the margin scale ai the top
of the screen to do this. (You can set the tab wherever you want.)
Then press Smart Key V (TAB SET) to set the tab.

6. You can repeat steps 4 and/or 5 if you wish to clear or set more tab
stops. (lf you want to clear all the tab stops, press Smart Key V (ALL
cLEAR).)

7. When you have finished, press Smart Key Vl (DONE).

Now that the margins. line spacing, and tab stops have been changed, type
another letter or any other document using the new settings.

BEMINDEB: lf you want to return to the standard settings, you can either
reset each setting individually, pull the computer reset switch,forward, or
turn ADAM off and then turn it back on again. Whenever you turn ADAM
on, the standard settings will be in effect regardless of what had been set
before.
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Reviewing What You fust Learned
lnashorttme you iearned how io use ADAM as an electronrc typewr ter f
you re famillar with a standard typewrter you can te how easy t s to use
ADAM as a typewr ter.

Here s a list of the key po nts you tust covered in th s chapter.

. To use ADAM as an electron c typewriter. .lust turn on the TV and
the SmartwFlTEF printer

. Use TAB and RETURN exactly as you would on a standard type-
wr ter TAB rndents text on tab stops RETURN is used to end a ne
or create a b ank line When you press FETUBN on ADAM. you wi
see a FETUBN symbo on the screen.

a ADAM comes with standard margln tab and ne spacing settrngs
lvarg ns are set at l0 and 70 (a 60 character ne) iab stops are set
at every 5 characters and ihe line spac ng s s ngle.

. Marg ns tabs and line spac ng are easy to change Press the
Smart Key (V) which is abeled MABGIN/TAB,,ETC and the Smart
Key abe s on the bottom of the screen w gu de you through the
procedures.

. i you turn ADAM off and back on aga n or pull the computer reset
swrtch, the standard marg ns tabs, and line spacing w ll once agarn

be in effect. ADAM does not rernember any of the settings you
made.

a lf you want to type ,ust a few more characters on any ne press
Smart Key V (MARC N RELEASE).

Wh Le ADAtvl s oerta n y a wondeTful typewrlter you may want to use it as
an e ectron c typewriter on y whef you are typ ng envelopes or short doc!-
ments like notes. where m stakes don t matter. W th SmartWR TEB Word
Process ng you can easrly correct mistakes and print more than one copy
of your work. Now that you ve used ADAM as a iypewriter, go to Part ll
and find out how easy t s to use SmartWR TER Word Processing.
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Typing Your First Letter

Ihe letter shown on the opposite page is just one of the rnany kinds of
letters you can type wlth SmartWRlTER Word Processing. This letter was
typed using the settings which are standard on your word processor. These
settings include one-inch margins on all sides and single spacing between
lines-

All that was done to type this letter was to turn on SmartWRlTER, type the
letter, correct any errors, and print it. Easy? Yes, very easy.

You, too, could type this letter doing only those four things. But you'd be
missing some of the other wonderful features of SmartWRlTER-such as

changinq the screen colors and saving your letter 60 you can print it again.

You can learn about these features and a few others by completing ihe ten
exercises which begin on the following page. (lf you're very impatient, all
you need to do is complete parts 1, 7 and 9. But you'll be missing some of
the real reasons for owning a word processor.)

Each exercise begins on a separate page. The purpose of the exercise is
briefly explained. The numbered steps should be completed by you Any-
thing with an asterisk (*) is additional information.

ln this exercise, you can type erther the letter shown on the opposite page
or one of your own letters. lf you decide to type one of your own letters,
then please type it so that it looks hke tne one shown-siandard -margins,
single spacing, rabbed in first .,nes ot paragraphs, and so forth. 

_

55
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Lesson # I-Entering WP and Choosing Your Color
To use SmartWRlTER Word Processing, you must turn on your ADAl,y'
computer and be in the word processing mode. lf you haven't done this,
then complete the three steps which follow.

1. Turn on the ry or monitor and set the volume to a moderate level.
(Bemember, the switch box must be set to games or computer and the
TV to channel 3 or 4.)

2. Turn on the computer by reaching around the back of the printer and
pressing the power switch to ON. Notice the electronic typing screen
appear on your TV or monitor. The computer tells you it's in "electronic
typewriter" by displaying that message at the bottom left of the screen.

3. Press the key labeled ESCAPE,/WP (located at the upper lefthand
corner of the keyboard). This will put your computer into the word
processing "mode." After doing this, notice that the "electronic type-
writer" message has been replaced by Smart Key labels.

Before you begin typing, take a moment to look at the word pfocessing
screen on your TV or monitor. Compare it to the picture in Figure 3 1 2, so
that you become acquainted with all the features available on your screen.

Figure 3 1 2

Ohi6 lesson continued on the next page.)

VERTICAL MARGIN SCALE

SMABT KEY LABELS

HRFEII]/ sCPEEX 5EFRI:H HI-LITE I{FLITE SUPEE/
ERn5E l5uE5ERtPT

HORIZONTAL MABGIN SCALE

CURSOR
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lf you are interested in knowing more about the screen features, then read
the following po;nts marked with asterlsks (*).

* Horizontal and vertical margin scales: You can see where your left
and right margins are set by looking at the red markers on the scale at
the top of the screen. Tab stops are shown by white markers. The verti-
cal margin scale shows where top and bottom margins are set

i Smart Key labels: These labele are at the bottom of the screen and
marked with roman numerals lthrough Vl. These correspond to the top
row of keys, called Smart Keys, on the keyboard. The labels on the
screen tell you what will happen when you press a Smart Key. These
labels change to help guide you through procedures. Sometimes
messages, whlch display in yellow in the label area, give you extra help-

* Roller Everything you type in the Siandard Format is typed on this
roller, which looks like the platen on a typewriter. lf you select the Mov-
ing Window Format, which is explained in chapter 3, you will not type on

a roller.

* Cursor: This ls a beam of light that looks like an underline. It shows
where the first or next letter you type will appear on the screen.

You can also change the colors and sound level used on SmartWRlTER.
Want to see a different color? lf so, complete the steps which follow

1. Notice that Smart Key label ll isSCBEEN OPTIONS. Press Smart Key
ll at the top of the keyboard and see what happens to the labels.

2. The labels changed. The second label now reads COLOR SELECT-
Press Smart Key ll aqain and watch ihe labels.

3. Decide what background color you want on your screen and press the
corresponding Smart Key (l V). Check your screen.

4. Repeat steps 1-3 to see another color. Repeat those steps as many
times as you wish. When you find the color you prefer, press Smart
Key Vl (DONE)- Then continue to the next lesson.
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Lesson # 2-Typing the Letter
Whenever you turn on Smart\lRITEB Word P!-ocess ng, the follow ng set
I ars a-e n e"e( t

Left and right (horlzonta ) margins I0 and 70
Top and boitom (vert cal) margins: 1 inch each
Line spac ng s ng e

These settlngs were seected because they are cons dered standard for
most persona , academic and business work You ll use these sett ngs n

thls practice. 1n a later chapter you wrll learn to change the margin and line
spac ng settings.

Follow the d recl ons be ow to type the port on of the leiter shown on the
opposite page. lf you wish, you may su bst tute one of your own etters.

1. Type the date, lust as if you were using a typewrter. (lf you re not
used to a typewr ter then fo Low a-c below )

b.

To type the date, which is tabbed in, press the gray key labeled
TAB (located on the left side of the keyboard) three times. Since
several tab stops are set and shown on the top margin scale, you
don't have to worry about setting tabs.,As you press TAB, watch
the cursor.

Then type the date using the white letter and number keys on the
keyboard. The letters and numbers wjll appear on the top line of
the roller, (lf you make mistakes, ignore them for now.)

Finally, press RETURN three times-once to end the ]ine and twice
to make two blank lines. Notice that the date moves off the roller.

2.

3

Type the name, address, and salutation (Dear Manager,) just as if you
were using a typewriter. At the end of each line, press the RETURN
key. Also, press RETURN each iime you want a blank line.

Next, type the first paragraph of the letter-again using the typewriter
keys. But, do not press BETUBN at the end of each line. Smart-
WRITEF Word Processing will take care of that for you.

When you have finished typing the first paragrapl-t, press BETURN
twice-once to end the paragraph and once to make a blank line. These
are the only times you need to press the BETURN key when using
SmartwFlTER Word Processing.

4.
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Lesson # 2-Typing the Letter (cont.)

5.

1.

Figure 3-1-3

Now, type only the f rst three or four words of the second paragraph.

(Type on y th s much so that you can earn more of the differenc-'s
between SmartWRlTEF Word Process ng and a typewriter )

See what happens to yoLtr etteTs whef you press the gray BACK
SPACE key three or four times.

(As you can see pressng BACKSPACE is lke using an efg9er'- lj
neat! erases letters and numbers, too. You can use BACKSPACE
whenever you are typing and see a mistake on the typ ng line. lust
BACKSPACE and then retype.)

Next, reiype the words (aso ca ed 'text") that you iust erased. Then

continue io pract ce :3 to f nd out about some other important keys in

SmartwBITEB Word Processing
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Lesson # 3-Moving the Cursor
lf you're accustomed to using a typewriter, you may wonder how to back
space without erasing letters or numbers. Look at the right side of your
keyboard for the four keys with arrows on them and the key labeled HOME.
These are called Cursor Control Keys because they let you move the cursor
without erasing or "destroying" your text. (Bemember, the cursor looks like
a bright underllne and tells you where the next character will be typed.)

Find out more about the Ci]rsor Control Keys by completing these steps.

1. You should still see a couple of words from the second paragraph on
the roller. You can move the cursor backwards over these letters with-
out erasing them by pressing the key with the left arrow. Press this
key a coup e of times and watch the screen.

2. You can probably guess what's going to happen when you press the
key with the right arrow on it. But go ahead, try pressing that key a
couple of times too.

3. Before you reach for the up and down arrow keys, try something else
first. Press the left arrow key again a couple of times- Then press the
SPACEBAR-that's the long white bar at the bottom of the keyboard.

0f you're familiar with a typewriter, you may have been surprised that
the SPACEBAB also erases text on SmartWFlTER. Remember to use
BACKSPACE and SPACEBAR only when you want to erase text-not
to move the cursor.)

4. Go ahead. Try using the up and down arrow keys. Press each one a
couple of times.

5. You can also use the HOME key to move the cursor. Try it now.

6. lf you want to move the cursor rapidly press the HOME key and an
arrow key at the same time and see what happens. ln fact, try pressing
HOME and left arrow, HOME and right arrow, HOI\y'E and down
arrow, and HOME and up arrow.

7. Use the arrow keys and HOME to move the cursor around the roller.
Also, use them to move the text up and down on the screen. Moving
the text up and down on the screen is called "scrolling." Spend a cou-
ple of minutes now getting used to the effect of these keys. Then con-
tinue to the next lesson.
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Lesson # 4-Correcting Errors
When you use the Cursor Control Keys and "scroll" your text up and down
the scieen, you can read what you have typed. Scrolling lets you proofread

vour text. Vou can then see'f there are any mrstakes-sometimes cal'ed
i typos" (which rs short for typog'aphical errors). Or' you can 'e-read your

teii and becide whether you want to change what you typed

You've already learned one way to correct mistakes' by pressing BACK-

SPACE and retyping text. There are two more ways to correct errors-add-
ing or "inserting" text, and striking over text.

1. To follow these directions, you'll find it easiest if you scroll to ihe end

of the letter (which, by the way, is often referred to as a "document"

in word processing). To do this, press HOME and either the up or
down arrow key ai many times as necessary to bring the last line of
the letter onio the roller.

2. One kind of error is accidentally leaving out a word. Assume you

wanted to add the word "Also" to the beginning of the second para-

graph. Adding words on a word processor is called "inserting" text.
Do steps a-d now.

a. First, use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the beginning of
the sentence. Whenever you want to insert a word, move the cur-
sor to where the insert is to begin

b. Press the INSERT kev (which is on the right side of the keyboard)'
Watch what happens to your text. (The text after the cursor posi-

tion temporarily disappears from the screen.) This allows you to
type as much text as you need. You should also see the message
"TYPE TEXT" in the Smart Key label area.)

c. Type the word to be inserted-"Also" (withoLlt the quote marks)-
and press the SPACEBAB once.

d. Press Smart Key Vl (labeled DONE) and yolrr text will reappear'

3. Next, you need to change "We" to "we" in that sentence. Do this by

moving the cursor (with the arrow keys) so it's under the "W.'' Then

type over the letter "W" with a lower case "w." This procedure is

called "strikeover" or "typeover."

Continue to the next lesson to learn another way to correct your work'
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Lesson # S-Correcting More Errors
You've now learned three different ways to correct mistakes: BACK-
SPACE, INSERT, and strikeover. There's one more method that vou'll find
very useful. lt s called DELETE. lt's usually used when you wani to erase
words frcm within a paragraph. BACKSPACE, on the other hand, is used to
erase words you just typed.

ln this lesson, delete the first two words-"Also we"-from the beginning of
the second paragraph by completing the steps below.

1- N/ake sure the cursor is under the "e" in the word "we."

2. Press the DELETE key which is at the top right of the keyboard.
(Notice that some of the Smart Key labels change and a message "Hl-
LITE TO DELETE" appears.)

3- "Highlight" or mark the text to be deleted as follows.

a. Notice that Smart Key label lV is Hl-LlTE. Press Smart Key lV.
(When you do this, the label changes to Ht-L|TE OFF.)

b. Use the left arrow key to move the cursor back under each letter
in the two words "Also we." A red underline will be drawn under
these. (Any arrow keys can be used to draw this underline. lJse
whatever is appropriate for the situation.)

c. Press Smart Key lV again to turn the HI-LITE OFF.

4. Tell SmartWBlTER to delete your text by pressing either Smart Key Vl
(which is labeled DELETE) or the DELETE key at the right of the key-
board. The choice is yours.

(NOTE: The group of keys at the top right of the keyboard are called
Command Keys. They are MOVE/COPY, STORE,/GET, CLEAR,
INSEBT, PRINT, and DELETE. Two other Command Keys are UNDO
and ESCAPE/WP. The name on each Command Key describes ihe
procedure it is used to perform. When you press certain Command
Keys, such as DELETE, the Smart Key labels change. And you com-
plete the procedure by following the messages, using the Smart Keys,
or using the Command Keys.)

IMPORTANT: Do not type more text now or press other keys. You need to
leave everything just as it is to complete the next lesson.
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Lesson # 6-Using the "OoPs" Commands
You may sometimes wish you hadn't done a procedure. For example, per-

haps you deleted text and then decided you wani it back. What can you do?

Use one of the "oops" commands. UNDO is one of the two "oops" com-
mands and will get back text you iust deleted. Another "oops" command is

ESCAPE. lt letJ you stop any command before finishing it Complete the
sieps which follow to try out UNDO and ESCAPE.

l. Since you just deleted text in last lesson, assume you decided you

want it back. As long as you have not pressed any key or typed any-

thing, you can. How?lust by pressing UNDO (upper right-hand side of
the keyboard). Press it now and watch the screen.

The text reappears. To remove the highlighting, press Hl-LITE EBASE

$0. Then move the cursor under all the text to be de highlighted'
Finally, press ERASE OFF (V).

(fhe text "Also we" should reappear. lf it does not, then redo the last

iwo lessons and press UNDO immediately after completing lesson 5 )

(UNDO can be used to get back text which you deleted, cleared, or
replaced. You will learn more about CLEAR and REPLACE later.)

2. The second "oops" command is ESCAPE, which lets you "back out" of
any procedure. Since you need to be in the mlddle of a procedure to do
this, leave your cursor wherever it is, pre+s INSERT, and type any word.

Assume you don't want tl_e word you lust typed and want to get nd-of
rhe INSEBT procedLrre. All you do is press the key labeled ESCAPE'
WP (upper left-hand side of the keyboard). Do this now and watch
what happens.

(ESCAPE can be used to back out of such procedures as DELETE,

INSERT, CLEAR, and MOVE. You can back out of any of these proce-

dures as long as you have not completed the last step in the procedure.)

3. Now use any of the error correction features-BACKSPACE, INSERT,

strikeover, or DELETE-Io fix any mistakes in the letter. Remember to
use the Cursor Control Keys to scroll your text to the roller so that you

can make chanqes. And you can use UNDO or ESCAPE whenever
necessary.

After you have corrected any errors, finish typing the letter. When
finished, the basic style of your letter should match the letter at the
beginning of the chapter. Then, go on to the next lesson-printing'
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Lesson # 7-Printing Your Letter
You can print etters repoTts. or other documents anytime wth Smari
WRITEB Word Process ng.

' You can print before you correct mstakes (Sorne people prefer to
proofread a pr nted copy rather than scrolling text on ihe screen.)

* You can print after you correct m stakes.

* Or you can save text, recall or 'get t back and ihen prnt it.

Before you print make sure you have a sheet of paper in the pr nter. lf yoll
don't then insert one as foilows. Refer to the d aoram for ass stance

2.

3.

1.

Fisure 3-l-4

lnsert paper from the back of the roller (or platen), making sure the
paper is centered between the edges of the roller-

Use the platen knob to roll the paper forward until the top of the paper
rs under the paper bar (or paper bail).

Pull the paper bail up- (When the letter is being printed, you will need
to make sure the paper goes under the bail and then pull it forward.)

(This lesson continued on the next page.)
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W th paper n the pr nter, you are ready to pr nt your letter'

1. Press the key labeled PBINT (upper r ghi hand s de of the keyboard)
Watch what happens to the Smart Key labels when you do th s'

2 Since you want to print yoLlr ent re etter ook for the Smart Key iabel

w th PillNT WK-SPACE (workspace). Not ce the other cho ces. Then

Press Smart KeY V

(The workspace' inc udes everyth ng you have typed-whether you

can see it on ihe screen or not.)

3. Now that yolr re ready to prlnt ook at the abels at the bottom of the

screen Severa abe s et you specify paper type and page numbering

nformaton. (These are ntroduced n chapter 4.) This time, you'l lust
pr nt with the standard-wh ch is no page number ng.

Notlce that one Smart Key label s marked PRINT (V). Press Smart
Key V and watch the Pr nter!

Congratu at onsl You've lust pr nted your flrst letter' Coni nue to the

next esson and f nd out how to save your etter for another exerc se
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Lesson # 8-Saving Your Letter
One of the best reasons for uslng a word processoT is be ng able to save
your work for later use. Sav ng or stor ng a letter allows you to get t back
ater. change t. and pr nt t agarn

n ths esson you' store the letter you lust completed You can then use
ihe etter n other essons

1 W th SmartWB TER Word Process ng. text s stored on a digita data
pack. Make sure a dig tal data pack s lnseried in the d gltal data drive
on your Memory Console lf a dig ta data pack s not in your com
puter's drve then insert one now (Befer to Part for d rections f you
need ass stance.) lf you forget this step. the system wil prompt you
later to insert a data pack

2 Press the STOBE,GET key (ocated n the group of sx keys to the
right of the keyboard).

4

6.

3.

5.

Now look at the Smart Key labels at the bottom of the screen. Io store
the contents of the entire workspace, press Smart Key V (STORE
WK-SPACE),

Once again, look at the message and Smart Key labels. Press Smart
Key lll (DRIVE A) to store your text on the digital pack in Drive A.
(You will always make this selection unless you add another digital
data drive. ln that situation, the digital data pack could be in Drive B.)

The message and Smart Key labels changed again. This time, you
need to type a name for your letter. This must consist of 10 characters
or less. For this example, type the name REQUEST. (lt is not neces-
sary to use the SHIFI key to type the name in capital letters. Your
computer wlll make any letters appear as capitals in this situation.)

Now tell SmartWBlTER you're ready by pressing Smart Key VI
(STOHE WK SPACE). Then listen. You can hear your text being
stored.
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Lesson # 9-Clearing Your Letter Off the Screen
Once you've stored your text, you can type another letter, resume' chart, or
any other document.

But waitl Your old text is still on the screen. Before you can do anything
else, you need to erase or clear your letter from the screen. You could use

DELEIE, but that *ould require highlighting the entire letter to erase it A
shorter way is to use the CLEAR procedure which is explained below-

1. First, press the CLEAB key at the right of the keyboard. Watch the
Smart Key labels as you do this.

2. Next, tell SmartWRtTEFl how much text you want to clear' ln this case,

clear the workspace by pressing Smart Key Vl (CLEAB WK-SPACE)'

3. Look at tne message area once again. smartwBlTER asks 'f you re
sure you want to get rid o[ the text. Since you do. press Smart Key Vl
(FINAL CLEAR). Watch what happens on your screen-

Clearing text is comparable to throwing it in the wastebasket- lf you

changei your mind as you were throwing it out, yol.l could have pressed

ESCAPE'Io get it baik. Or, if you tust completed the procedLrre and

changed youi mind. you could press UNDO. By having these features
SmartWBlTEB saves you from a lot of aggravation.

Now continue to the next page and complete the last lesson in this chapter'

fypng Your First Letter
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Lesson # I0-Getting Your Letter Back on the
Screen
Perhaps you're wondering if you'll ever see your letter again now that
you've cleared it off the screen. You will because you stored it on a digital
data pack.

Once you've stored text, you can bring it back any time. Get your letter
back on the screen now by fo,lowing the steps.below.

1. N,4ake sure the same digital data pack you stored your letter on is still
in the drive. (Later, when you've stored letters and reports on several
different digital data packs, you'll need to keep track of where every-
thing is stored. You can learn about that in the next chapter.)

2. Press the STORE/GET key.

3. Look at the Smart Key labels and press Smart Key Vl (GET).

4. Look at the labels again. Press Smart Key lll (DRIVE A) to get the
letter from the digital data pack in Drive A.

5. A File Directory of all the letters, charts, and other "files" on the digital
data pack appears on the screen. Choose the file named REQUEST
that you stored in lesson #8. Do this by using the arrow keys to move
the File Directory pointer to the name of the file you want.

6. Press Smart Key Vl (GET FILE). Afier a moment, the letter stored in
the file appears on the screen.

(This lesson continued on the next page.)
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At this point you can do one of the following with the letter that is on the
screen. Read your options and then do whichever you prefer. (lf you're
feeling particularly adventurous, you can do combinations of these options
The choice is yours.)

* Having retrieved your letter, you can throw it out again by clearing it off
the screen. To do this, follow the steps in lesson #9. lf you clear the
letter from the screen, however, a copy will still remain on the digital
data pack. (To delete the file from the data pack, you must follow the
"delete file" procedure described in the next chapter.)

* You can print your letter again by following the steps in lesson #7 and
then clear it again by repeating the steps in lesson #9

* You can add to the letter or revise it, and then re-store it for use later- lf
you decide to re-store the letter, you can use the same file name-
BEQUEST. lf you choose this option, the first version of your letter will
be moved to the Back-up Directory.

* Or, you can change the letter and re-store it as a separate version by
using a different file name, such as tIEQUEST1 or VIDEO. lf you choose
this option, the firsi and second versions of your letter will be listed in
the File Directory.

When you've finished, you can go directly to the next chapter. Or, you can
turn off your system by completing the two steps listed below-

1. Turn off the TV.

2. Turn off the SmartWBlTER system by pressing the power switch on

the back of the printer to OFF.

Before going on to the next chapter, read the following page which contains
a summary of the key points in lessons #1-10.
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Reviewing What You fust Learned
ln the last hour, you learned all the "basics" about SmartWBlTEB Word
Processing. By using those procedures, you can type simple letters,
reports, assignment6, and other things on your ADAM computer.

When you type some of your work, you won't need all the procedures you
learned about. After all, if you're a good typisi, you Just need to turn the
system on, type the letter, prlnt it, clear it, and turn the system off. And
you're done!

On the other hand, if you need to make corrections or want to store the
letter, you'll need to use additional SmartWRlTEB features.

Here's a list of the key points covered in this chapter.

* To use SmartWRlTER Word Processing, you must turn on your TV or
monitor, your ADAM computer, and press ESCAPE/WP.

* You type letters, reports, and oiher documents using the typewriter
keys. However, you don't press RETURN at the end of each line of a
paragraph. SmartWRlTEB wraps words automatically. Use RETURN
only to end lines short of the right margin or create a blank line.

* lf you make mistakes, you can correct them by using one of these fea-
tures: BACKSPACE, INSEBT, DELETE, or typeover (strikeover).

" To correct errors, the cursor must be at the error. You can move the
cursor by using the Cursor Control Keys (arrow keys and HOME key).
Unlike a typewriter, SPACEBAB and BACKSPACE will do more than
move the cursor-they'll also erase text. So using the Cursor Control
Keys is important.

" You can print text by using the PRINT key. You can print text as many
times as you wish.

* lf you want to use text again, you must STORE it. You can store it and
then print it, or print it and then store it. Whenever you want to STORE
text, you must give your letter or document a "file name" of 10 charac
ters or less.

* Whenever you're ready to start work on a new document, you must first
CLEAR the old document off the screen.

* You can get back on the screen any document you have stored. Use the
STOBE/GET key and tell the system which "file 6ame" you want-

(This lesson continued on :he next page.)
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* Whenever you have finished us ng the system. turn t off.

f you want to type some of your own work or take a break before go ng on

to the next chapter then do so. On the other hand f you're ready to fnd
out more about the t ling system " then cont nue to the nexi chapter You
don t have to complete the chapiers in sequence so you cou d work on the
essons n sorne other chapter
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2
Getting Organized-File Maintenance

With a word processor, you can store or save everything you type. This
allows you to edit your work or print it again and again. This is a big advan-
tage over using a typewriter-where you have to type it again and again.

You'll soon find that you have a lot of stored documents-or "files" as they
are called in word processing terminology. The situation becomes similar to
recording lots of different songs on audio cassette tapes. Pretty soon it's
hard to remember which song is on which tape.

Here's what you need to do if you and your family are storing lots of files.

* Decide what documents should be stored on which digital data packs:
You may want to organize your files so that only one kind of document is
stored on a data pack. For example, one data pack could be labeled
"LETIERS" and only letters stored there. Another could be labeled
"Homework" and only homework stored there. Or you may want to give
everyone in the family their own data packs. They would decide what to
store on their data packs. They may even want to organize their own
files by type.

* Decide how to keep track of what's stored on the data packs: You can
label your digital data packs with numbers or people's names. You'll find
that this helps keep track of documents. You might even want to keep a
written list of hat's on what data pack-as in the examples shown on the
opposite page.

* Keep files up to date: You can delete files which are no longer needed
by using the DELETE FILE procedure. This will free space on your digi
tal data packs.

, Make copies of very important files: Everyone who uses a word processor
or computer knows you should make "back ups" of important work that
you will use again, such as a resume. While it's unusual to have a problem
with a digital data pack or lose a digital data pack, it could happen.

ln just two lessons, you'll learn how to copy and delete documents. You can
rename a file by copying the document and then deleting the file stored
under the old name. lnstructions on storing and getting documents are in
the previous chapter.

/3
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Lesson # 1-Copying a File
To complete this practice, you can use any digital data pack which has one
or more documents already stored on it. This practice willshow you how to
copy a file that is on a data pack. This is sometimes called making a "back-
up."

1. lnsert the digital data pack that contains the file to be copied into the
digital data pack drive.

2. Move the file into your computer's memory as follows:
a. Press the STORE,/GET key (upper right-hand side of the

keyboard).
b. Press Smart Key Vl (GET).
c. Press Smart Key lll (DBIVE A). The File Directory appears on the

screen- A File Directory pointer is pointing toward the name of one
of the files listed on the File Directory.

d. Using the arrow keys, position the File Directory pointer so that it
faces the name of the file you want to get.

e. Press Smart Key Vl (GET FILE). ln a moment, your f ile will appear
on the screen.

3. Decide on which data pack you want to store the file. You can store it
on the one that's currently in the drive or remove the pack from the
drive and insert another daia pack.

4. Now store the documeni as follows:
a. Press the STORE/GET key.
b. Press Smart Key V (STORE WK-SPACE).
c. Press Smart Key lll (DFIVE A). A File Directory appears on the

screen,
d. Type a file name for your file. Use 10 characters or less.
e. Press Smart Key Vl (SIORE WK-SPACE).

5. When the system has finished copying the file, it will position the cur-
sor under the first character in the document. You can remove the
document from your screen by using the CLEAFI procedure.

You have just made a back-up of your document. You can use this same
procedure to rename a file-that is, save a file under a new name. When you
have done that, just delete the version of the file that is stored under the old
name.
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Lesson # 2-Deleting a File
Eventually, you will decide you want to do some "housekeeping" and get rid
of some of the letters, reports, and other documents that are filed on your
digital data packs. You can do this easily by deleting any files you no longer
want. Complete the steps below to delete one version of the document you

copied in the previous practice.

1. Make sure the digital data pack that contains the file to be deleted is

inserted rnto the digital data pack dnve.

2. Press the STOHE/GET key.

when prompted, press Smart Key lll (GET).

When prompted, press Smart Key lll (DFIVE A). The File Directory
appears on your screen.

4.

3

5. Use the arrow keys to position the File Directory pointer in front of the
name of the file to be deleted.

6. Press the DELETE key.

7. Then press Smart Key Vl (FINAL DELETE).

8. To remove the File Directory from the screen, press ESCAPE/WP.

Bemember, once you delete a document you have erased it and you cannot
get it back. lVake sure you only delete documents you no longer want.
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Reviewing What You ]ust Learned
File maintenance involves two kinds of tasks. First, you must decide where
to store your documents and how to keep track of where they are- Second,
you can use certain procedures to keep your files up to date-

Here is a summary of some of the key points involving files.

* Documents can be stored using the STORE procedure, and recalled by
using the GET procedure. (Documents which are stored are stili dis-
p{ayed on the screen and must be cleared using the CLEAR procedure.)

* Docu.nents which have been stored on a digital data pack are listed on a
File Directory.

* The File Directory has a pointer that is moved with the arrow keys until
it faces the name of the document you want to GET.

* Each digital data pack has its own File Directory and Back-up Directory.
When a file is stored using the same name a second time, the first ver-
sion of the file is moved to the Back-up Directory. Each time a new
version of the file is stored, using the same name, the previous version
of the file is moved to the Back-up Directory. The old version of ihe file
is automatically deleted from ihe Back-up Directory.

* Documents which have been stored can be recalled using the GET pro-
cedure, deleted using the DELETE A FILE procedure, renamed using
RENAME A FILE, or copied using COpY A FILE. Renaming is performed
by copying a file first and then deleting the first version.

* lf a lot of documents are stored, you will need a way to keep track of
them. You can label a data pack by number or with a name. You can also
keep a written record of what document is stored on what digital data
Pack.

* Make back-ups of very important documents.

* Remove the File Directory from the screen by pressing the ESCAPE,/

Now that you've learned about the filing system, find out how to do some
other things with your computer-such as typing a telephone list.
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3
Typing a Telephone List

There's nothing more convenient than having a telephone list of the people
you call most frequently at every telephone in the house. With Smart-
WRITEB Word Processing, you can type this list quickly, store it, and print
it.

When numbers change, people move, or you want to add new information,
you can simply "r.ipdate" your list and reprint it. Convenient and easyl

To set up a list of telephone numbers, you change some of the standard
settings that come with ADAM. Usually, you'll want to change the following
ones:

* Change the Standard Format to the Moving Window Format. This lets
you see exactly what your document will look like.

* Change the margins. You can make the directory wider or narrower,
though thas is optional.

* Change the tabs. Usually you'll want to clear all the tabs and just set one
or two-wherever different columns beg'n.

* Change the line spacing. Your entries will be easier to read if they are
typed in spacing-and-a.half or doubre soacing.

Whenever you want to type any chart or report wiih information in columns,
you'll find that changing these four settings will make your job easier.

Complete the four lessons in this chapter to type your own phone list. You
can type it wjth the numbers followed by the names (as shown on the oppo-
site page) or with the names followed by the numbers. The approach shown
here makes it easier to match the number with the name since only three or
four spaces separate each. lf names come before numbers, there can be a
big gap between the name and number which makes it more difficuli to
read.
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Lesson # l-Changing to the Moving Window
Format
The Moving Window Format looks very different from the Standard Format
(which app;ars when SmartWF|TEF is turned on). Find out what the Mov-
ing Window Format looks like by completing these steps.

1. Press Smart Key ll (SCBEEN OPTIONS).

2. Press Smart Key Vl (MOVING WINDOW). Notice the appearance of
the screen. The roller or platen has been removed and the cursor is at
the top of the screen.

You can try out this format before you type the phone list by typing a cou-
ple of lines of anything you want. When you're ready to continue, CLEAR
the screen.
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Lesson # 2-Changing Margins
You change the left and right margins on SmartWRlTER exactly as you do
on ADAM when it s used as a typewriter. The left and right margins are
referred to as "hor;zontal" margins because they determine the number of
characters across a page.

SmartWRITEFl is preset for a left margin of 10 and a right margin of 70. This
allows 60 characters on a line. lf you are using standard 8 - 1/2 inch wide
paper, you will have a 1 inch left margin and a 1 1/2 inch right margin.

You can also set top and bottom margins which are called "vertical" mar-
gins if you want to use paper that is longer or shorter than 11 inch paper.

ln this exercise, you'll make the righi margin a little wider. The procedure is
very similar for changing the other margin settings.

1 . Press Smart Key I (MABGIN/TAB/EIC).

2. Press Smart Key ll (HORIZ MARGIN).

3. Snce you want to change ihe rght margn. press
(RIGHT) The number beow the word RICHT is the
current right margin

Smart Key lV
posit on of the

4. A yellow prompt dsplays whch te s you to use the arrow keys. To
make the right marg n w der. press the r ght arrow key several t mes
unt the number below the word RIGHT ls 75.

- D.e_r Sr "- Kp, Vr TDONEI
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Lesson # 3-Changing Tabs
Tab stops are set every 5 spaces on SmartWRlTER. But when you type
charts or phone iists, you usually have to change these settings. You'll find
It's easiest to clear all the tab settings and then set only those you want.

The phone list shown at the beginning of the chapter was typed with two
tab settings. One tab setting was at 14, so that phone numbers which did
not have area codes could be tabbed in and lined up properly. The second
tab setting was at 25, where the names began.

To calculate where tab settings are needed, remember that the left margin
is still set at 10. You must decide how far in from 10 you want to tab for
each column of information. ln this case, an area code plus a dash takes up
4 spaces, so 4 + 10 equals 14. The longest phone numbers take up 12

spaces, and then some space is wanted between columns. So if you add to
the right margin (10) the number of spaces for a phone number (12) and
some blank spaces (3), you may decide to set another tab at 25.

Compleie ihe steps below to change tabs on your screen.

1. Press Smart Key I 0\,lARGlN/fAB/ETC).

2. Press Smart Key lV (TAB).

3. Clear all the tab stops by pressing Smart Key V (ALL CLEAH).

4. Use the right arrow key to move the tab pointer to the first tab setting,
which is 14. (Flefer to the number in the yellow prompt).

5. Press Smart Key lll (TAB SEI).

6. Use the right arrow key to move the tab pointer to the second setting
(2s).

7. Press Smart Key lll (TAB SED.

8. When finished, press Smart Key Vl (DONE). Your tab settings display
on the margin scale at the top of the screen.
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Lesson # 4-Changing Line Spacing
Most charts, phone lists, and other information typed in columns is easier to
read if it is typed in spacing-and-a-half or double spacing. This helps your
eye follow the information on one iine, since there is more distance between
lines.

Change the single spacing which is standard to 1-1l2 spacing for the phone
list

1 . Press Smart Key I (MARGIN/TAB/EIC).

2. Press Smart Key V (LINE SPACING).

3. Press Smart Key lV (UP) once. Notice that the number ln the prompt
changes from 1 to l-1l2.

4. Since you're finished, press Smart Key Vl [DONE).
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Lesson # S-Typing Storing, and Printing the
Phone List
Now that your settings are correct, you can type the phone list. Flead the
hints listed below and then type the list.

* If you have a phone number with an area code, type the complete phone
number beginning at the left margin. Then press the TAB key on the left
side of the keyboard once. Type the person's name-last name, comma,
first name.

* lf an area code is not needed, press TAB o.ce. Type the phone number.
Press TAB again, and type the person's name.

" When iyping all upper-case letters, press the LOCK key (lower left cor-
ner of the keyboard). To return to lower-case letters, press LOCK again.

* Press RETURN after you finish typing each person's name. lt will appear
as if your list is single spaced, but it will ptint at 1-1/2.

* Check the information on each line before you press RETUBN. lt's eas-
ier to correct column information before you go to the next line.

Afler you type the list, store it using the STORE procedure: press STORE/
GET, press STORE WK-SPACE (U, insert a dagital data pack in the drive,
press DBIVE A (lll), type file name, press STORE WK-SPACE (Vl).

Then print the list. Use the PBINT procedure: insert paper in printer, press
PRINT, press PFINT WK-SPACE (V), press PRINT (V). Repeat this proce-
dure for each additional phone list you need.

When you have finished, you can CLEAR the screen: press CLE,AR, press
CLEAR WK-SPACE (Vl), press FINAL CLEAF (Vl).

You now have as many phone lists as you need, and you can "update" the
one you typed at any time.
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Reviewing What You fust Learned
Whenever you type lists, charts, or other information in columns, you'll
probably want to use the Moving Window Format, change your tab stops.
and change the line spacing. You may also want to change margins.

Of course, you can change tab stops, line spacing, and margins whenever
you type anything if you want non standard settings. Some people like to
type text in the Moving Window Format, since each line on the screen
equals one printed line. lt does this by moving or scrolling the text sideways
as it is typed. This gives the appearance of seeing your text through a mov-
ing window-thus the name Moving Window Format.

The best way to get familiar with any of these features is to try them. With
some features, like the Moving Window Format, it's easier to try using it
than to explain it. So if you wonder what something looks like, just try it.

lf you're interested in using the automatic page numbering feature, look at
the next chapter. lf you are interested in typing formulas, try chapter 5.
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Using Your Printing Options

SmartWRlTER offers you more than just the opportunity to p.int anything
as many times as you wish. lt provides you with some special printing

options which are illustrated on the opposite page. Yorj can:

* Seleci different amounts of text to be printed-from just a word or two
that you highlight, to the entire screen, to everything that's in the work-
space. Most of the time, you'll print everything that's in the workspace
(also called "memory"). This allows you to print everything you've just
typed, even if it's scrolled off the screen.

" Select the kind of paper to be used. You can use single sheets of any
size paper. (lust remember to change the vertical margins on your com_
puter if you use paper that is longer or shorter than 11 inches.) Or' you
can use computer paper. This is often called fan-fold paper because it
looks like a continuous scroll that is perforated every 11 inches Fan-fold
paper usually has holes on either side in case you are using a speclal
feeder on the printer called a tractor. The edges with the holes can be
easily separated from the rest of the paper because they are perforated.

* Decide whether or not you want pages to be numbered automatically.
Page numbers will not be printed unless you select this option. You can
even have page numbers beginning with a number other than 1.

the printing options are easy to select because they are all presented after
you press ihe PRINT key. To learn about these print options, complete the
following lesson.
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Lesson # 1-Selecting Different Printing Options
The practice provided below w ll guide you through all the print ng options
To complete this esson, you will need sorne text on the screen. Type any_
th ng you want. insert paper in the pr nter. and then complete the steps
wh ch fo ow.

1 Press the PRINT key

2 Decide how much text you want to print. lf you want to prni every_
thng on the screen or everythng ln the workspace, lust press the
appropriate Smart Key-either lV (PRINT SCREEN) or V (PBINT WK'
SPACE),

lf you want to print on y h ghllghted text, you must escape from th s
procedure by pressng ESCAPEIWP. Highight the text you want
pr nted using Hl L TE and the arrow keys. Once the text is highlighted,
you can begin th s procedure again from step L You can then se ect
PBINT H1 LITE ( ll) lf you try to select PRINT Hl L IE ( ll) before h gh-
ght ng text, the PR NT procedure automat cal y ends

3. Dec de what k nd of paper you want to use. lf you want to use s ngle
sheets, yo! do not press any key. lf you want to use fan_fold. press
Smart Key l(FAN-FOLD) Even lf you don't rntend to use fan fo d
see what happens when you press ll. Noiice how the abels change.
Press li aga n io return to s ng e sheets.

4 Decde whether you want pages numbered automatically. lf you do
not you don't press Smart Key l! or V However assume you want
pages numbered altomatcally Press Smart Key lV (AUTO PAGE
*-?) to seiect th s.

Furtherrnore, assume you want the first pr nted page to be nufirber 4
Perhaps th s is the beginning of a second chapter Press Smart Key lll
[1ST FAGE lS) severa times until a 4 appears in the label ]f you over
shoot you must use ESCAPE/WP to end the procedure and then go
through t again.

5 Wth your optons selected press Smart Key V (PRINT) and watch
your document be pr nted.

6 lf yo! have printed high ghted text, remove the hlghllght ng by press
ng V (H GH L TE ERASE), mov ng the cursor under highlighted text.
and press ng V (EFASE OFF)

Bepeat ths exercise two or three trmes Each tme seect dfferent
opt ons and watch the res! is.
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Reviewing What You fust Learned
There are three options available when you want to print:

* The amount of text to be printedi

* The type of paper to be used;

* Whether pages are to be numbered automatically. lf they are io be num-
bered automatically, then you need to select the first page number if it is
to be greater than 1.

All the options can be chosen after you press the PRINT key, with the
exception of printing highlighted text. lf you want to print only some of the
text on the screen, you must highlight it before press;ng the PHINI key

The print options are easy to use. You'll find the option to specify the first
page number particularly helpful if you're writing a report with several
chapters. You can store each chapter separately. When you print, lust
select the appropriate page number with which each chapter is to begin.
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5
Typing Equations, Formulas, and

Footnotes

Equations, formulas, and footnotes all require numbers to be typed above or
below the typing line. Numbers (or letters) that are typed above the main

typing line are called superscripts. Those typed below the typing line are
called subscripts. Examples of text with subscripts and superscripts are
shown on the opposite page.

On some computer systems, subscripts and superscripts are called print com_

mands because you can't see their effect until they're printed. This is the case

when using SmartWRlTER. When you type textwhich is to be superscripted, it
is enclosed on either side by characters that resemble upside-down "L's."
Similady, subscripts look as if they're enclosed betlveen "L's."

When you print your text, however, subscripted and soperscripted text
prints half a line below or above the typing line. Because of this, you must
change line spacing so that it's 1-1l2 or 2 rather than s'ngle-spaced.

Complete the steps listed below. Do them once with subscripted text, and

once with superscripted text- Use the examples in the illustration or any of

1. Change the line spacing to 1 1/2 as follows: press MARGIN/TAB/ETC
(l), press LINE SPACING M, press UP (lV) once. press DONE (Vl).

2. Type text to the point where the subscript or superscript is to begin
For example, if typing the formula for water (H,0), just type the "H."

3. Press Smart Key Vl (SUPEB/SUBSCRIPT).

4. When the yellow prompt displays, decide whether text is to be lowered
or raised. To lower text, press Smarl Key V (SUBSCFIPT) To raise text,
press Smaft Key Vl (SUPERSCBIPT). A special "L" symbol will display.

5. Type the text which is to be lowered or raised. This is often only one
number or letter, such as the "2" in the first example.

6. Press Smart Key Vl (DONE). Another special "L" symbol will displav.

7. Type the rest of the text as usual.
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6
Revising Text

Several procedures available with SmartWRlTER are usually used to
change or revise text you've already typed. These procedures are MOVE
and COPY, and SEABCH and REPLACE. Although these terms are
descriptive, here's a brief definition of each.

" MOVE is used when you want to relocate text-that is, move it from its
original location to a new location.

* COPY allows you to duplicate text within a screen- The text remains in
its original location and is copied to the new location.

. SEARCH tells the system to go directly to specific texi. This may save
you from looking through several pages of text.

" FEPLACE allows you to automatically substitute one word or group of
words for another word or group of words. You can instrLlct the system
to replace each instance it finds, or only selected instances. REPLACE
can save you time updating information (such as a new date) or cor-
recting errors (such as an incorrectly typed name). Since the search/
replace can be done automatically, you can be sure that each instance
will be changed.

Since MOVE and COPY are very much alike, one exercise shows you how
to do both. One exercise also explains how to use SEARCH and FEPLACE.
Although SEARCH can be done without REPLACE, REPLACE can be done
only if SEAFCH is done first.

You may find all these procedures useful when you're iyping a new docu-
ment, as in the MOVE and COPY examples shown on the opposite page.

However, they are usually used when you want to revise text you've
already typed.
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Lesson # I-Copying and Moving Text
lf you want to copy or move text, you perform almost the same steps-only
the result is different. Type three or four lines of text (or use text from the
examples on the first page of the chapter). Then, complete the steps listed
below to copy text.

When you have finished, complete the steps summarazed in the last para-
graph to move text.

1. Press the MOVE/COPY key.

2. Press Smart Key Vl (COPYJ.

3. When prompted, highlight the text to be copied. Use the cursor keys
to position the pointer under the first character to be highlighted and
press Smart Key lV (HI-LITE FIRSI). Use the cursor keys to position
the pointer under the last character io be highlighted and press Smart

. Key V (Hl LITE LAST).

4- When prompted, move the cursor to the location where the text is to
be copied.

5. Press Smart Key V (COPY) and then press Smart Key VI (DONE).

Scroll the text up and down with the cursor keys to see both instances of
the text

Now, move some text from one location to another as follows: press the
MOVE/COPY key, press MOVE (V), position the cursor under the first
character to be moved and press HI-LITE FIRST (lV); position the cursor
under the last character to be moved and press Hl LITE LAST Mi position
the cursor where,the text is to be moved and then press N4OVE (Vl).
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Lesson # 2-Searching For and Replacing Text
For this exercise, use any text of your choice. Make sure the same word or
phrase is used two or more times in the text.

You could perform the first three steps to search for text, or all seven steps
to both search for and replace text. Complete the entire exercise once You

can perform any of the variations suggested later.

IMPORTANI: Before using these procedures. use the cursor keys to posi

tion the first character oJ the first word on the roller. SEARCH and

BEPLACE begin with the text after the corsor. Text that is before the cursor
is noi affected by these procedures.

1. Press Smart Key lll (SEARCH).

2. When prompted, type the old text you want to find

3. Press Smart Key Vl (STABT SEABCH) The system wrll search for the
first occur rence or instance of the old text and bring that text to the
platen. At th;s point, you could instruct the system to search for
another occLrrrence, begin replace, or end the search procedure

4. Press Smart Key V (REPLACE).

5. When prompted, type the new or replacement text.

6. At this point you have another choice-you can replace text selectively
or everywhere. Decide which of the steps below to do.

. Beplace only this instance by pressing Smart Key V (FEPLACE-)

Then search to the next instance by pressing Smart Key lV
(SEARCH.) To replace the next instance, press lV (SEARCH) or
skip by pressing lll (SEARCH NEXT).

. Replace all instances of old with new by pressing Smart Key Vl
(REPLACE ALL),

When you have finished, scrollthe text up and down to examine the results'
This completes the information on revision procedures.
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7
Applications-Typing Letters, Reports,

Lists, and Resumes

ADAN,4 can be used to type a wide variety of documents for personal use,

business, or school. You will find listed below the standard settings which
come into effect every time ADAI\y' is turned on. These can be easily changed
at any time. You can change margins and tab stops, line spacing, color and

sound, page ends (text length), and format type (Standard or Moving Window)
at any time-so that your settings affect only a portion of a document. The
other settings (paper type and page numbering) affect the entire document.

ADAM comes preset with the following standards (the tirst six can be
changed by pressing Smart Key l-Ny'ABGIN/TAB/ETC):

* Left and r ght (horlzontal) margins

* Top and bottorn (vertical) marg ns

* Tab stops

L ne spac ng

Page end (text ength)

* Paper type

* Co or and sound (SCREEN OPT ONS)

* Paper type (PRINT option)

10 and 70, a 60 character
line

6 and 60, 1" top and 1 "
bottom marg n

Every 5 spaces, from l5
to 65

S ngle

Automat ca y after 54
llnes

Letter size, B 1i2" x 11"

B ue color, fu sound

Single sheets

' Page numbering (PR NT option) No page numbers printed

The two sets of exampes that folow- etiers and reports, and sts and
resumes-are ustrated wth explanations of how to acheve comparable
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Lesson # 1-Letters and Reports

q:f,tr- :rn E,:1,,.r t i r..11

Fgure 3-7-2

The tap partion of a letter typed uslng the standard settings.

!r+!-ti n;tPrr,

.rI thEi - .-i:t?n!

Figure 3-7-3

Second chapter af a report, typed double spaced with nargins of 15 and 65
autonatic page nunbeing beginning wth page number I

(This lesson continued on the next page.)
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l\,4any letters and reports can be typed using the standard settings. A typical
letter typed with those settings is shown at the top of the opposite page

To produce a standard letter or report, complete the following:

* Turn the TV and SmartWBlTER printer on, and press ESCAPE/WP

* Type the document. Use TAB to indent a line, and RETURN to end a line
short or create a blank line.

* Edit the document as you type, or when finished.

* Store it, if appropriate. Prini it. And clear it from the screen.

To type a letter or report which requires changing the system standards,
complete the following:

, Turn on the TV (or monitor) and ADAN,4 and press ESCAPE/WP

* change any of the IVARGIN,/TAB/ETC features (margins, tabs, line
spacing) that you want to be special.

* Type the document. Use TAB to indent a line, and RETURN to end a line
short or create a blank line. As you type, change the MARGIN/TAB/
ETC features again if necessary.

* Edit the document as you type, or when finished.

* Store it, if appropriate. Select any non-standard printing options (paper
type, automatic page numbering) and print the document. When you
have finished, clear it lrom the screen.

lf you have stored a document on a digital data pack, you should consider
how you will keep track of where it is stored. Even though each data pack

has its own File Directory, you may have trouble finding the appropriate
data pack if you have several of them-unless you have your own filing
system.

You can, of course, recall or GET a stored file at any time. Then you can
make additional edits or format changes. Once you have a document in

memory (or workspace), you can print it any number of times.
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Lesson # 2-Lists and Resumes

:t 1..'l

Figure 3 7 I
Ltst typed using the l\/lovtng Windaw Fornat, nargins at 20 and 65, Tab stops for

the second and thtrd coiumns at 4 and 55, double spaced no page nunbers.

Figure 3-7-s

Besune typed ustng l,4ovng Window Farnat, stngle epacing, margins 15 and /0,
Tab stap at 45, autonahc page numbering beg)nntng wtth page nunber 1.

L sts. resumes charts, and other informat on which s typed n colun-rns usLr-
a y requ res changing the system standards before you beg n typ ng These
are the standards wh ch are most frequently changed when typ ng co umn

, Format-from Standard to Moving W ndow.

* Margrns-not always changed, but you should cons der ncreasing left
margin if document w I be bound on the left side

(This lesson continued on the next page.)
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* Tab stops-usually changed. Clear all the tab stops and then resei for
your needs. lf the first column is typed at the left margin, then tab stops
are needed for each following column.

* Line spacing-frequently, but not always changed. By increasing the
spacing between lines, information in lists and charts is easier to read.

* Page end-may be used to keep a chart or list on its own page. To do
this, end the previous page with a mandatory PAGE END symbol and
end the page on which the chart or list is typed with another mandatory
PAGE END symbol.

* Paper type-may be changed from single sheet to fanfold after pressing
the PFINT key. Sometimes the paper length is changed so that longer
charts can be put on one page. Be sure to change the PAPER TYPE on
MABGIN,/TAB/ETC if this is the case.

* Automatic page numbering-may be selected if desired. This is selected
after you press the PBiNT key.

The settings used to type the documents on the opposite page are shown
beneath the documents. These system changes are typical of those made
when typing information in columns.

This concludes the SmartWHlTEH Word Processing lessons. Enjoy using
SmartwRlTER Word Processing on your ADAM computer.
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Part IV
Introducing SmaTtBASIC
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Getting Started (PRINT and GOTO)

How would you like to have a private servant? Wouldn't it be great to have
someone who was always there and ready to help you?

Thjs imaginary servant could organize your life. He or she could keep track
of names, addresses, and phone numbers for you. This person could help
you balance your checkbook or complete your homework. Ihey could play
games with you and even tutor you in a foreign language.

Now stop pretending. Believe it or not, you already have the servant we've
been talking about. But it's not a person-it's your ADAN4 computer.

For your computer to do exactly what you want, you have to be able to talk
to it in a language it will understand. Your ADAM computer doesn't under-
stand English the way you and I do. lnstead, it understands a special com-
puter language called SmartBASlC.

How can you learn to speak SmartBASlC to your ADAM computer? lust
read Part lV and Part V in this book.

As you might have noticed, both Part lV (lntroducang SmaTIBASIC) and Part V
(Doing Ny'ore With SmartBASlC) are divided into six chapters. The first section
of each chapter contains information for you to read and illustrations for you to
look 6t. The second section contains practices for you to complete.

By reading each chapter in order, and then performing the practices. you
can learn to talk SmaTtBASIC to your computer. This book won't teach you
everything about your computer and SmartBASlC. lt is, however, a good
way to begin your computer education.

You don't have to have any computer experience to write SmartBASlC pro-
grams. ln fact, once you have this book, you need only three other things
before you begin.

First, you need an ADAM computer. Next, you need a television set or mon-
itor that you will be using as a computer screen. Finally, you need the desire
to learn. lf you really want to learn how to talk to or "program" your com
puter-you can.
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As you read earlier, your computer only understands the language called
SmartBASlC. BASIC stands for Eeginner's All-purpose Symbolic /nstruc-
tion Oode-or BASIC, for short.

lust like English, SmartBASlC has its own special words and rules. But
don't worry, you'll find SmartBASlC easy to learn and understand.

Before you begin learning SmartBASlC, let's take a short guided tour of
your computer keyboard. As you have probably notjced, most of the keys
on your computer are like the keys on a typewriter. Normally, when you
iype, these keys will produce lower case letters on your screen. To produce
upper case letters, hold down SHIFT and press the desired key. Look at the
number keys (1, 2, 3, etc.) at the top of your keyboard. Normally, when you
type, these keys will produce numbers on your screen- To produce the sym-
bols that appear on the tops of these keys, hold down SHIFT and press the
desired key.

Now, see if you can find the REIUFN key on the right side of your com-
puter. You might like to think of RETURN as your computer's "yes" key.
Any time you want to tell your computer, "Yes, please do what I asked you
to do," press BETURN.

Next, locate the SPACEBAR at the bottom of your computer. The
SPACEBAR on your computer is just like the space bar on a typewriter.
Everytime you want to type a blank space, press the SPACEBAF.

Finally, look at the cursor control keys on the right side of your keyboard
The four arrow keys can be used to move the cursor up, right, down, and
left. ln addition, when you are using SmartBASlC, press HOME to move
your cursor to the upper left-hand corner of your screen.

ln the practices at the end of this chapter, you will write your first program.
Before you do that, however, you need to learn a little more about the
SmartBASlC language.

As you read earlier, SmartBASlC uses special words. These words are
known as "keywords" and look a lot like English words. For example, some
of the keywords you will learn to use are: PRINT, REfURN, GOTO, RUN,
LIST, LOAD. and SAVE.

You are going to be using keyword6 to write "programs" for your com-
puter. A program is a specific set of instructions telling your computer
exactly what you want it to do.

Just like any other language, SmariBASlC has some important rules. lf you
want your computer to understand what you're saying in your program, you
have to follow these rules exactly. While these rules may be confusing at
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first, don't worry. You will find everything you need to know in this book,
and soon you ll be an expert!

You must follow two main rules when writing a computer program in
SmartBASlC. First, instead of writing in sentences, you must write a pro_

gram in numbered lines. Your computer will then read the lines you write in
numerical order. Second, every line you write must begin with a keyword.
You might like to think of these words as "action" words. When your com
puter sees one, it knows what "action" to perform.

Now that you know the two main rules of SmartBASlC, let's talk about the
firsi three words you are going to be using in the lessons at the end of this
chapter. These words are:

PRINT
GOTO

RUN

lllustration 41-2

lust like English, BASIC words have certain specific meanings. When your
computer sees the word PBINT, ii knows it must display what follows on
your screen. When your computer sees the word GOTO, it knows to go to a
different line. When your computer sees the word BUN, it knows to start
using or "running" the program currently in its memory.

Now, before you write your first computer program, a quick word of warn-
ing. lf you have experience using a typewriter, you might be used to using
the number "0" and the letter "O" keys interchangeably. A typewriter
might not know the difference between these keys but your computer does.
It also knows the difference between the number "l" and the letter "l"
keys. So be sure to use a number key when you wani to type a number and
a letter key when you want to type a letter.

On the next page, you wiil write your very first program. This program will
only be two lines long. When you run the program, though, your computer
will continue displaying your name until you tell it to stop.
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Lesson # 1-Writing a Program
Complete the following steps to write your first computer program. NOTE:
lf you make a mistake and want to start a line over, press RETURN and type
the line again. ln the next chapter, you will learn an easier way to correct
mistakes.

1. To begin using SmartBASlC, complete the following steps:

a. Turn on your TV or monitor.
b. Move the channel selector on your TV to 3 or 4-whatever channel

you have selected on the back of the N4emory Console.
c. On the switch box (connected to your TV or monitor), move the

switch to "COMPUTER" or "GAlvlE."
d. Turn on your computer by flipping the switch at the back of the

printer.
e. lnsert the SmartBASlC data pack into the drive. (NOTE: To insert

the data pack correctly, make sure the writing on the data pack
faces you and that the writing is right-side up.)

f. Pull the computer reset switch toward you. When your screen
turns black and you see a bracket (l) at the bottom of your screen,
SmartBASlC has been "loaded" and you are ready to begin.

2. To write the firsi line of your program, complete the following steps:

a. To number the first line of your program, type l0 (NOTE: Be sure
to use the number "1" key and the number "0" key-not the letter
keys.).

b. Notice that the number 10 appears at the bottom of the screen. To
type a blank space, press SPACEBAR.

c. Type PRINT (NOTE: You do not have to hold down SHIFT to type
capital or upper case letters. Just type each key (p-ri-n t). Your
computer will automaticaily change lower case letters (in
keywords) to capital letters.).
Press SPACEBAR.
To type quotation marks ("), hold down SHIFT and press the
"qoote" key (located directly to the left of HETUBN).
Type your first name.
To type another set of quotation marks, repeat step e-

To tell ihe computer, "Yes, this is what lwant the first line of my
program to look like," press RETURN.

d.
e.

f.

s.
h.

(This lesson continued on the next page.)
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3. To write the second line of your program, complete the following
steps:

a. To number the second line of your program, type 20
b. Press SPACEBAB.
c. Type GOTO
d. Press SPACEBAB.
e. To tell the computer what line you want it to go to, type l0
f. To tell the computer this is what you want the second line of your

program to look like, press RETUBN.
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Lesson # 2-Running a Program
Now that you have written your first computer program, it's time to see
what it does. To do that, follow the steps below to "run" your program
twice.

1. To n/n your program, complete the following steps:

a. Type RUN
b. To indicate that you want to run the program, press RETURN.

2. To stop your program, hold down the CONTROL key (located to the
left of the SHIFT key) and press the "C" key.

3. To run your program again, repeat step 1.

4. To stop your program, repeat siep 2.

5. This is the last lesson in this chapter. lf you want to leave SmartBASlC
at this time, complete the following steps:

a. Bemove the SmartBASlC data pack from the data pack drive.
b. Place the the SmartBASlC data pack in its plastic case.
c. Do nof place the data pack on or near any part of your computer

system.
d. lf you want to use another digital data pack, insert the data pack

into the digital data pack drive and pull the computer reset switch
towards you.

e- lf you want to use a game cartridge, complete the steps listed
under "Using Ready-to-Run Programs" (Part l, Chapter 3).

f. lf you want to turn off your computer, flip the switch on the back
of ihe printer. Then, turn off your TV or monitor. (NOTE: lf you
want to watch your TV, move the switch on the switch box to "TV"
and use your television as you normally would.)
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Reviewing What You fust Learned
You did it! You just wrote your very first computer program. Now that you
have some experience, you probably have lots of questions.

Why did you number the program lines 10 and 20? Why not 1 and 2? Why
didn't you see quotation marks (around your name) when you ran your pro_
gram? To find the answers to these and other questions, read the next
chapter. Then complete the lessons at the end of the chapter to write
another program.



1O PRINT "PAt"
20 GOTO 10
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Making Changes (INPUT and REM)

The two-line program you wrote in the last chapter looked like the one illus-
trated on the opposite page. (By the way, we're golng to need an imaginary
person to use for examples and illustrations. Let's call this fictional person
Pat Jones. Figure 4-2-1 is your first introduction io Pat. ln your program,
your name should appear instead of Pat's-unless, of course, your name
happens to be Pat.)

The first question many new computer users ask is, why are the program
lines numbered 10, 20, 30, etc.? Why not number them 1, 2, 3, etc.? The
answer is simple.

It would be nice if the first time every computer program was written it was
perfect. But that rarely happens. Usually, the life of a computer program
involves many steps.

First, every program starts with an idea. Someone thinks of a new way to
use a computer. This concept may be something as simple as using the
computer to draw a simple picture or "graphic." lt might also be as compli-
cated as sending a vehicle to outer space. Most of the time, the idea will be
somewhere in between these two extremes.

Next, the idea is turned into a computer program. Someone who speaks the
same languaqe as the computer (SmartBASlC in the case of your ADAM
computer) writes step-by-step instructions for the computer to follow. Each
step jn this set of instnrctions will be short-like the lines in your first pro-
gram. When the computer completes the steps in order, it should perform
its new job.

After the new program has been typed into the computer, it goes on a "trial
run." Though most of the program may be correct at this point, there are
usually some additions and corrections to be made. That's where the addi
tional line numbers come into the picture.

lf the first line of the program has been numbered 10, and the second line
20, nine new lines can be added between the original first two lines.
Because the computer will always read the lines in numerical order, the
program will continue to run successfully.
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Because few programs are perfect in their original form, it is common prac
tice to number program lines in 10's. That way, additional lines can easily be
added later.

Now let's look at what happened when you ran your first program. Your
proqram contained the following two lines:

PRINT "Pat"
G0T0 10

Illustration 4-2'2

Yet, when you ran the program, your name was constantly displayed on
your screen.

Pat
Pat
Pat
Pat
Pat
Pat

(etc.)

Illustrution 4 2 3

There are two big differences between these two illustrations. First, when
you wrote your program, you put quotation marks around your name. But,
when you ran the program, your name appeared without quotation marks.
That's because quotation marks act as signals when used with the keyword
PBINT.

Ihe first set of quotation marks tells your computer to start displaying what
follows. The second set of quotation marks tells your computer to stop dis-
playing text. Because quotation marks act as signals. they-aren t displayed
when the program is run. lt rs important to remember. however, that quota-
tion marks should always appear in pairs. You'll learn more about this in the
lessons at the end of this chapter-

Now for the second difference. Why (when you only typed it once) did your
name appear continuously on your screen? The answer is the keyword
GOTO.

ln line 10, your program told your computer to display your name. ln line 20,
your program told your computer to go back to line 10. ln line 10, your pro-
gram displayed your name again.,ln line 20, the computer went back to line

10
20
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10 again. ln line 10 it displayed your name, in line 20, it went back to line 10,

etc-, etc-, etc.

These two lines are an example of what rs known as an "endless loop." An
endless loop is a series of program lines that are repeated again and again
and again. On your computer, your program stopped only when you held
down CONTROL and pressed "C." Then the message "BREAK lN 10" or
"BREAK lN 20" appeared at the bottom of your screen. This is your com-
puter's way of telling you that when you told it to stop running the program
it was on either line 10 or line 20.

Now that you understand your first program, let's discuss the next program
you are going to write. This program will be 12 lines long. ln the program,
you will use two new keywords:

INPUT
REI'1

Illustration 4-2-4

When writing your own programs, INPUT (along with PBINT) will be one of
the keiavords you use the most. When your computer sees the word INPUT
in a program, it stops and waits for the person running the program to type
something and press RETUHN.

INPUT is always followed by a letter or a letter and a dollar sign ($). The
characters following the keyword INPUT are called "variables." lf the oper-
ator will be typing a number when the program is run, INPUT is followed by
a letter. Ihis letter is sometimes called a "numeric variable-" lf the operator
will be typing letter(s) or word(s) when the program is run, INPUT is fol-
lowed by a letter and a dollar sign. This letter and dollar sign are sometimes
called a "string variable."

The othe. new kel,word you will be using is BEM. REN,4 stands for
"REMinder" or "BEN4ark." Text that appears after BEM will not appear on
the screen when the program is run. ln fact, when running a program, your
computer will completely ignore any line that begins with REM. What is the
purpose of BEM? Normally, you will use REM for two main reasons.

First, every program you write should begin with a title line. An example of a
tiile line appears in lllustration 4-2-5.

,10 RETI SPANISH QUIZ

lllustration 4-2 5
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Later you will learn how this title line will be important. Right now you
should get into the habit of beginning every program with a title line.

The secoid way you might use RENy' is as a private notebook. lf, when writ-
ing a program, you wani to include information that you don't want the per
son using the program to see, store the information on a line following the
keyword REM. For example, the first four lines of a program might look like
this:

10
20
30
40

REiI SPANISH QUIZ
RE[l CREAIED 6/12l84
RE}1 IIRITTEN BY PAT JONES
PRrNT "This is a spanish quiz."

llustration 4 2 6

But, when these four lines are run, the operator will only see this:

Thjs is a Spanish quiz.
lllustration 42-7

Besides using REM and INPUT in your next program, you are going to be
using the keyword PRINT in two new ways- lnstead of telling you exactly
what's going to happen, see if you can discover these new ways for your-
self. Just follow the directions carefully and you will write a perfect
program.

lf you make a mistake, you can correct your program using three different
methods. As you read in the last chapter, you can just retype incorrect lines.

Another method of correcting mistakes is to use arrow keys to position the
cursor over a mistake. Then, beginning at the first incorrect character in the
line, retype the line. When the line is correct, position the cursor at the end
ot the line and press BETUBN.

The final method of correcting mistakes is used to erase or "delete" an
entire line. When you want to erase a program line that already exists, type
the line number and press BETURN. Your computer will erase the line you
indicated from its memory (though the line will still appear on your screen).
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Lesson # I-Writing a Program
Complete the following exercise to write your second computer program. lf
your first program is still in the computer's memory, don't worry. The previ
ous program lines will be replaced as you enter your next program. NOTE:
lf you nied help in loading SmartBASlC, consult lesson #1 at the end of
the previous chapter.

1. To write the first line of your program, do the followingl

a. To number the first line of your program, type 10 (NOTE: Be care-
ful to use the number "1" key and not the letter "1" key. Also, be
careful to use the number "0" key and not the letter "O" key.).

b. Type REM
c Press SPACEBAR.
d. Type the program title, which is DEMO
e. To tell the computer, "Yes, this is what lwant the first iine of my

program to look like," press RETURN.

2. To write the second line of yoLtr program, do the following:

To number the second line of your program, type 20
Type PRINT
To type quotation marks ("), hold down SHIFT and press the
"quote" key (located directly to the left of RETUBN).
Type the following text; Hello. I am your ADAM
To type another set of quotation marks, repeat step c-
To tell the computer, "Yes, this is what lwant the second line of
my program to look like," press RETURN.

3- To write the third line of your program, do the following:

To number the third line type 30
Type PRINT
Type quotation marks (Hold down SHIFT and press the "quote"
kev).

d. Type the following text: Family Computer.
e. Repeat step c.
f. To tell the computer, "Yes, this is what lwant the third line of my

program to look like," press BETURN.

a.
b.
c.

d.

f.

a.
b.

(This lesson continued on the next page.)
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4. To write the fourth line, do the following:

a. Type 40
b. Type PRINT
c. Press RETURN (NOTE: This is the special use of PRINT that was

mentioned earlier. You will learn more about PBINT, and what hap-
pens when it is used all by itself in a program line, in the next
chapter.).

5. To write the fifth line:

a. Type 50
b. Type PBINT
c. Type quotation marks (").
d. Type the following text: What is your name?
e. Flepeat step c.
f. To tell the computer this is the fifth line, press RETURN.

6- To write the sixth line:

a. Iype 60
b. Type PRINT
c. Press RETURN (NOTE: This, again, is the special use of PRINT.

When you run the program you will see what happens to this and
other lines that only contain the keyword PRINT.).

7. To write the seventh line:

a. Type 70
b. Type PRINT
c. Type quotation marks (").
d. Type the following text: Type your name and pre$ RETURN
e. Repeat step c.
f. Press BETURN.

(This leston conlinued on the next page.)
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B, To write the eighth line:

a. Type 80
b. Type INPUT
c. Press SPACEBAR.
d. Type the variable to follow INPUT, in this case, n$
e. Press RETURN.

To write the ninth line:

a. Type 90
b. Type PRINT
c. Press BETUBN.

To write the tenth line:

a. Type 100
b. Type PBINT
c. Press RETURN.

To write the eleventh line:

Type 110
Type PRINT
Type quotation marks (").
Type the following text: Hi
To type a blank space, press SPACEBAR.
Type quotation marks (").
Type a semicolon (;).
Type n$
Type a semicolon (i).
Type quotation marks (").
Type the following text: . I hope we (NOTE: Press SPACEBAR
twice after typing the period (.) and before typing the rest of the
text.)

L Type quotation marks (").
m. Press BETURN.

(This lesson continued on the next page.)

L

11.

10

a.
b.

d.
e.
f
s.
h.

i

t.
k
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12. To type the last line of the programl

a. Type 120
b. Type PRINT
c. Type quotation marks (").
d. Type the following texi: can be lfiends,
e. Type quotation marks (").
f Press RETIIBN
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Lesson # 2-Running the Program
Complete the steps below to run the program you have iust written.

1. Type RUN

2. To tell yotrr computer that you want to run the program, press
REIURN.

3. Follow the directions that appear on the screen-

4. When you reach the end of the program, repeat steps 1-3 This time,
however. type the name of a friend instead of your name.

5. This is the last lesson in this chapter. lf you want to stop using
SmartBASlC at this time, consult lesson #2 at the end of the previous

chapter.
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Reviewing What You just Learned
ln this chapter you learned more about using the keyword PBINT to display
information. For example, the first set of quotation marks (after PBINT) tells
your compuier to start displaying what follows. The second set of quotation
marks (after PFINT) tells your computer to stop displaying text. Because
quotation marks act as signals, they aren't displayed when the program is
run. lt is important to remember, however, that quotation marks should
always appear in pairs.

You also learned about two new key,ords: INPUT and REM. INPUT is
always followed by a letter or a letter and a dollar sign ($)- The characters
following the keyword INPUT are called "variables." flElv stands for
"REMinder" or "FEMark." Text that appears after REM will not appea/ on
the screen when the program is run.





10 REil DEi40
20 PRINT "HelLo. I am your ADAll"
30 PRINT "Fami Ly Coflputer."
40 PRINT
50 PRINT "l{hat is your name?"
60 PRINT
70 PRINT "Type your name and press RETURN."
80 INPUT n$
90 PR]NT
,1OO PRINT
110 PRINT "Hi ";n$;", I hope ve"
120 PRINT "can be friends."
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The title of this chapter has two meanings. As you might have guessed, later
in this chapter you wil, be learning how to use your computer to solve math
problems. That's one of the meanings. But, before you go that far, you

should understand exactly what happened in your last program and why.
That's the other meaning: let's add up everything you've learned so far.

The program you wrote at the end of the last chapter looked like the one
illustrated on the opposite page. When you ran the program, this is what
appeared on your screeni

HeLto. I an your ADAITI

Fami Ly Computer.

Iilha t is your name?

Type your name and press RETIIRN.
Pat

Hi Pat. I hope tre
can be friends.

lllustration 4-&2

You already know two reasons why these illustrations are different. First,
your computer ignores any lnes beginning with the keyword REM. That's
why line 1O didn't appear when the program was run. Second, a first set of
quotation marks (after the ke)"word PRINT) tells your computer to start dis-
playing text. A second set of quotation marks tells your computer to stop
displaying text. That's why none of the quotation marks appeared when the
program was run. Remember, your computer uses quotation marks as

signals.

Some of the other differences might be a little more confusing. First, what
happened to line 40? When you wrote the program, it contained only the
keyword PRINT. But, when you ran the program, a blank line appeared
between lines 30 and 50. As you have probably guessed, line 40 is an exam-
ple ot.srng PBINT to creale a blank Ine.

125
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lf, when writing a program, you want to add a blank line to yor.rr screen, just
use the keyword PRINT all by itself. In the illustrations on ihe two previous
pages, you can see that this is what happened in lines 40, 60, 90, and 100.

Do you think you know what happened in line B0? As you read in Chapter 2,
when your computer sees the keyword INPUT, it stops and waits for the
person running the program to type information and press RETURN. As you
might remember, when you were running your program and you reached
line 80, your screen looked like this:

HeL[o. I am your ADAII
Fami Ly Computer.

lilhat is your name?

Type your name and press RETURN.

?

lllustration 4-&3

As you can see, when your computer encounters the keyword INPUT, a
question mark appears on your screen. This is a signal that the computer is
expecting you to type somethinq.

Once you typed your name and pressed RETURN, your computer assigned
your name to the characters n$. ln other words, every time your computer
saw the characters n$, it substituted your name. When you ran the program
again and typed the name of a friend, your computer assigned the new
name to the characters n$. Then, when your computer saw n$ again, it sub-
stituted your friend's name.

As you can see, the meaning assigned to the characters n$ can be different
every tjme the program is run. That's why the character(s) following the
key /ord INPUT (in our example, n$) are called "variables." Their meaning
may be different or "vary."

Speaking of variables, let's look at line 110. That's where this program's
variable really goes to work. This line, as it appears in the program and
when the program is run, is illustrated below.

TPROGRAII]
TRUN]

110 PRINT "Hi ";n$;"
Hi Pat. I hope He

lllustration +34

I hope He"
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Obviously, the line begins by displaying the word "Hi" followed by a blank
space. But what's that semicolon doing there?

Three punctuation marks-commas, semicolons, and colons-have special
meanings on your computer. All three marks or "symbols" can be used two
differe;t ways. lnslde quotation marks, commas, semicolons, and colons can
be used in the same way that you would use them when iyping or writing;
as punctuation symbols. Outside quotation marks, these three symbols have

different meanings.

Both commas (,) and semicolons (;) are used in PBINT statements. Outside
quotation marks, a comma tells your computer to display what follows
beginning ai ihe mlddle of your screen. lf information already displayed past

the middle of the screen, a comma tells your computer to display what fol-
lows beginning at ihe left edge of the next line. Outside quotation marks, a

semicolon (i) tells your computer to display what follows without adding any
blank spaces.

A colon (:) can be used to join several statements together on one line. For
example, in lllustration 4-3-5, two PBINT statements have been ioined
together on one line.

TPROGRA[1]
I RUN]

20 PRINT "HeLLo.":PRINT "Hou are You?"
HeLLo, Hol"I are you?

lllustration +3-5

You wilthat find commas, semicolons, and colons are important in pro-
grams. They will save you time entering some programs. For example, if you

wanl something to be displayed at the middle of a line, you don't have to
press SPACEBAR repeatedly. lnstead, all you have to do is type a comma
and the desired information. ln other programs, commas and semicolons will
be so important that the program won't work successfully without them. For
example, if you had left the semicolons out of line 100 in your last program,

the information would have been separated onto three different lines when
the program was run.

Now that you understand how semicolons were used in line 110, there are
two oiherihings you should notice about the program in Figure 4-3-1. First.
there are no q-uoiation marks around the variable that appears in this line
Whenever you want to display numbers, letters, words, or other characters
that have been assigned to a variable in your own programs, do not sur_

round the variable;ith quotation marks. In other words, if you wanted to
change line 110 so that it only displayed the name typed in line 80 and noth-
ing else, you would write this:
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,,I O PRINT NS

lllustration 4-3-6

The final thing yor] should notice is the way spaces have been used in this
Iine. lf you had typed the line without a space after the word Hi, like this:

When running the program, you would have seen this:

110 PRINT "Hi";n$", I hope we"

lllustratbn 1-3-7

I hope rleHi Pat.

lustration 4-3-B

As you can see from this example, if the correct number of blank spaces are
not included within quotation marks, you will end up running some words
together. When your computer displays the text assigned to a variable, it
does not display any extra spaces before or after that text. lf you want
blank spaces to separate words or sentences, they have to be included
within quotation marks.

Now, on to mathematics.

YOU USE

I
X

FOR: YOUB CON,4PUTEH USESI
addition +

subtraction
multiplication *

division I
lllustration 4-3-9

As you can see, your computer uses two symbols that you should be famil-
iar with and two that might be new to you. For addition, your computer uses
the plus sign (+)- For subtraction, yo!r computer uses the minus sign (-).
lnstead of an X, your computer uses an asterisk (*) for muliiplication. And,
to divide two numbers, your computer uses a slash (/).

As you've probably noticed, your computer is a very logical machine. lt likes
to do things in a neat, orderly way-and it solves math problems in the same
manner.

When your computer sees a math problem, the first thing jt does is look for
a set of parentheses, like this: 0. lf ii finds parentheses, it performs the
math problem or "operation" inside the parentheses before doing anything
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else. For example, if you ask your computer to solve the problem 2*(3+4),
it willtellyou that the answer is 14i that is,3+4:7 and 2x7:14.

lf there is more than one set of parentheses in a problem, your computer
will begin by solving the operation within the inner set of parentheses. Then

it will solve the problem in the next largest set of parentheses, followed by
the problem in the next outer set, and so on For example, if you ask your
computer to solve the problem 2.((3+4) - 1), it will tell you that the answer
is 12i that is, 3+ 4- 7, 7 - 1 = 6, and 2*6:12

After your computer solves all the operations within parentheses, it per-

forms'all rnultiplication and division problems, working from left to right.
Finally, it performs all addition and subtraction problems, again working
from left to right.

The order in which your computer performs math operations is illustrated

O) OPERATIONS WITHIN PABENTHESES

(2) MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION

(3) ADDITION & SUBTRACTION

Illustration 4-3'10

Besides being very logical, you've probably noticed that your computer is

very consjste;t. lt will always perform mathematical operations in the order
illuitrated above. Thouqh it may be difficult to get used to this order at first,
you wlll soon find it easy to use and understand.

The important thing to remember is that your computer will always perform

operaiions within fiarentheses first. Then, it will perform multiplication and
division. Finally, it will add and subtract. So, when writing your own com
puter programs, you must be careful to use parentheses correctly. For
exampie, ii you aik your computer what 4,3+2 equals, it will tell you that
the answer is 14i thai is, 4 x 3:12 and 12+2:14. However, if you change
the problem to 4.(3+2), the computer will say that the answer is 20; that is,

3+ 2:5 and 4+5:20.

As you might have guessed, INPUT and PBINT statements often appear in
programs with mathematical operations. For that reason, it is important to
undirstand how INPUT, PRINT, and mathematics work together on your
computer.

As you read in the last chapter, when the person running the computer
program is going to be typing a number, the program contains the word
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INPUT followed by a single letter. This letter is known as a variable. For
example, in the program line illustrated below, the letter "a" is the variable.

30 INPUT A

lllustration 4'3-11

Once a computer operator types a number and presses BETURN, the varia_
ble is automatically replaced (with the number the operator typed) through-
out the rest of the program. For example, Iet's say the operator typed the
number 25 in the line illustrated above. Later in the program you might have
a line like this:

60 PRINT a+3

lustration 4-3-1 2

When the program is run, and it reache6 line 60, this is what wolrld appear
on the screen:

28

lllustration 4 313

As shown, your computer would substitute the number 25 for the variable a.

Then it would print the sum of 25+3, or 28. lf we changed line 60 to read:

50 PRINT "a+3"
lllustratian 4 3 14

This is what you would see when the program was run:

a+3

lllustration 4-3 15

ln other words, when a variable follows the keyword PRINT and is not sur-
rounded by quotation marks, it will be treated as a number. On the other
hand, when a variable follows the keyword PRiNT and is surrounded by
quotation marks, it wil, be treated as regular text.

The lessons at the end of this chapter will cover these topics in detail. But
before you perform the exercises, you need to learn a new ke),word-
HOME. To understand what HOME does, you first have to understand how
your computer uses your television or monitor.
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As you know, your ADANy' computer uses your television or monitor as a
computer screen. No matter how big your television is, your computer
divides it into 24 horizontal lines. When running a program, the bottom two
lines of the screen will always remain blank. That leaves 22 lines available to
display information. When you ran the program you wrote in chapter 1, you

saw what happens when these 22 lines get full. Your computer just pushes

information at the top of the screen out of view and moves new information
onio the bottom. This process is known as "scrolling."

While scrolling didn't cause a problem in any program you have written so
far, it might. To break your program into sections or "screenloads" that
contain all the information you want the user to see at any given moment,
you can use the keyword HOME. When your computer sees the keyword
HOME, it erases the screen and moves the cursor to the upper left-hand
corner of the screen. HOME can be used both within a program line (where
it would be called a HOME "statement") and by itself (where it would be
called a HOME "command").

Now, before you continue, let's look at some things that should help you

complete the lessons at the end of thls chapter. First, it's not unusual to
make mistakes when typing a computer program. Though your computer
consistently follows a strict set of rules, it knows that you sometimes make
mistakes. To tell you that you have made an error, your computer uses spe-
cial error messaqes.

20 PRINT "He L Lo

' " ' Expected

Illustration 4-3'16

when you press BETURN after typing a line with a mlstake' -an error
messaqe will appear. A caret ( ) will point to the exact locatron ot the mis-

take. F;r example. in the rllustration above. the message indrcates that line
20 should end with quotation marks.

lf an error message appears on your screen, don't panic- Making mistakes
is part of learning. An error message is just your computer's way of pointing

oui your mistake-s. When you see an error message, just retype the line and

continue entering the program.

Of course, sometimes you don't see a mistake until you use your program.

For example, if you have misspelled a word in a PRINT statement, you may
not realize it until you are running your program To correct a line in this
situation you would first have to use the LIST command. LIST is used to
display program ines in numerical order.
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For example, if after running a program, you want to see the program lines
again, just type LIST and press RETURN. Your computer will display all the
program lines agajn, in numerical order. The ways you can use LIST are
illustrated below.

TO SEE: TYPE:

All lines LIST

One line (e.9., 20) LIST 20

A group of lines (e.9., 20, 30, 40) LIST 20-40 or LIST 20,40

lllustration 4 3 17

After you have used LIST to display program l;nes, you can use any method
(explained at the end of chapter 2) to correct your program.
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Lesson # I-Writing a Program
ln this exercise you are going to copy a program that is printed below. You
won't have step-by step instructions to follow. lnstead, you will have to
remember the things you ve learned in thjs and previous chapters. Entering
your first program, all by yourself, can be a scary experience. You shouldn't
have any problems, though, if you follow these simple rules:

* Be careful to type the program exactly as it appears. Quotation marks
and semicolons may be small, but they are very important in a computer
program.

* Be patient- Iyping a program into a computer takes time. lf you try to
rush the process, you'll probably end up making mistakes.

1. Type the program that appears below in lllustration 4-3-18.

'10 REH DEllo
20 PRINT "HeLlo. I am you. friendty"
30 PRINT "ADAI{ computer."
40 PR,NT:PRINT
50 PRINT "I am very good at solving"
60 PRINT "math problems. To see"
70 PRINT "if I am as good as I say"
80 PRINT "I am, please type a number"
90 PRINT "and p.ess RETIJRI{."
1OO INPUT a
1tO PRINT:PRINT
120 PRINT "Thank you, nox type another"
130 PRINT "number and press RETIJRN."
140 ]NPUT b
'150 H0lrE
150 PRINT
'170 PRINT "Thank youl nou I can say"
180 PRTNT ai" + "ibi" = ";a+b;"."
190 PRINT:PRINT
200 PRINT "And, did you knou that"
210 PRINT a;" X ")bt" = tt;atb)t't'
220 PRINT
230 PRINT "see you Later."
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Lesson # 2-Running the Program
Complete this exercise to run the program currently stored in your com-
puter's memory.

1. Type RUN

2. Press BETURN.

3. Follow the directions that appear on your screen. (lf the information on
your screen is unclear, recheck your program and correct errors.)

4. When you reach the end of the program, repeat steps 1-3 to run the
program again. This time, however, type different numbers. NOTE: ln
the next chapter you will get a chance to save a copy of the program
you just wrote. So, turn off your computer only if you are not going on
to chapter 4 at this time.
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Reviewing What You Just Learned
The symbols used by your computer to perform mathematical operations

FOF:

add t on

sLJbtraction

mu tip cat on

d vision

lllustrauon 4-3-19

The order in whch your computer performs math operations s illustrated
below

Adding it Up (+ -,', / )

are ustrated below.

YOU USEi

+

YOUR COMPUTER USES:

+

(1)

(2)

(3)

OPERATIONS WITHIN PARENTHESES

MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION

ADDITION & SUBTFACTION

lllustration 4-3-20

INPUT (followed by a variable) and PRINT are often used together in pro-
grams. When a variable follows the keyword PRINT and is not surrounded
by quotation marks, it will be treated as a number. On the other hand, when
a variable follows the keyword PBINT and is surrounded by quotation
marks, it will be treated as regular text.
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4
Storing Your Programs (SAVE and

roAD)

By reading the last three chapters you have learned a great deal. You have
learned how to use statements in numbered lines to communicate with your
ADAM computer. You have learned how to use INPUT along with variables
to allow a user to enter his or her own information into a program. And, most
important, you've learned that writing a computer program takes time.

Ihe program you copied in the last chapter is, by most standards, short. Yet
it took you some time to type. lf, every time you wanted to use your com-
puter you had to type a program, you would end up wasting a lot of time.

For that reason, computers always have some way of storing programs.
Once a program has been stored, it can easily be recalled and used again.
Different computer systems use different methods of storing programs. On
your ADAM computer, you use a digital data pack to store programs.

Before you store a computer program, you need to understand some intro-
ductory computer concepts. First, an "electronic copy" of any prograrr in
yoor computer's memory can be recorded onto a digital data pack. This
procedure is known as "saving" a program. After you save a program, it
exists in two places. One copy remains in your computer. Another copy is
stored on the d,grtal data pack.

After you have stored a program, you can move a copy of the program back
into your computer's memory at any time. This procedure is known as
"loading" a program. After you load a program, it exists in two places. One
copy remains on the digital data pack. Another copy is in your computer'

As outlined in the above procedure, you will use two new keywords: SAVE
and LOAD. Because you will use these words by themselves (and not
within numbered lines), SAVE and LOAD (like RUN) are known as
"commands."

To tell your computer what program you want it to save or load, yor] use a
program title (sometimes called a "file name"). This should be the title
stored in the RElvl statement at the beginning of the program. That's why a

title is important and should be included in every program you write. You
may think that you will remember the name of every program you write.

137
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But, once you begin to build a library of your own programs, it is easy to get
confused.

Since the best way to learn about saving and loading programs is by doing
it yourself, you will practice these procedures on the next page. Before you
begin the lesson, rnake sure the blank digital data pack that came with your
computer is available.
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Lesson # I-Saving a Program
Currently, you should have a program stored in your computer's memory. lf
you don't, iype the program illustrated below to use in these lessons.

1O REH DEI1O

20 PRINT "This is a program to see"
30 PRINT "how SAVE and L0AD 1,{ork,"

lllustanan 412

Now complete the steps below to store the program current y n your com_
puter's memory

1 Bemove the SmartBASlC data pack from the drve

2. lnsert a blank data pack nto the drive

3. To save your program comp ete the fo lowing steps:
a Type SAVE
b Type the program name which in th s case s DEMO
c. Press RETURN

4 Listen to your digta data pack drve You can hear t'whirrng'
When your cursor (]) reappears on the bottom of the screen your
program has been saved f you want. remove the digita data pack
from the drive and re- nsert the SmartBAS C Cata pack.
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Lesson # 2-Clearing Your Computer's Memory
Now that you have saved this program, it exists in two places. One copy is
on the digital data pack. Another copy remains in your computer's memory.
You can use the NEW command to erase or "clear" your computer's mem-
ory. Follow the steps below to use NEW.

1. Type NEW

2. Press RETUBN (NOTE: The program will still appear on the screen
although it has been erased from your computer's memory. To make
sure your program is no longer in your computer's memory, try "ntn-
ning" it.).
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Lesson # 3-Loading a Program
Once a program has been saved, it can be "loaded" back into your com-
puter at any time. Follow the steps below to load the program you saved
earlier.

1. lf you haven't already done so, remove the SmartBASlC data pack
from the drive.

2. lnsert the data pack containing the file you want to load into the drive.
(NOTE: To see a list of the files stored on the digital data pack, type
CATALOG and press RETURN.)

3. To load your program, complete the foliowing steps:
a. Type LOAD
b. Type the program name, which in this case is DEMO
c. Press RETURN.

4. Listen to your digital data pack drive. You can hear it "whirring."
When your cursor (l) reappears oa the bottom of your screen, your
program has been loaded.
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Reviewing What You fust Learned
Two commands, SAVE and LOAD, allow you to store and recall programs.

After you save a program, it exists in two places. One copy remains in your
computer. Another copy is stored on the digital data pack.

After you load a program, it exists in two places. One copy remains on the
digital data pack. Another copy is in your computer.



COLOF

B ack
Magenta
Dark B ue
Dark Bed
Dark Creen
Grey-1
Med um Creen
Light Blue
Light Ye low
Medium Bed
Crey-2
L ght Fed
L ght Creen
Light Ye ow
Cyan (biue)

NUMBER

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
I

10
11

12
13
14
15
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Color a Rainbow (G& COLOR=,

PLOT, VLIN, and HVLIN)

ln the last four chapters, you have been using your ADAM computer in
what is known as the text or "narration" mode. Anything you typed
appeared in white letters on a black background.

Believe it or not, you have just begun to see what ADAM can do! There are
two different ways you can draw pictures (or graphics) with your computer.
The subject of this chapter is low resolution graphics. ln Part 5 (Chapier 5)
you will find a discussion of high resolution graphics.

To tell ADAM you want to change from the text mode to the low resolution
graphics mode, you must use a GR statement. Then, using a COLOR=
statement, you can choose one of the 16 colors listed on the opposite page.

The color you select will be the color with which you can draw lines and
shapes. For example, in the illustration below, line 10 indicates that the pro
gram will be in low resolution graphics. Line 20 indicates that the program
will begin by drawing shapes in light blue.

GR

C0L0R=7

lllustration 4 5 2

GB (like HON/E) can be used as either a statement (within a program line)
or as a command (by itself). Whenever your computer sees GR, it knows
you want it to go into the low resolution graphics mode. (NOTE: lf you want
to leave either low resolution or high resoluiion graphics mode, use the
keyword TEXT. Like Gtl, TEXT can be used both as a statement and a com-
mand. Whenever your computer sees TEXT, it knows you want it to go into
the text or narration mode.)

Before you can learn to draw shapes in the low resolution graphics mode,
you need to understand how your computer divides your screen. In low
resolution graphics, your screen is divided into 40 columns (numbered 0-39,
starting at the left edge of your screen) and 40 rows (numbered G39, start-
ing at the top of your screen). Four lines are reserved for text at the bottom
of the low-resolution graphics screen.

10
20

145
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Once you have typed a GF statement and selected a color using a
COLOB: statement, you are ready to begin "drawing" using three
keywords: HLIN. VLIN, and PLOT.

HLIN stands for horizontal line. HLIN is Lrsed to draw horizontal lines in
any row (0-39) in the low resolution graphics screen. HLIN must always
be foilowed by: a space, the number of the first column in which the line
is to appear, a comma (,), the number of the last column in which the line
is to appear, a space, the word AT, a space, and the number of the row
in which the line is to appear. ln other words, the illustration below
shows a light blue line that is to be drawn between columns 0 and 9, in
row 10.

Illustration 4'5-3

VLIN stands for vertical line. VLIN is used to draw vertical lines in any
column (0 39) in the low resolution graphics screen. VLIN must always
be followed by: a space, the number of the first row in which the line is
to appear, a comma (,), the number of the last row in which the line is to
appear, a space, the word AT, a space, and the number of the column in
which the line is to appear. ln other words, the illustration below shows a
light blue llne that is to be drawn between rows 0 and 9, in column 10-

10
20
30

10
20
30

GR

C0L0R=7
HLIN 0,9 AT 1O

GR

C0L0R=7
VLIN 0,9 AT 1O

lllustration 4-U4

Many times you will want to do more than draw lines in the low resolu-
tion graphics mode. You'll want to draw shapes and figures. The
keyword PLOT allows you to "color" the intersection of columns and
rows. Each time you use PLOT, a small block appears on your screen.
By using several PLOT statements, you can create shapes and figures.
PLOT should always be followed by a column number [0-39), a comma
(,), and a row number (0-39). For example, if you ran the program in the
illustration below, two light green squares would appear on your screen.
One square would be in the upper left-hand corner of your screen (the
intersection of column 0 and row 0)- The other square would be in the
lower right-hand corner of your screen (the intersection of column 39
and row 39).
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10 GR

20 C0L0R=12
30 PLoT 0,0
tn pnr?o?q

lllustration 4-5'5

Now that you know how GF HLIN, VLIN, and PLOT work together, pe.
form the lessons at the end of this chapter to practice Llsing the ow resolu_
tion graph cs mode.
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Lesson # I-Using HLIN
Complete the following steps to write and run a short program using HLIN.

1. Enter the program that appears below in lllustratioh 4-5-6. (NOTE:
Row and column numbers do not appear on the 6creen.)

10 GR

20 cOL0R=4
30 HLIN 0,39 AT ',10

lllustration 45-o

2. Run the program that you typed in step 1. Notice the color of the line
that appears on your screen. Also, notice where the line is drawn
(between columns 0 and 39 in row 10).

3. To see your program listing again, complete the following steps:

a. Type TEXT
b. Press FETURN.
c. Type LIST
d. Press BETURN.

4. Add the following lines to your program:

40 PRINT "This is a demonstration of"
50 PRINT "HLIN. "

Illustration 4-U7

5- Run the program again.

6. Repeat step 3 to see your program listing.
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Lesson #2-Using VLIN
Comp ete the followifg steps to write and run a short program using VL N

1 Type the two new nes shown be ow.

30 VLIN 0,39 AT 1O

50 PRINT "VLIN."
lllustratian 4 5-B

2 To see your program lines in correct order. compete the followng
stePS:

a Type LIST
b Press BETURN.

3 Run th s new vers on of your program. Not ce the color of the llne that
appears on your screen Also. notice where the ine is drawn (between
rows 0 and 39 n colLrrnn l0).

4. To see your program listing again, complete the fo owing steps'

a Type TEXT
b. Press RETURN
c. Type LIST
d. Press BETURN
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Lesson # 3-Using PLOT
Complete the following steps to write and run a short program using PLOT.

1. Type the two new lines shown below.

30 PLor 10, 15
50 PRINT ''PLOT."

lllustrarion 4-5-9

2. To see your program lines in correct order, complete the following
steps:

a. Type LIST
b. Press BETURN.

3. Run this new version of your program. Notice the color of the square
that appears on your screen. Also, notice where the square is drawn
(at the intersection of column 10 and row 15).

4. To see your program listing again, complete the following steps:

a. Type TEXT
b. Press RETUFN.
c. Type LIST
d. Press PETUBN.

5. lf you want, add lines to this program to "plot in" other areas of your
screen. You can also add COLOR: statements if you want to plot in
different colors. For example, if the next line in your program was
COLOR: I1, any PLOT statement that followed this line would appear
in a light red color when the program was run.
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Reviewing What You fust Learned
To tell ADAM you want to change from the text mode to the low resolution
graphics mode, you must use a CR statement. Then, using a COLOR:
statement, you can choose one of 16 colors. The color you select will be the
color wlth which you can draw lines and shapes. You can "draw" in low
resolution graphics using HLIN, VLIN, and PLOT.

HLIN can be used to draw horizontal iines in any row (0-39). HLIN must
always be followed by: a space, the number of the first column in which the
line is to appear, a comma (,), tle number of the last column in which the
line is to appear, a space, the word AT, a space, and the number of the row
in which the line is to appear.

VLIN can be used to draw vertical lines in any column (0-39). VLIN must
always be followed by: a space, the number of the first row in which the line
is to appear, a comma (,), the number of the last row in which the line is to
appear, a space, the word AT, a space, and the number of the column in
which the line is to appear-

PLOT allows you to "color" the intersection of columns and rows- Each time
you use PLOT, a small block appears on your screen. PLOT should always
be followed by a column number (0-39), a comma (,), and a row number (0-
3e).
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Try These

If you have read the last five chapters, and performed the lessons at the
end of each chapter, you are ready to begin writing your own computer
programs. Writing a computer program requires both skill and creativity.

By performing the exercises in this book, you have acquired the basic skills
necessary to write simple programs for your ADAM computer. The subject
of this chapter is the other thing you will need to write a successful com-
puter program-creativity.

First, if you don't want to write your own programs, don't worry. There are
plenty of programs available in magazines and books (see the programs in

this Chapter and the programs in Part V, Chapter 6. You can also purchase

ready to-run software for your ADAM Family Computer System ln facl, if
you never write a single computea program, you will still be able to put your

computer to qood use.

So why go to the trouble of wr;ting your own programs? There are three
main reasons.

First, as you have seen in the last five chapters, writing programs helps you

understand how your computer works. The more programs you write, the
better computer user you will become.

Second, many people find programming a pleasant and oroouctive hooby.
They enjoy the challenge of learning a computer language and creating
programs.

Frnally, if you \ /r.te your o\ /n computer programs. you can design them to
match your exact specificatlons. lust liKe people who sew their own clothes
or build their own furniture, you can create computer programs to meet
your individual needs.

lf you want to write your own programs, where do you start? A good place

to begin is by looking at the programs in this book. They should give you

some ideas about the kinds of programs you might want to write-

Feel free to experiment with any program you copy from a book or maga_

zine. The chanqes you make might not make any d;fference. Ihen again,
your changes might make a program better. You never know untilyou try!

153
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But let's say you've experimented with changing programs written by
someone else, and you're now ready to write your very own program-from
beginning to end. How do you start?

There are as many different ways to write a program as there are people
writing programs. You will have to find the way that is right for you.

Some people like to start by writing the basic idea of a program on a piece
of paper, along with some of tl're important program lines. Then they sit
down at the computer and type in the program-using their notes as an
outline. Other people like to write out each line of a program before they
even sit down in front of a computer. Others never bother to write anything
on paper. As soon as they get an idea for a program, they enter it into their
computer.

Whatever method you use, remember that programming is a creative pro-
cess, similar to playing a musical instrument. When you write a computer
program you are combining your imagination with a versatile tool (your
computer) to create a final product (the program).

Like any other creative work, a computer program reflects the personality
of the person who made it. The computer programs you write will be differ-
ent from the computer programs written by anyone else. There is no right or
wrong way to write a computer program. lf you write a program and it does
what you want it to do, then you have written a successful program.

There are two idea6, however, that you might find useful when writing pro-
grams. First, there is nothing more frustrating than sitting in front of a com-
puter and not knowing what to do. lt is hard enough to remember where the
different keys are located on your computer. lf the program doesn't tell you
exactly what to do, using the computer can be a very frustrating
experience.

You will find your programs easier to use if you are careful to include spe-
cific instructions. For example, if you want the person running your program
to type their name and press RETURN, include a phrase like "Type your
name and press RETURN." OT, if you would like your program to be a little
more polite, you might say, "Please type your name and press BETURN."

This sounds like a very simple concept, but you would be surprised how
important it is. N,4any people, when they begin writing programs, don't
include instructions. They think that because they are only writing programs
for themselves, ihey will always remember what information to type andlor
what key(s) to press.
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lf you write a program, however, and then don't use it for a month or two,
you would be surprised how much you can forget. lncluding directions will
help you and other users get the most out of your computer programs.

The second thing you will want to conslder is the way your program looks

on the computeascreen- Too much information on the screen can be diffi-
culi for the operator to read. Too little information and the operator might be

bored. You will probably be your own toughest critic. But, after you are
satisfied with a program, enlist the aid of your friends and family Ask other
people io run your program and listen to their comments. A different view
might help you make a good program even betterl

NOTE: lnstead of lessons at the end of this chapter, there are four sample
programs. lf you want, enter one or more of these programs. And, if after
you run the program you decide you want to keep it, be sure to use the
SAVE procedure to store your work on a digital data pack. If you would like
to print your work, consult the SmartBASlC Reference Goide in Part Vl
(PB#).
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Program # I-INTRO
This js more of an information program. lt contains three variables-the
name of the operator (n$), the age of the operator (a) and the name of a
friend (f$). Once it has been typed, the operator's name is used twice in the
program, in lines 140 and 300. The friend's name is used once. in line 270.
And the operator's age is used in line 220 to determine the approximate
number of hours the operator has slept. lf you wanted to do some research,
you could change line 220 and 230. For example, you might find out how
many miles the average person walks in a year and multiply the operator's
age (a) by that number. After you have entered the program. use the LIST
command if you want to proofread your work.

fO REiI INTRO
20 PRINT "PLease type your name and"
30 PRINT "press RET|.,RN."
40 INPUT n$
50 H0r1E
55 PRINT
60 PRINT "Thank you. Nor, please type"
70 PRINT "the nalne o{ a friend and"
75 PRINT "press RETURN."
80 INPUT f$
90 HoilE
95 PRINT
100 PRINT "Thank you. Nok, please type"
'105 PRINT "hou old you are in years',
110 PRINT "and p.ess RETIJRN."
i20 INPUT a
130 HoME
135 PRINT
140 PRINT "As you knou ";n$;","
150 PRINT "I am your ADAII computer and I"
160 PRINT "can do a Lot of things fo. you,,,,170 PRINT
180 PRINT "For exampte, I can heLp you"
190 PRINT "organize your [.ife. I am very',
195 PRINT "good at math and can even"

(Thi5 lesson continued on the next page.)
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200 PRINT "teLI you things about"
210 PRINT "yourseLf. (Did you knou you"
220 PRINT "have sLept approximatety"
230 PRINT ar,2922;" hau-s in your Life?)"
240 PRINT
250 PRINT "You vi LL find using ADAI'i"
260 PRINT "simpLe and fun. Before Long"
270 PRINT "you uiLL be shoving ";f$
280 PRINT "hou easy it is to use ADAI!|."
290 PRINT
300 PRINT "Good-bye ";n$;". see vou later."

lllustration 4 6-2
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Program #2-MATH DEMO
The program on the next page is similar to one that you may have entered
earlier. lt is a relatively short program, designed to show off your ADAM'S
math skills. You could, of course, make this program much more compli
cated. For example, after Iine 270, you could add a line that adds the opera
tor's two numbers (a and b) together and then divides or multiplies by a
different number.

When typing this program, lines 210, 230, 250, and 270 deserve some spe-
cial attention. When typing these lines, be sure to include every semicolon
(i) that appears in the program. As you learned earlier, semicolons tellyour
computer to display what follows on the same line. Also, be careful to
rnclude the proper number of blank spaces when typing these lines.

(This lesson continued on the next page.)
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1O REI'I TIATH DEMO

20 PRINT "Please type your nane and"
30 PRINT ,,pTess RETURN.',
40 INPUT n$
50 PRINT:PRINT
50 PRINT "HeLLo ";n$;". This is a nath"
70 PRINT "demonst ra ti on program,"
80 PRINI
90 PRINT "If you HiIL give me 2 numbers,"
95 PRINT "I uiLL shou you hoH good I"
100 PRINT "am at math."
1'IO PRINT
120 PRINT "To begin, type a number and"
'130 PRINT "press RETURN. (Ptease do"
'135 PRINT "not use conmas.)",I40 INPUT A

150 PRINT
160 PRINT "Nov type another number"
170 PRINT "and press RETIJRN."
180 INPUT b
'190 H0llE
2OO PRINT
210 PRINT a)" r tt)b;" = "ia+b
220 PRINT
230 PRINT a.' * tttbitt = tt tartb
240 PRlNT
250 PRINT a't - 'ibi" = "ta-b
260 PRINT
270 PRINT a;" I ";b)" = "ialh
280 PRINT:PRINT
290 PRINT "l,lelL, Hhat do you think "
300 PRINT n$;"? I hope I can heLP"
310 PRINT "you rlith math probIens in"
320 PRINT "the fu tu re. "
330 PRINT:PRINT
340 PRINT "See you Later ";n$;"."

lllustration +6-3
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Program # 3-MIIEAGE
This program determines the number of "miles per gallon" you get when
driving a car. The program asks the operator for three numbers-the mile-
age reading the last time gas was purchased, the mileage reading this time,
and the number of gallons of gas used. Though this is a fairiy simple,
straightforward program, you could make some interesting changes. For
example, at the end of the program you might add a line with your average
miles per gallon figure. Then you could add a iine that compares the current
miles per gallon figure (b-alc) to your average figure.

10
20
25
30
40
50
55
60
70
80
90

REIl [I I LEAG E

PRINT "This program determines hou"
PRINT "many miLes per gaILon you"
PRINT "get Hhi Le driving."
PRI NT
PRINT "To begin, uhat Has you."
PRINT "niLeage reading the Iast time"
PRINT "you put gas in your car?"
PRINT
PRINT "PLease type the correct number"
PRINT 'rand press RETIJRN. (NoTE: Do"
PRINT "not use commas. )"
PRINT
INPUT a
PRINT:PRINT
PRINT "Uhat is your miLeage reading"
PRINT "thi s time?"
PR]NT
PRINT "Ptease type the correct number"
PRINT "and press RETIJRN,"
PRINT
INPUT b
HOME
PRINT "Now, how many gaLLons of gas"
PRINT "did you use?"
PRINT
PRINT "Ptease type the correct nunber"
PRINT "and press RETURN."
PRINT
INPUT c
HO14E

PR]NT:PRINT
PRINT "Based on the numbers you gave"
PRINT "me you got--"
PRINT
PRINT b-alc;,, IIILES PER GALLON.,,

00
10
20

'130
140
145
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
210
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
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Program #4-GRAPHICS
This is a simple graphics program, designed to show off your ADAM'S
graphics skills. Of course, you could change this program so it draws a

iariety of shapes in any of the 15 low_resolution graphics colors listed in

Chapter 5. NOTE: The INPUT statement in line 160 is used to temporarily
halt the display of information on your screen. When the user presses
RETURN, the HOME statement (in line 170) causes the screen to clear and
new information is displayed-

1O RET] "GRAPHICS''
20 GR

30 PRINT "This is a g.aphics demon-"
40 PRINT "stration. To begin/ typerl
50 PRINT "your name and press RETIJRN."
60 INPUT n$
70 HoitE
80 C0L0R=3
90 HLrN 10/ 15 AT 20
100 HLrN ',l0, 15 AT 30
110 VLrN 20,30 AT 10
120 VLIN 20, 30 Ar',l5
130 PRINT "I have just draun a"
140 PRINT "red square. To see a"
150 PRINT "green square, press RETURN."
160 INPUT a$
170 H0r.1E

180 C0L0R=6
190 HLrN 15l 20 AT 25
200 HLrN 15l 20 AT 35
210 VLIN 25, 35 AT 15
220 VLIN 25, 35 AT 20
230 PRINT "I hope you have enjoyed"

Try These
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Doing More with SmaTtBASIC
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Pick a Number (RND and INT)

f you would ke to wr te game programs for your ADAM cornputer, you wl
find that one of the most interesting aspects of SrnartBASlC 1s the abillty lt
gives you to se eci a random number To see how th s process works you
w need to understand two new keywords-FiND [which stands for ran-
donr) and INT (wh ch stands for integer).

Ali ihe SmariBASlC keywords you earned n Part 4 were either statements
(n numbered nes) or commands (written by themse ves). RND and INT
are boih c ass f ed as funct ons. Funct ons are keywords that appear w thin
statements in numbered ines. For exarnp e, functons often appear in

PRINT statements

The function RND, fo owed by a number n parentheses [(X)], allows you to
select a random number. The prob ern however, is that the number selected
by RND wil a ways have severa dec ma p aces

To change the number selecied by RND into a whole number (w thout dec -
mal places) you can use the functon lNT. NT automat cally changes a

number conta ning decimal p aces to the next owest who e number. So, for
example. f you were to type the following ne in a program:

20 PRINT 1NT (2.578)

lllustration 5-1-2

When the program was run, th s is what you wou d seel

2

lllustratian 5'1'3

To nd cate the range n which you want to select a random number use
your computer's ab ity to perform mu tiplicatlon and add tion operatrons
Possibe random number cornbinations are shown nlustration5_1 4.

165
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TYPE: FOR POSSIBLE NUMBERS:

INT( RND( X)*2 ) O, 1

INT( RND( X)r,2 )+1 1,2
rNT(RND(X)*5) 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
rNT(RND(X),I5)+1 1,2,3,1,5
INT(RND(X),I10) 0, 1, 2, 3, 1, 5, 6, 7, a,
INT(RND(X)'I10)+1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

9
10

lllustration 5-l-4

Any number can be substituted for X in the Figure above. ,As you can see,
the inieger of FND(X) times a number (Y), gives Y potential random num-
bers between 0 and Y- 1 . For example, INT(RND[1)'20) would give you the
possibility of 20 random numbers between 0 and 19. lf you wanted 20 ran-
dom numbers between 1 and 20, you would write: INT(RND(1)"20) + 1.
NOTE: Normally, ADAM will always generate the same sequence of ran-
dom numbers. To create different sequences of random numbers, you can
use a "negative seed." This is a process that asks the operator to type a
number (in an INPUT statement) and then uses the number typed by the
operator to determine a random number. For more information, see lesson
#3 at the end of this chapter.

Previously, you have run programs that allowed the operator to assign a
value to a variable by using INPUT statements- Normally, when using the
random number feature in a program, you will want the computer to assign
a value to a variable. You can accomp ish this task with a LET statement.

LET statements are simple and easy to understand- LET a=3 means exactly
what it appears to mean-give a the value of 3. So, if you were to write a
program that said:

20 LET a=3
30 PRINT a

lustration 5S 5

When these two lines are run. you would seel

3
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LET statements can also be used to assign values to text or "string'vari-
ables. Just like when you type your name in a program and the computer
assigns your name to a variable (for example, n$), your computer can assign
any word(s) to a string variable using a LET statement. For example, if you
were to write a program that said:

LET a$="HELLO"
PRI NT a$

lllustratron 5 1 7

When these two nes are Tun yoLr wouid see:

HELLO

lliustratian 5 1 I

Se ect ng a random nurnber to be assigned to a variable ls a so simp e LET
a: NT(FND(1).10) means: let a random vaue between 0 and 9 be
assigned to the varabe a. (NOTE: The use of LET s optona n

SmartBASlC. ln other words LET c:25 and c:25 mean the sarne thing to
ADAM As you becorne more expeTienced in wrting your own programs
you wiJi probably stop typlng the word LET. Mosi peop e. however ike to
type LET when they are first learn ng to write programs )

2A
30
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Lesson # 1-Using RND
Follow the steps below to write and run a short program using BND.

1. lf a program is currently in your computer's memory, complete the
following steps:

a. Type NEW

b. Press RETURN

2. Enter the following program on your computerl

10 TEXT:HoIIE
12 PRINT:PRINT
20 LET a=RND( 1 )
30 PR INT a

lllustration 5S 9

3- Run the program you entered in step 2. Notice the number that
appears on your screen.

4. Write the number currently on your screen on a piece of paper.
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Lesson # 2-Using INT
Follow the steps below to make changes to the program you just wrote-

1- Change line 20 of your program so that it matches the following line:

20 LET a=INT(RND('l ))
lllustration 51-10

2. Bun the program. Notice the number that appears on your screen.

3. Write the number currently on your screen on a piece of paper. Notice
how this new number compares to the number you wrote down in the
previous lesson.

4. Change line 20 so that it matches the following {ine:

20 LET a=INT(RND('1)*2)

Figure 51 11

5. Run the program again. Notice the different number that appears on
your screen.

6. Write the number currently on your screen on a piece of paper. Notice
how this new number compares to the number you wrote down in step
3.

7. Change line 20 so ihat it maiches the following:

20 LET a=INT( RND( 1)*10 )

lllustration 5 1 12

8. Bun the program again. Noiice the different number thai appears on
your screen,

9. Write the number currently on your screen on a piece of paper. Notice
how this new number compares to the numbers you wrote earlier.
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Lesson #3-Using a "Negative Seed"
Normally, when you use BND and INT to select one or more random num-
bers, the same sequence of random numbers will always be generated. To
create a different sequence of random numbers, you must use a "negative
seed." The term "negative seed" refers to any number selected by the
operator (in an INPUT statement) and then used (with a negative sign) after
the function FIND. To practice using negative seeds, complete the steps

1. Run the program currently in your computer several times. Notice that
the same number always appears on your screen.

2. Add the lines illustrated below to your program.

14 PRINT "Type a number and press RETURN."
18 INPUT n

l usttation 5-1-13

3. Change line 20 of your program so that it matches the following:

20 LET a=INT( RND( -n )*1O )

lllustration 51 14

4. Run the program again. When requested, type any number and press
RETUBN. Notice the number displayed by the program. Write this
number down on a separate sheet of paper.

5. Bepeat step 4 two more times. Each time, type a different number.
Notice that the random number chosen by the program is different
every time you run the program.
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Reviewing What You Just Learned
ln this chapter you learned how to use RND and INT to select a random
value. Three possible random number selections are illustrated below.
(NOTE: X indicates any number.)

TYPE: FOR POSSIBLE NUMBERS:

INT( RND ( X ),r2 ) 0, 1,
ltlT( RND ( x)r,5 ) 0, 1,2,3, 1,
INT(RND(X).I10) 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

lllustrction 5I-15

To assign a value to a variable, use a LET statement. For example, LET
d =42 means "let the variable d have a value of 42." String values can also
have assigned variables. For example, LET e$: "YOU ARE A SMABT PER-
SON.", assigns the words that appear between quotation marks to the vari-
able e$. So, it you were to type tl"e [ollowing program:

10 LET e$=',YOU ARE A SI4ART PERSON..
20 PRINT e$

llustration 5-1-16

You would see thjs sentence when the program was run: YOU ARE A
SMABI PERSON.



1O REIl SAI.IPLE
20 PRINT "Type a number and p.ess RETURN."
30 INPUT a
40 IF a=3 THEN PRINT ',YoIJ typed 3.',
50 IF a<>3 THEN PRINT "You did not type 3."
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Comparison Shopping (IFITHEN)

s Brand X larger or smaller than Brand Y? ls Brand X the same price or
moTe expens ve than Brand Y? ls Brand Z equal to Brand X and Brand Y
combined?

These are the kinds of questons you might ask yoursef whle shopping.
You compare valles and then take action based on your fndings. Your
ADAM computer can do the sarne thing. By us ng what s known as an lF/
THEN statement. yoLrr complter can compare two things and then take
action based on its find ngs

ln the prograrn shown on the opposite page ihe operator is asked to iype a
number f the number 3 s typed the program d splays the message You
typed 3." lf the operator types any number other than 3, the program pr nts
the rnessage You did not type 3.

As you can see an IF/THEN statement sets up a conditional situation f the
re ationship tested for s true, then the program completes the instruct ons
that appear after the word THEN I you ran the program on the opposite
page and typed 3, thrs is what would appear on your screen:

Type a n!mber and p.ess RETURN,
3
You typed 3-

lllustratian 5 2 2

lf you ran the same program and typed 4 this s what would appear on your

Type a number and pness RETURN.

You did not type 3.

llustration 5-2-3

As you can see in illuotrat ons 5 2 2 and 5 2 3 f the cond iion tested for rn

an F,'THEN statement is nottrue the program goes to the next line

173



When writinq programs, you will find IF,/THEN statements very useful. To
create an lFlTHEN statement, you must follow a certain procedure.

First. type the word lF. Next, type the first thing you want to compare. For
examole. you mighr want io compare the var'ab'e a (for a number) or aS (for
a letter, letters, word, or words). Then, type one of the following signs:

S/GN MEANING

= equdls
< is less than
> is greater than

Illustration ,2-4

After typing the appropriate symbol. type the second variable, number, let-
ter(s), or word(s) you want to use in your comparison. For example, if you
wanted to compare the variable a to the number six, you would type 6. lf
you wanled to compare the variable a$ to the word yes, you would type
YES. (NOTE: lf you use an |FITHEN statement to compare letter(s) or
word(s), you must use string variables and quotation marks. For example, lF
A$:"YES" THEN GOTO 70, checks to see if the word YES has been
assigned to lhe variable A$. lf it has, then the program goes to line 70.)

After you have typed the second variable, number, letter(s), or word(s) you
must type the word THEN. Next, you can type any statement that you
would normally use in a program. For example, as you saw in tllustration 5-
2-1. you can use the statement PBINT in an IFITHEN statement. You might
also use GOTO in an lFlTHEN statement.

Dang Mare with SmartBASlC

200 PRrNT "Again? (Type YEs or N0 and"
2,] O PRINT.,pTess RETURN. ),'
220 I PUT r$
230 IF T$=,'YES,' THEN GOTO 1O
240 PRrNr "ok. See you Later."

lllustration 5-2-5

ln the program ines above, the operator is asked to type either YES or NO.
lf the operator types YES, the program goes to line 10 (as specified in line
230). lf the operator doesn't type YES, the prograrn will skip the GOTO
command and go on to line 240. Once at line 240, the program will print
,.OK, SEE YOU LATER,"
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Notice that line 240 could have been written:

240 IF r$="No" THEN PRINI "0k. see you Later."
Illustration 5-2-6

When writing your own programs, you will always have a choice- Either you
can use an |FITHEN statement to test for one condition (as in lllustration 5-
2-5), or you can use IFITHEN statements to test for all possible conditions
(as in lllustration 5-2-6). For example, in lllustration 5-2 5, if the operator
types MAYBE, I DO NOT KNOW, or HELP!!!, the program will still print
"OK. SEE YOU LATER." lf line 240 in this program is replaced with the one
illustrated in t2-6, however, the program will only print "OK. SEE YOU
LATER." if the operator types NO. Any response besides YES or NO and
the program will not know what to do and will stop running.

The best way to learn about |FITHEN statements is by using them in pro-
grams. You will be doing that when you perform the lessons at the end of
this chapter. Before you start the lessons, however, you should know about
a new word-END.

As you have probably noticed, you don't need to tell your ADAM computer
to stop running a program. When it reaches the last line of a program, it
always stops. Sometimes, though, you will want a program to stop running
before it reaches the last line. For those situations, you can use END.

When your computer encounters the word END, no matter where it is in a
program, it comes to a halt. You could write a so-line program, but if the
second line contained the word END, that is as far as the computer would
go. END, in other words, stops a program on any line.
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Lesson # 1-Using IFITHEN Statements
Follow the steps below to type and run a program using |FITHEN
statements.

1. lf a program is currently in your computer's memory, complete the
following steps:

a. Type NEW

b. Press BETURN.

2. Enter the follawing program on your computer.

10 REI1 GUESS
11 TEXT: HO E

12 PRINT "To begin this gane, ptease"
14 PRINT "type a number and press"
16 INPUT ''RETURN.";A
18 HOI1E

20 LET N=INT( RND( -a )*5 )+1
30 PRINT "I am thinking of a number"
40 PRINT "betueen 1_5."
50 PRINT
60 PRINT "You get 1 guess."
70 PRINT
80 PRINT "If you are r,ight, you liin."
90 PRINT "If you are xrong, I t.lin."
100 PRINT:PRINT
110 PRINT "Type a number and press RETIJRN."
120 INPUT s
130 PRItil:PRINT
140 Ir n=S THEN PRINT "Lucky guess, You win,"
'150 IF n<>g THEN PRINT "Ha, ha. I vin. Ily number ljas

lllustration 52-7

3. Run the program severaltimes.

(This lesson continued on the next page.)
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4 Change ne 140 to match the ne in rllusiraton 5-2-B

140 PRINT "Lucky guess. You Hin."
llustration 5-2-8

5. Run the program again and watch what happens

6. Change ne 140 back to

140 IF n:s THEN PRlNT "Lucky suess. You l,Jin."

lilustratrcn 5 2I

7. Run the program one more t me Notice how t has changed

8. lf you want, use the SAVE procedure to store a copy of th s program
before you continue.

9 lf you do not want to save the program. eTase it from the computer's
men,ory by comp eting the following stepsl

a Type NEW

b Press BETUBN
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Lesson # 2-Using END
Fo ow the steps be ow to type and run a program us ng END

1 Enter the program that appears below.

1O REII COOKIES
I2 TEXT: H0!1E
14 PRINT "To beqin this game, type a"
16 INPUT "number and pl.ess RETURN.";n
18 H0t4E

20 LET c= 1NT( RN D( -n )*7 ) + 1

30 PRINT "You are in a ki tchen. There"
40 PRINT "a|"e 7 cookie jars on a"
50 PRINT "counter in front of you --"
60 PRINT "but oniy 1 contains cookies."
70 PRINT
80 PRINT "You get 2 chances to find the"
90 PRINT "cookies."
1OO PRlNT
110 PRINT "llhen you are l.eady to start,"
120 PRINT "rrpe /o-'.are a1d p_ess"
130 INPUT "RETURN.";NS
140 Horl E

150 PRINT "Type the number (between 1-7)"
160 PRINI "of the jar you l.lant to open"
170 PRINT "and press RETl.lRN,"
T80 INPUI a

190 PR]NT:PRINT
200 lF a=c THEN G0T0 340
210 PRINT "TTy guessing ";
220 II a<c THEN PRINT ,'HIGHER.,,

230 IF a>c THEN PRINT,,LOI{ER.,'
240 PRINT
250 PRINT "Type another number and"
260 PRINT,'pTesS RETURN.,,
270 INPUT b
280 PRINT:PRINT
290 IF b=c IHEN G0T0 340
300 PRINT "Too bad ";n$;", You did"
310 PRINT "not find the cookies, They"
320 PRINT "llere in ja. nunrber ";c;","
330 END

340 PRINT "You Jound the cookies. Lucky"
350 PRINT "you. save some for me, 0K?"

lllustratrcn ,2-lA

(This lesson continued on the next page.)
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2. Run the program several times.

3. Delete line 330.

4. Run the program again and watch what happens.

5. Type line 330 again so it matches the line shown below:

330 END

lllustration ,2J 1

6. Run the program again and watch how it has changed.

7. lf you want, use the SAVE procedure to store a copy of this program
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Reviewing What You Just Learned
ln this chapter you learned about one of your computer's most powerful
features: the ability to compare two things (letters, numbers, words, vari_

ables, etc-) and then take action based on that comparison Your computer
makes comparisons by using an !F/THEN statement.

The symbols used in lFlTHEN statements are shown below:

S/GN MEANING

equals
is ess than
is greater than
is less than or equal to
ls greater than or equa to
s not equa to

lllustratian 5-2-12





1O R EItI SAiIPLE
15 TEXT: HOTIE

20 GosuB 120
30 PRINT "This is Line 30."
40 GOSUB 120
50 PRINT "This is Line 50."
50 GosuB 120
70 PRINT "This is Line 70."
80 GosuB f20
90 PRINT "This is Iine 90."
100 GosuB 120
110 END
120 PRINT "HELLO"
130 RETURN
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Take A Trip (GOSUB and RETURN)

Have you been noticing how much your computer is like a person? lf you
talk to it in a language it understands (SmartBASlC), and are polite (use
SmartBASlC according to the rules-numbered lines, beginning with a

statement, etc.), your computer will do just about anything you ask. lt will
display information (PRINT)i it will select a .andom number (HND & INr. lt
will even make comparisons before it takes any action (lFlTHEN).

There is another way your ADAM computer is like a person. lf it has to do
something (for example, display the word "HELLO") several times, it would
much rather do the job once than go on doing the same thing over and over
and over again.

For example, if you were to run the program on the opposite page, this is
what you would see on your screen:

HELLO
Thi s is Line 30.
HELLO
This is Line 50.
HELLO
Thi s is Line 70.
HELLO
Ihis is Line 90.
HELLO

lllustration 5'3-2

Lines 120 and 130 in ihis proqram are known as a subroutine. lf you think of
the computer program as "home" for your computer, then a subroutine is

like a side trip. Every time your computer encounters the statement
GOSUB, it leaves home and takes a little trip. lt takes a trip to the line that
appears after the statement GOSUB. (NOTE: The command GOSUB XX-
where XX indicates a line number-is known as "calling a subroutine.")

While on this little trip, yoLrr computer behaves normally. lt reads each line,
in order, and performs the commands that appear in each program line until
it sees the statement RETUBN. BETUBN is your computer's signal that it is
time to end the trip and go home. ln other words, when your computer sees

183
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the statement BETUBN (at the end of the subroutine), it automatically goes
back io the line following the original GOSUB command.

Subroutines can be very handy when writing a program. ln fact, you can
combine GOSUB with an lFITHEN statement.

1O REII SAiIPLE
15 TEXT: HOiIE
20 PRINT "Type a number and press RETURN."
30 INPUT a
40 IF ar5 THEN GoSUB 70
50 PRINT "This is Line 50."
50 END

70 PRINT "This is iine 70."
80 PRINT "This is Line 80."
90 RETURN

Illustration 5-3-3

For example, if you were to run the program shown above and type a
number larger than 5, this is what would appear on your screen:

Type a number and press RETURN-
6
This
This
This

s line 70.
s ti ne 80.
s line 50,

lllustration U3-4

However, if you were to run the program and type 5 or less, this is what
would appear on your screen:

Type a number and press RETIJRN.
4
This is tine 50-

llustration 5-3-s

As you can see, to establish a subroutine you need two keywords: GOSUB
and RETUFN. ln the exercises at the end of this chapter you will use sub-
routines in two different programs. Before you do that, though, there are
two new specialwords you should learn: AND and OR.

ln the last chapter, you learned how to use |FITHEN statements to test for
certain conditions. Using AND and OR you can test for more than one
condition.
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For example, the siatement lF a:6 AND b=3 THEN PRINT "HELLO"
means, if ihe value assigned to the variable a ls 6, and the value assigned to
the variable b is 3, then (and only then) display the word HELLO. lf a is
equal to 5 and b is equal to 3, the word HELLO will not be displayed Only
when both conditions are true will the comrnand following the word THEN

be completed.

On the other hand. the statement lF a:6 OR b:3 THEN PRINT "HELLO"
means, if a equals 6 and b equals 20, the word HELLO will be displayed ln
addition, if a equals O and b equals 3. the word HELLO will still be displayed
ln other words, when OR is present in an |FITHEN statement, at least one
of the two conditions must be true. ln comparison, when AND is present in

an lFlTHEN statement, both conditions must be true
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1O REil COI'IPUTERS
15 TEXT: HOlttE

20 PRINT II***COIIPUTER PROFILE***II
30 PRINT:PRINT
40 PRINT ''1) NO COI'4PUTER EXPERIENCE"
50 PRINT
60 PRINT "2) SO}IE COI'IPUTER EXPERIENCE"
70 PRINT
80 PRINT ''3) CO}IPUTER EXPERT"
90 PRINT:PRINT
100 PRINT "Type the number (1-3) that"
110 PRINI "best describes your experience,
120 PRINT "and press RETURN.
i30 INPUT a
140 HoirE
150 IF a='1 THEN GoSUB 300
160 IF a=2 THEII GoSUB 340
170 Il a=3 THEN GoSUB 3E0
180 PRINI
190 PRINT "lJouLd you Iike to run this"
200 PRINT "program again?"
210 PRINT
220 PRINT "Type Y (for yes) or N (for no)"
230 PRINI "and press RETIJRN."
240 INPUT T$
250 IF r$="N" oR r$="n" THEN GOTo 270
260 G0T0 '15

270 PRINT "Good-bye. see you tater,"
280 END

300 PRINT "Your ADAII FamiLy Coilputer"
310 PRINT "System is easy to use. You"
320 PRINT "riLL soon be a computer"
325 PRINT "expert."
330 RETURN
340 PRINT "YoU uiLL appreciate ADAI'Irs"
350 PRINI "Letter-quatity printer and"
350 PRINT "exciting graphics capabitity."
370 RETURN
380 PRINT "ADAI{ uses a specific version"
390 PRINT "of BASIC- It is knovn as"
395 PRINT "Sma TtBAS IC, "
4OO RETURN

lllustration 5-3-o
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Lesson # I-Using Subroutines
Follow the steps below to type and run the program shown on the previous
page. This program uses subroutines.

1. lf a program is currently in your computer's memory, complete the
following steps:

a. Type NEW

b. Press RETURN.

2. Enter the program in lllustration !3-6 on your computer-

3. Bun the program several times. Each t;me, select a different number
so a different subroutine is called. (For example, the first time you run
the program, type 1 so subroutine 300 is called. The next time you run
the program, type 2 to call subroutine 340. Finally, type 3 to call sub-
routine 380.

4. lf you want, use the SAVE procedure to store a copy of this program
before you continue.

f[his lesson continued on the next page.)
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1O REi,I ,'FLIP',
12 TEXT:HOIIE
14 PRINT "To beg'in this game, ptease"
16 PRINT "type a number and press"
18 INPUT "RETURN.'';N
'19 HouE
20 LET c=INT( RND( -n )*2 )
30 PRINT "I am going to fLip a coin."
40 PRINT "Before I do, do you xant"
50 PRINT "heads or taiLs?"
60 PRINT
70 PRINT "Type H (for HEADS) or"
80 PRINT "I (for TAILS) and"
90 PRINT "press RETURN. "
1OO INPUI f$
10 IF f$="H" 0R "h" THEN PRItlT "0k- I have taiLs."
20 IF f$="T" 0R "t" THEN PRINT "0k. I have heads."
30 PRINT

140 PRINT "llhen you uant me to fLip the"
150 PRINT "coin, type your nane andrl
160 PRINT "press RETURN."
170 INPUT nS
180 H0[1E
190 PRINT:PRINT
2OO IF c=O THEN PRINT "HEADS"
21O lF c=1 THEN PRINT "TAILS"
220 PRINT:PRINT
230 IF c=0 AND fS="H" 0R c='1 AND f$="T" THEN G0T0 270
240 IF c=0 AND f$="h" 0R c=1 AND fs="t" THEN G0T0 270
250 IF c=0 and f$="T" 0R c=1 AND fs="H" THEN G0T0 290
260 IF c=0 and f$="t" 0R c='l AND f$="h" THEN GOTo 290
265 END

270 PRINT "You t,lin, ";n$;"."
280 END

290 PRINT "0h good. I uin."
lustration 5-3-7
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Lesson # 2-Using AND and OR
Follow the steps below to type and run a program using AND and OR

l. To erase the program currently in your computer's memory, complete
the following steps:

a. Type NEW

b. Press RETURN.

2. Enter the program in illustration 5-3-7 on your computer.

3. tlun the program several times.

4. Delete lines 23O and 240. Run the program two more times. Watch
what happens.

5. Retype lines 230 and 240 so that they match the lines illustrated below:

230 IF c=O AND f$="H" OR c='1 AND f$="T" THEN GOTo 270
240 IF c=0 AND f$="h" oR c=1 AND f$="t" THEN G0T0 270

lllustration +3 I

6. Run the program again.

7. lf you want, use the SAVE procedure to store a copy of this program
before you continue.
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Reviewing What You fust Learned
lf you think of the computer program as "home" for your computer, then a
subroutine is ljke a side trip. Every time your computer encounters the
statement GOSUB, it leaves home and takes a little trip. lt takes a trip to the
iine that appears after the statement COSUB. (NOTE: The command
GOSUB XX-where XX indicates a line number-is known as "calling a
subroutine.")

RETUBN is your computels signal that it is time to end the trip and go
home. ln other words, when your computer sees a RETUBN statement (at
the end of the subroutine), it auiomat cally goes back to the line following
the original GOSUB command.

Using AND and OR (in |FITHEN statements), you can test for more than
one condition. For example, the statement lF a:6 AND b:3 THEN PRINT
"HELLO" means, if the value assigned to the variable a is 6, and the value
assigned to the variable b is 3, then (and only then) display the word
HELLO,
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Lesson # 2-Using AND and OR
Follow the steps below to type and run a program using AND and OR

1. To erase the proqram currently in your computer's memory, complete
the following steps:

a. Type NEW

b. Press RETURN.

2- Enter the program in illustration 5_3-7 on your computer.

3. Run the program several times.

4. Delete lines 2gJ and 240. Flun the program two more times. Watch
what happens.

5. Retype lines 230 and 240 so that they match the lines illustrated below:

230 IF c=0 AND f$="H" OR c=1 AND f$="T" THEN G0T0 270
240 IF c=0 AND f$="h" OR c=1 AND f$="t" THEN GOTo 270

lllustration 5 3 I

6. Run the program again.

7. lf you want. use the SAVE procedure to store a copy of this program
before you continue.





10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

PRINT 1

PRINT 2
PRINT 3
PRINT 4
PRINT 5
PRINT 5
PRINT 7
PRINT 8
PRINT 9
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Around & Around (FOR/NEXT Loops)

You know how lrustrai ncr it s to do the same thing over and over and over
again. Your computer fee s the same way. f you want to d splay the num

bers 1 through I n a program. for example, you can type the program as

shown on the oppos te page.

But there s a much eas er wayr

T0 F0R a=1 T0 9
20 PRINT a

30 NEXT a

lllustratian 5 4-2

These two programs would have the same resu t when run on your com
puier. Both programs would disp ay the fol ow ng tnformat on:

lllustration 5-4-3

Obviously, the program in lllustration 5-4-2 shows a much easier way to get
the same job done. Thai is because of lines 10-30, which are known as a
FOB/NEXT loop.

FOR/NEXT loops are a way for your computer and you to save time and
energy. A FOR/NEXT loop always begins with a line that sets the lower and
upper limits for a variable. For example, in lllustration 5_4-2, line 10 means
that the variable a is going to have I different values with 1 being the lowest
value and I being the highest value. When the FOB/NEXT loop begins, the
lowest value is assigned to the variable.
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That is why, when the program is run, it starts by displaying the number 1

When the statement NEXT a s encountered by ihe computer it irnmed ately
goes back io the FOB a ne (in th s case line 10) and assigns a new value to
the var able (in th s case, 2) Then, when the command PB NT a appears tn
line 20 the prograBr disp ays the number 2. ln line 30 it goes back to line l0
and changes the value of a to 3. pr nts 3 n lrne 20 goesbackto ne 10, and
around, and around, and around

Your computer stops running a FOB/NEXT oop for on y one reason. When
the upper mlt of the var able is reached the computer will sk p the NEXT
statement and go on to the rest of the program For example, if you were to
wr te the follow ng program

10 F0R b=2 T0 5
20 PRINT b
30 NEXT b
4O PRINT "HELLO"

lllustratian 5 4 I

This s what you wou d see when the program was run

2
3

5

6
HELLO

lustration 5-4-5

As you can see you need three words to create a FOR./NEXT staten,ent:
FOB TO, and NEXT. FOR and TO appear in the first line of the FOR/NEXT
loop. NEXT appears in the ast ne of the oop.

Somet mes when lsing a FOR.'NEXT loop n a program, you won't want the
variabe to have every possble value between the lower and upper imrts.
For example you might want on y the odd numbers between 1 and 10.

10
20
30

FoR c=1 T0 10 STEP 2
PRINT.
NEXT c

llustratian 5-4,6

f you were to enter and rln the program n llustration 5-4-6, th s is what
,o. aould "ee o.p d)ed on yo .. sc-ee1



lllustration 5'4-7

As yor./ can see, the word STEP allows you to indicate how many numbers
you want to skip in a FOR/NEXT loop. For example, if you wanted the varia-
ble d to have all the possibte even values between 1 and 10, you could

10 FoR d=2 I0 10 SIEP 2
20 PRINT d
30 NEXT d

lllugtration 54-o

Then, when you ran the three lines shown above, this is what would appear
on your screen:

1

3
5

7
9

2
1
6
8

10

Around & Around (FOR/NEXT Loops) 195
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Lesson # 1-Using a FOR/NEXT Loop
Follow the steps below to type and run a short program using a FOR/NEXT
loop-

1. lf a program is currently in your computer's memory, complete the
following steps:

a. Type NEW

b. Press FETURN.

2. Type the program in lllustration S4-10 on your computer.

10 TEXT:HO}lE
20 FoR a=1 T0 20
30 PRINT a
40 NEXT a
50 PRINT "This is Line 50."

lustration U4l0

3. Run the program and watch what appears on your screen.

4. Change line 20 so it matches the line in lllustration 5-4-l1.

20 FoR a=3 T0 12

lltustt ahon U4-11

5. Bun the program again. Notice how the numbers displayed on your
screen differ from the numbers displayed wher:l you ran the program
earlier.
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Lesson # 2-Using a FOR/NEXT loop with STEP
Follow the steps below to change the program cuirently stored on your
computer by adding the word STEP.

1. Change line 20 so it matches the line shown below.

20 FoR a=l T0 20 STEP 2

lllustralon 5-4-12

2. Flun the program and watch what appears on your screen.

3. Change line 20 so it matches the following line.

20 FoR a=l To 20 srEP 3

Illustration 5-4-13

4. Run the program again. Notice how the numbers displayed on your
screen differ from the numbers displayed when you ran the program in
step 2.

5. Change line 20 so it matches the following line.

20 FoR a=2 To 20 STEP 3

lllustration 5 4 14

6. Bun the program again. Notice how the numbers displayed on your
screen differ from the numbers displayed when you ran the program
earlier.
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Reviewing What You Just Learned
ln thrs chapter you learned about a way you can save trme and energy by
us ng FOR,/NEXT oops. A FOB/ NEXT oop a ways beg ns w th a line that
sets the ower and upper lim ts for a variab e.

10 FoR d=1 T0 4
20 PRINT d
30 NEXT d

lllustratlan 51 15

For exampe n the program above ne 10 means that the varable d s
gong to have four dfferent vaues wth one beng the lowesi vaue and
four be ng the highest value When the FOR NEXT oop beg ns. ihe lowest
value s ass gned to the variable

Your compLrter stops runn ng a FOR NEXT oop for only one reason. When
the upper iimit of the variab e s reached the computer wi sklp the NEXT
statement and go on to the rest of the prograrn.

The word STEP a ows you to nd cate how rnany numbers you want to sk p
n a FOF, NEXT loop For examp e f you wanted the varlable e to have al
the poss ble even values beiween 1 and 20. you could wr te:

10 toR e=2 T0 20 STEP 2
20 PRINT e

30 NEXT e

lltustratrcn 5 4-16





COLOB

Black 1

Green
Violet
White 1

Black 2
Orange
Blue
White 2
Brown
Dark Blue
Grey
Pink
Dark Green
Yellow
Aqua
lvlagenta

NUMBER

0
l
2
3

5
6
1
B

I
t0
tl
12
13
14
15



5
More Rainbows (HG& HGR2,

HCOLOR=, and HPLOT)

Eariier (in Part lV, Chapter 5) you learned to use low resolution graphics on
your ADAM computer. You can also use high resolution graphics ln
SmartBASlC.

To tell ADAM you want to change from the text mode to the high resoluiion
graphics mode you must use either HGR or HGB2. HGR divides your
screen inio 256 colurnns (numbered 0-255, starting at the left edge of your
screen) and 160 rows (numbered 0-159, starting at the top of your screen.)
When you use an HGR statement in a program, four lines are reserved for
text at the bottom of the high resolution graphics screen.

When you use HGR2 in a program, however, the entire screen is devoted to
graphics display. After your computer sees HGFI2 it divides your screen
into 256 columns (numbered 0-255, starting at ihe left edge of your screen)
and 192 rows (numbered 0-191, starting at the top of your screen).

When writinq a program using high resolution graphics, you will first use
HGR or HGFI2 in a statement. Then, using an HCOLOR= statement, you
can choose one of the 16 colors listed on the opposite page. The color you
select will be the color with which you wlll be "drawing." For example, in the
lines below, line 10 indicates that the program will be in high resolution
graphics. Line 20 indicates that the program will begin by drawing in

orange.

10 HGR

20 HC0L0R=5

lllustration 5 5-2

HGR and HGR2 can both be used as either a statement (within a program
line) or as a command (by themselves). Whenever your computer sees
HGB or HGF2, it knows you want it to go into the high resolution graphics
mode. (NOTE: lf you want to leave either low resolution or high resolution
graphics mode, use the keyword TEXT. Like GB, HGB, and HGB2, TEXT
can be used both as a statement and a command. Whenever your computer
sees HGR or HGB2, it knows you want it to go into the text or narration
mode.)

201
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Once you have typed an HGR or HGR2 statement and have selected a
color using an HCOLOR: statement, you are ready to begin "drawing"
using HPLOT.

The keyword HPLOT allows you to "color" the intersection of columns and
rows on the high resolution graphics screen. Each tjme you use HPLOT a
small block appears on your screen.

HPLOT should always be followed by a column number (0-255), a comma
(,), and a row number (0 159 or 191). For example, if you ran the program
shown below, a small violet square (like a tiny dot) would appear on your
screen at the intersection of column 50 and row 75.

10
20
30

10
20
30
40
50

HGR

HC0L0R=2
HPL0T 50,75

lllustration 5 5-3

By using TO, you can draw lines using HPLOT. For example, in the program
below, line 30 tells your computer to draw a vertical, violet line between the
intersection of column .50 and row 75 and the intersection of column 50 and
row 100. Line 50 tells your compoter to draw a horizontal, pink line between
the intersection of column 51 and row 100 and the intersection of colurnn 76
and row 100.

HGR

H C0L0R=2
HPLoT 50,75 T0
HC0L0R=1'l
HPLoT 51,100 T0

50,100

76,14O
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Lesson # I-Using HCR
Complete the fo ow ng steps to wrlte and run a short program us ng HGR

1. Enter the prograr. that appears in ll ustration 5-5-5

1O HGR

20 HC0L0R=4
30 HPLor 1O, 25 1o 10A, 25

lllustrahan 5 5 5

2 Run the program that you typed in step 1. Notrce the coor of the ne

that appears on your screen Also, notce where the ne is drawn
(between co umns 10 and 100 rn row 25).

3. To see your program strng aga n complete the fo owing steps

a. Type TEXT
b. Press RETUBN
c Type LIST
d. Press RETUBN.

4 Add the fo ow ng llnes to your program:

40 PRINT "This is a demonstration of"
5O PRINT "HPLOT."

lllustratian 5-5-6

5 Bun the program again

6. Flepeat step 3 to see your program list ng

7. To continue perforrn the next esson
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Lesson #2-Using HCR2
Complete the following steps to see the difference between HGB and
HGB2.

1. Type the new line shown below.

1O HGR2

lllustration 5 5 7

2. To see your program lines in correct order, complete the following
steps:

a. Type LIST
b. Press BEIURN.

3- Run this new version of your program. Notice that the texi no longer
appears on your screen.

4- To see your program listing again, complete the following steps:

a. Type TEXT (NOTE: The word TEXT will not be visible on your
screen.l

b. Press FETURN.
c. Type LIST
d. Press FETURN.
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Lesson #3-Doing more with HPLOT
Complete the following steps to write and run a short program using PLOT.

1. Type the three new lines shown below.

1O HGR

60 HC0L0R=14
70 HPLor 1OO, 26 rA 100, 101

lllustration 5-5-8

2. To see your program lines in correct order, complete the following
steps:

a. Type LIST
b. Press FETUBN.

3. Run this new version of your program. Notice the color of the two lines
that appear on your screen. Also, notice where the lines are drawn.

4. To see your program listing again, complete the following steps:

a. Type TEXT
b. Press RETURN.
c. Iype LIST
d. Press RETURN.

5. lf you want, add lines to this program to "plot in" other areas of your
screen. You can also add HCOLOR: statements if you want to plot in
different colors. For example, the next line in your program could be
HCOLOR:1. Then any HPLOT statement that followed this line would
appear in green when your program was run.
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Reviewing What You fust Learned
To change from the text mode to the high resolution graphics mode, use
HGR or HGR2. HGFI divides your screen into 256 columns and 160 rows.
When you use an HGU'statement in a program, four lines are reserved for
text at the bottom of the high resolution graphics screen.

When you use HGR2 in a program, however, the entire screen is devoted to
graphics display. After your computer sees HGB2, it divides your screen
into 256 columns and 192 rows.

When writing a program using high resolution graphics, you will first use
HGF or HGR2 in a statement. Then, using an HCOLOR: statement, you
can choose one of 16 colors.

Once you have typed an HGB or HGR2 statement and selected a color
using an HCOLOFI: statement, you are ready to begin "drawing" using
HPLOT. The keyword HPLOT allows you to "color" the intersection of col-
umns and rows on the high resolution graphics screen. Each time you use
HPLOT a small block appears on your screen.

When your screen is in the low or high resolution graphics mode, you must
use the keyword TEXT (as a statement or command) to return to ihe text or
narration mode. ln other words, if yo! have just finished running a graphics
program and want to see a line-by-line listing of your program, you must
first type TEXT and press RETURN. Then you can use the LIST command to
see individual lines in the program.
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5
More Programs to Try

You have learned a lot about SmartBASlC. lf you have read Parts 4 and 5,

you are ready to begin wriiing your own programs!

You can use subrootines, |FITHEN statements, and random numbers in
your own programs. You can use low resolution or high resolution graphics.
You can write game programs and home management programs- The only
limit is your imaginationl

lf you are hesitant to try writing your own programs, enter one oi ihe pro-
grams from this book. Then change it. Add or delete lines. See if you can
make it a better program. Then, using what you have learned, write a similar
program- lf you need assistance, consult the SmartBASlC Beference Guide
in Part 6

Remember, there are no right or wrong answers in programming. lf a com-
puter program does what you want, then you have written a successful
program.

NOTE: instead of lessons at the end of this chapter, there are four sample
programs. lf you want, enter one or more of these programs. And, if after
you run the program you decide you want to keep it, be sure to use the
SAVE procedure to store your work on a digital data pack. lf you would like
to print your work, consult the SmartBASlC Reference Guide in Part 6
(PR+).

249
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Lesson # I-POEM
Believe it or not, this program is designed to write poetry. AII you have to
do when you type the program into your complter is replace the notation
ADJ with an adjective (for example, TALL, GRASSY, COOL, etc.), the nota-
tion NOUN with a noun (for example, FOREST, FLOWER, TBEE, etc.), and
the notation PHBASE with a phrase (for example, DRIFTING QUIETLY,
BENDING lN THE WIND, etc.).

You will, of course, want to have a theme for your poem. So, you will want
to select adjectives, nouns, and phrases on the same subject. For example,
in the paragraph above, all the sample illustrations might come from a poem
about a forest. Choose your own words on any subject that interests you
and you will be surprised at the results. Because of the random value estab-
lished for I (in line 6), every time you run this program you will get a differ
ent poem. Sometimes the poetry is horrible. But other times it is remarkably
good. Nothing to rival Shakespeare, perhaps-but stillquite effective poetry
with unusual images and phrases.

NOTE: The spacing on this program is very important. Be sure you press
the SPACEBAR after you type a quotation mark and before you type an
adjective, noun, or phrase. This space insures that the words in your poem
will have blank spaces between them. 4160, be 6ure to type semicolons (;)
where indicated. As yoLi know, each semicolon tells your computer to dis-
play the next PRINT statement on the same line.

(This lesson continued on the next page.)
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1 REH POEI'I

2 TEXT:HOTiE
3 INPUT "Type a nunber and press RETURN.";n
4 HolrE
5 roR P=l T0 19
6 LET L=INT( RND( -n ),r19 )+1
7 GoSUB L,t'I0
8 NEXT P

9 END

1O PRINT '' ADJ";
15 RETURN
20 PRINT " NOUN''
25 RETURN
30 PRINT " ADJ";
35 RETURN
40 PRINT " NOUI.I''
45 RETURN
50 PRINT " ADJ";
55 RETURN
60 PRINT '' NOUN''
65 RETURN
70 PRINT '' ADJ'';
75 REIURN
80 PRINT " NOUN"
85 RETURN
90 PRINT '' ADJ ''i
95 RETURN
1OO PRINT " NOUN"
105 RETURN
1O PRINT " PHRASE"
,15 

RETURN
20 PRINT " PHRASE"
25 RETURN

130 PRINT " PHRASE''
135 RETURN
140 PRINI " PNRASE''
45 R ETU RN

160 PRI NT " PHRASE"
65 RETURN

5O PR]NT '' PI]RA S E "
55 RETURN

70 PRI NT " PHRASE"
75 RETURN
80 PRI NT "...";
85 RETURN
90 PRINT

195 RETURN

llustanan 5-6-2
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Lesson #2-TREASURE
This ls a fairly advanced random number game. ln lines 20 and 30, the pro-
gram selects two random values between 1 and 10. These values are then
assigned to the variables t and p. Later in the program, the operator gets
three chances to guess the value assigned to t. lf they guess the value
assigned to t, the program skips to line 410 and says that they have found
the treasure. If, while trying to guess the value assigned to t, the operator
happens to quess the value assigned to p, the program skips to line 440 and
says that the pirate has come back and taken his treasure. lf, after three
tries, the operator does not guess the value assigned to t, the program says
"Too bad" and reveals the value of t 0ines 350-400).

1O REil TREASURE
12 PRINT "To begin this game, type a"
14 INPIJT "number and press RETURN,";n
15 TEXT:HOT]E
20 LET t= INI ( RND( -n )*10 )+1
30 LET p= I NT( RND( -n )*',]0 ).1
40 PRINT "YoU are on a tropicaL isLand."
50 PRINT "In front of you are 10 Large"
60 PRINT "rocks. under one rock is a"
70 PRINT "chest fuLL of treasure."
80 PRINT
90 PRINT "You get 3 chances to find the"
100 PRINT "treasure. But vatch out, a"
110 PRINT "pirate might get it first,"
,120 PRTNT
130 PRINT "To begin, type your name"
140 PRINf "and press RETURN."
150 INPUT n$
160 HOr'rE

170 PRINT "Type the number (1-10) of the"
175 PRINT "rock you want to move and"
,180 PRINT ,'pTess RETURN.',
190 INPUT a
200 IF a=t THEN G0T0 410
210 lF a=p THEN G0T0 440

(This lesson eontinued on the next page.)
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220 PRINT
230 PRINT "Try again. Type another"
240 PRINT "number and press RETURN."
250 INPUT b
260 IF b=t THEN GOTO 4IO
270 tF b=p THEN G0T0 440
280 PRINT
290 PRINT "Try one mo.e time. Type a"
300 PRINT "number and press RETURN."
3'IO INPUT C

320 IF c=t THEN G0T0 410
330 IF c=p THEN GOTo 440
3(O PRINT:PRINT
350 PRINT "Too bad ";n$;", you did"
360 PRINT "not find the treasure."
370 PRINT
380 PRINT
390 PRINT "It l"Ias under rock number ";t;"."
4OO END

410 PRINT "CongratuLations ";n$i ". "
420 PRINr "Hou does it feeL to be rich?"
430 END

440 PRINT "Look out. Here comes the"
445 PRINT "pirate. He is taking the"
450 PRINT "treasure, It Has hidden"
460 PRINT "under rock number ";t;"."

lustration 5-6-3
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Lesson #3-FlM CONV
This program helps you change feet to meters and meters to feet. lt begins
by asking the operator what process they want to use, 1 or 2. Then,
depending on the operator's answer, the program jumps to one of two sub-
routines. After converting measurements, the program give$ the operator
the option of repeating the conversion process.

Though you may not need this specific program, you can probably adapt it
for a useful purpose. For example, if you travel to a foreign country, you can
use this same basic program structure to convert between American cur-
rency and any other monetary form. lf you follow a regular exercise pro-
gram, you might change this program so it converts exercise time to
calories burned and vice versa.

1O RET] F/}1 CONV
'15 TEXT:H0 E

20 PRINT "This program converts"
30 PRINT
40 PR]NI "1) FEET TO I,IETERS"
50 PR]NT "2) IIETERS TO FEET"
60 PRlNT:PR]NT
70 PRTNT "Type the number (1 0R 2) of"
80 PRINT "process you xant to use"
90 PRINT "and press RETllRN."
'100 INPUT a

110 Hot'{E
1?0 IF a=1 THEN GoSUB 250
13O IF a=2 THEN GoSUB 330
140 PRINT:PR]NT
150 PRINT "tlou[d you Iike to run this"
'160 PRINT "program again?"
170 PRINT
180 PRINT "Type Y (for YES) or N (for N0)"
190 PRINT "and press RETI RN."
2OO ]NPUT d$
2',10 HollE

(This lesson continued on lhe nexl page.)
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220 1F d$="y" 0R d$=,'y,' THEN G0T0 20
250 PRINT "ok, see you Later."
240 END

250 PRINT
260 PRINT "Type the number of feet you"
270 PRINT "eant to convert to meter(s)"
280 PRINT "and press RETURN."
290 INPUT b
300 PRINl: PRINT
310 PRINT b;" FEET = ")b/3.2A)" IIETER(S)"
320 RETURN
330 PRINT
340 PRINT "Type the number of fteter(s)"
345 PRINT "you want to convert to feet"
350 PRINT "and press RETURN."
360 INPUT c
370 PRlNT:PRlNT
380 PRINT ci" I.IETERS = " )c,<3.28;" FEEI"
390 RETURN

lllustration 564
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Lesson #4-COOKBOOK
Are you tired of eating the same thing every night for dinner? Meet your
new cooking assistant...this simple computer program.

lf you take a moment and look through this program, you will see that it
starts by offering the operator a choice. They can select 1, 2, 3, ot 4, to
indicate the main ingredient of the meal they are planning. Then, depending
on the number they select, the information in a subroutine is displayed on
the screen. Each subroutine lists a possible recipe and the appropriate page
number in a cookbook. Then, the operator has a choice (in line 270). lf they
type Y, the program goes back to line 70. lf they type N, to indicate that
they don't wani to use the program again, the program says "Ok. See you
later." and ends (lines 350 and 360).

You. of course, could easily change this program to meet your individual
needs. All you have to do is list the choices you want to offer after line 100

Then, like lines 200 through 240, make sure the appropriate subroutine is
called. Finally, create subroutines for each choice, listing recipes and page
numbers.

10 REiI COOKBOOK
15 TEXT'HOT]E
20 PRINT "HeLLo. I am your nerJ"
30 PRINT "cooking assistant. TeLt"
40 PRINT "me the main ingredient of"
50 PRINT "your meaL and I riLL give"
60 PRINT "you some recipe suggestions."
70 PRINT:PRINT
80 PRlilT "********!1AIN INGREDIENT***r.****'r
90 PRINT
1OO PRINT " 1) GROUND BEEF''
110 PRINT " 2) CHICKEN''
120 PR]Nf " 3) LAiIB CHOPS"
130 PRlNT " 4) IIEAT-LESS"
140 PRINT:PRINT
150 PRINT "Ptease type a number"
155 PRINT "(betHeen 1 - 1r) and"
160 PRINT,,pTess RETIJRN.',
170 PRlNT
180 INPUT c
190 HOr|E
200 IF c=l THEN GoSUB 400
2'10 IF c=2 rHEN GoSUB 500
230 IF c=3 rHEN GoSUB 600
240 IF c=4 rHEN GoSUB 700
250 IF c>4 IHEN G0T0 150

(This lesson continued on the next page,)
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260 PRINT
270 PRINT "lilouLd you tike to make"
280 PRINT "another selection?"
290 PRINT
300 PRINT "Type Y(es) or N(o) and"
310 PRINT,,pTess RETIJRN.,.
32O INPUT r$
330 HO E

340 IF r$="Y" 0R r$=,'y" THEN G0T0 70
350 PRINT "0k. See you Iater-"
360 END

4OO PRINT "GROUND BEEF"
410 GoSUB 900
420 PRINT "I'leat Loaf (p. 26)"
430 PRINT "Tacos (p.73)"
440 PRINT "spaghetti (p. 6E)"
480 PRINT
490 RETURN
5OO PRINT "CHICKEN"
510 GoSUB 900
520 PRINT "chicken Kiev (p.39)"
530 PRINT "chicken ChoH llein (p. 46)"
540 PRINT "Fried Chicken (p.32)"
580 PRINT
590 RETURN
600 PRINT "LA!18 CHOPS"
610 GoSUB 900
620 PRINT "Stuffed chops (p. 56)"
6EO PRINT
690 RETURN
7OO PR]NT "I.{EAT-LESS''
710 GoSUB 900
720 PRINT "Ome Lettes (p.83)"
730 PRINT "Vegetarian Pizza (p- 112)"
780 PRlNT
790 RETURN
9OO PRINT
910 PRINT "Hay I suggestr"
920 PRINT
930 RETURN

lllustrution 5+5
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SmaTIWRITER REFERENCE GUIDE

Almost everyone who uses SmartWUlTEB will, at some tirne, want more
information on how to perform certain functions or procedures Each func-
tion which can be performed on SmartWRlTER Word Processing is listed
alphabetically in this chapter, beginning on the next page.

All the functions are performed by using Cursor Control Keys, Command
Keys, or Smart Keys. These keys are shown in the piciure on the opposite
page. Their major functions can be described as follows.

. Cursor Control Keys; These are the four arrow keys and the key
labeled HOME on the right side of your keyboard. You use Cursor
Control Keys to move the cursor around the screen, to scroll text
on the screen, or to indicate which file is to be printed or recalled.

. Command Keys: You can perform several SmartwBlTER functions
by using Command Keys. The function of each Command Key is
described by its label. Two Command Keys (ESCAPE and UNDO)
let you change your mind and restore text Six other Command
Keys (DELETE, INSERT, MOVE/COPY, CLEAF, PRINT, and
STOBE/GET) are located to the right of the typing keys. When vou
press one of these six keys, messages appear in the Smari Key
Label area on the screen to help guide you through the steps. Two
other Command Keys (WILD CARD and CONTROL) are reserved
for future use,

. Smart Keys: Smart Keys are the six keys (l-Vl) at the top of your
computer keyboard. Smart Key labels appear on the bottom of your
computer screen. These labels change when you press Smart Keys
to guide you through a procedure.

221
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Arrow keys
The four arrow keys are located to the right of the typing keys. You use
these keys the way you use the SPACEBAR and BACKSPACE keys on a
typewriter. Arrow keys move the cursor in the direction of the arrow: up
(f), down (Q, left (+), or right (+).

ln the Standard Format, you press the up arrow key to position the cursor at
the top of the roller. Then, each time you press the up arrow, the bottom line
of text on the screen moves down to the roller-

You press the down arrow key to position the cursor at the bottom of the
roller. Then, each time you press the down arrow, the next line of text that
has been temporarily stored below the roller is moved up to the roller.

In the Moving Window Format, up arrows and down arrows are also used to
move text onto your screen.

Clear (CLEAR)
Sometimes you'll want to erase or "clear" large amounts of typed text. You
can do this by pressing the CLEAR key. When you press this key, it's like
throwing paper into the wastebasket. (lf you change your mind, you can
reach into the "wastebasket" and get your words back by pressing UNDO
immediate{y.)

1. Press CLEAH.

2. When the Smart Key labels change, to indicate how much text you
want to clear, press CLEAB SCREEN (V) or CLEAR WK SPACE (Vl).

3. When the Smart Key labels change, press FINAL CLEAB (Vl) or
CLEAR.

* After you print or save text and want to start typing something new,
use CLEAR to quickly erase your old text.
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Color
You can change the background co or of your screen usrng the Smart Key

iabe ed SCREEN OPTIONS (lL)

l. Press SCBEEN OPTIONS ( l).

2 Press COLOB SELECT (ll)

3 To change the background coloT, se ect one of the fo Lowing: WH TE

( ), GBEEN (ll) BLACK (ll ), GBAY (lV), or BLUE (V).

4. Press DONE (Vl).

Copy (MOVE/COPY)
COPY a ows you to dup cate any quant ty of text The text rerna ns n ts
origrnal locat on and s copied to the new location.

1. Press the NiIOVE COPY key.

2 Press the Snrari Key COPY (Vl)

3. H ghlght the text to be copied. Use the arrow keys to posLlioi-the

cuisoi under the first character to be copred and press Hl-L TE FIRST

(lV). Then pos tion the cursor Llnder the ast character to be copied and
press H'LITE LAST (V)

4 Poslt on the cursor where you want the cop ed text to appear'

5 Press COPY (V)

6. Press DONE (V ). Surrounding text w automatically be readiusted'



Copy a FiIe
Sometimes, you may want to create a copy of a file that you have already
typed. This is often referred to as making a "back-up." This assures you of
having a copy in case a digital data pack is damaged or your original file is
accidentally erased.

1. lnsert the digital data pack that contains the file to be copied into the
digital data pack drive.

2. Follow the "get" procedure to move the file into your computer's
memory.

3. lf you want to copy the file onto the same data pack with a different
name, complete the store procedu.e. lf you want to copy the file to a
different data pack, put the new data pack into the digital data pack
drive. Then use the store procedure to save your file under the same
or a different name.

Control (CONTROL)
This key, like WILD CARD, is reserved for future use. lf you press CON-
TBOL you will not see any change in your text.
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Delete (DELETE)
You can use DELETE to erase any amount of text from your workspace-
one letter, several words, a line, a paragraph or more. Io indicate exactly
whiit text you want to delete, highlight the information you want to erase'

1.

2.

3.

Press DELETE.

Highlight the text to be deleted, if it has not yet been highlighted (Use

th; C;rsor Control Keys, press HLLITE (lV), use arrow keys, and press

Hl LITE OFF (lV).) As tou highlight text, a red underline is drawn under
text to mark it for deletion.

lf you underline too much text, pres6 HI-LITE EBASE (V), use the arrow
keys, and then press ERASE OFF M.

Press FINAL DELETE (VD. Highlighted text will be erased from your
screen. Text following the deleied material will automatically be moved

up so no "holes" exist in your work.

This function can also be done by first highlighting text you want to
delete, and then pressing the DELETE key twice-rather than using

the Smart Keys.

To erase a screenful of text or more, use the CLEAR key

Delete a File
Someiimes you may want to erase a file that is stored on a digital data pack

When this i; the situation, use the procedure below called "delete a file "
When you delete a file, it is erased from the digital data pack and can no

longer be recalled using the "get" procedure.

1.

2.

3.

4.

lnsert the digital data pack that contains the file to be deleted into the
digital data pack drive.

Press STORE/GET to display a File Directory.

Press GET (Vl).

Press DRIVE A (ill) to get text from the data pack in Drive A

Using arrow keys, position the File Directory pointer so that it faces
ihe name of the file to be deleted.

6. Press DELETE twice, or press DELETE and FINAL DELETE (Vl)
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Escape (ESCAPE/WP)
What happens if you're in the middle of setting a new right margin and you
decide you've made a mistake? Or, you start to insert some text and realize
you're adding it in the wrong paragraph? When you use SmartWFllTER, you
can "escape" from these situations quickly. How? lust press the ESCAPE/
WP key-one of the two "oops" commands available on your ADAM Family
Computer-

1. Whenever you are in the mjddle of a procedure and want to "back
out" of it, press ESCAPE/WP. The procedure is cancelled, and iext
returns to the way it was before you began the procedure.

. ]f you highlight text during a procedure, and then press ESCAPE/WP,
you will back out of the procedure but the highlighting will remain on
your screen. You can erase the highlighting by pressing HI-LITE (lV),
using the Cursor Control Keys to remove the red underlining, and then
pressing Hl-LITE OFF (lV).

Cet (STORE/GET)
Once text has been stored, you can bring it back to the screen. Ths s
usefu f you want to edit your text or review t w thout printing it.

I lvlake sure the dgtai data pack contaning the file you want s n the
digital data pack dr ve.

2. Press the STOREI cET key.

3. Press GET (lV)

4. Press DR VE A ( ll) to get text from the data pack in Dr ve A.

5. Us ng arrow keys pos tion the F e D rectory po nter on the nanre of
the fiie you want to get.

6 Press GET F LE (V ).
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HI-LITE [HI-LITE OFF] OV)
To indicate what part of your document you want to copy, move, deletq-oJ
print, you must highlight iext. Highlighting is the way vou tell SmartWUITEB
Word Processing what text yorr want to affect during a command l-or

example, if you ;ant to delete a paragraph, you must highlight the para-

graph to be deleted. Then your computer knows what part of your text you

want io delete.

Highlighted text is underlined in red on your screen. While text is being

hiolhl'oitea. the Hl LITE OFF label is present when you want to stop high-

ligitinig, press Hl-LITE OFF (lV). The Hl-LITE label will return.

1. Use Cursor Control Keys to position the cursor under the first charac-
ter to be highlighted.

2. Press HI-LITE (lV).

3. Use arrow keys to move the cursor under each character to be

highlighted.

4. Press Hl LITE OFF (lV).

. HOME plus an arrow key can be pressed simultaneously to highlight
larqer q\rantities of text. HOIV1E plus lelt or rrght arrow highlights f'om
thJ cursor position to the end ot the line. HOME plus up or down

arrow, or HOME alone, can highlight several lines of text at one time'

" If you underline too much text, press HI-LITE ERASE (V), use the
arrow keys, and then press ERASE OFF (V)
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Hr-rrTE ERASE [ERASE OFF] (v)
This Smart Key is used to change highlighted text back to unhighlighted
text. While highlighted text is being changed back to regular text, the
ERASE OFF label is present. When you want to stop the procedure, press
ERASE OFF (V). The HI-LITE ERASE label will return.

1. Use Cursor Control Keys to positjon the cursor under the first charac-
ter in text to have highlighting removed.

2 Press Hl LITE ERASE (V)

3 Use arrow keys to move the cursor
unhighlghted

under each character to be

4. Press ERASE OFF (V).

. To highlight large amounts of text, see the note under HI- LITE.

. HOME and arrow keys can be used together to erase highlighting
from Jarge areas of text.

Home (HOME)
HOME is in the center of the arrow keys. When the Standard Format is in
effect, HON4E moves the top line of text on the screen down to the roller
and positions the cursor in the top left posiiion on the screen. lf the Moving
Window Format is in effect, HOME moves the cursor to the top left position
on the screen.

Home * Arrow Keys
lf HOME and an arrow key are pressed at the same time, the cursor will
move rapidly in the direction of the arrow. lf the Standard Format is in
effect, HONy'E plus the left or right arrow moves the cursor to the edge of
the roller in the direction of the arrow. HOME plus the up arrow moves the
cursor to the top of the rolier and at the same time moves the top line of text
on the screen down to the roller. HOME plus the down arrow moves the
screenful of text that is below the roller onto the screen. If the Moving Win-
dow Format is in effect, HOIVE plus an arrow always moves the cursor to
the edge of the screen in the direction of the arrow.
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Insert (INSERT)
You can add new text to something you have already typed by using
INSERT. You must also use the INSERT key when you want to split a page

by adding a "Page End" marker, or add superscripted or subscripted

1. Put the cursor where you want to begin inserting text.

2. Press INSERT. The text to the right of the cursor is temporarily moved
off the screen.

3. Type the text you want inserted. This can be any amount.

4. When finished, press DONE (Vl). The text that moved away when
INSERT was pressed reappears immediately after the text you just
typed.

" You must use INSERI to add a Page End marker to existing text.

* You must use INSERT to add superscripted or subscripted material to
existing text.

Line Spacing
When you use SmartWBlTER Word Processing, you can change the spac-
ing between lines. For example, you can use single (1) spacing, one-and-a-
half (1.5) spacing, double (2) spacing, two-and-a-half (2.5) spacing, triple (3)
spacing, and so forth.

Line spacing changes are not evident on the screen. That is, you will not see
text displaying in double or triple spacing. You will see this effect only when
you print your text.

The system is preset for single spacing throughout a document.

l. Press MARGIN/TAB/ETC (l).

2. Press LINE SPACING (V).

3. To change the spacing between lines, press UP (lV) to increase the
spaces between lines, or press DOWN (\, to decrease the spaces.

4. Press DONE (Vl).
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Margins-Left and Right
SmartWRlTER Word Processing comes with standard left (10) and right
(70) margin settings. These settings can easily be changed using MARGIN/
fAB/ETC 0). Changes in left and/or right margin settings can be seen in
the horizontal margin scale at the top of the page.

1. Press MARGIN,/TAB/ETC (l).

2. Press HORIZ MARGIN (ll).

3. To indicate whether yoo want to change the left or right margin, press
LEFT # (lll) or RIGHT # (lV).

4. To indicate where you want to set your margin, use left and right
arrow keys to position the indicator at the top of your screen. Noiice
that the number of the new setting appears in the Smart Key Label.

5. Press DONE (Vl), or, if you now want to set top and bottom margjns,
press TO: VERT M,ARGIN (V).

Margins-Top and Bottom
SmartWRlTER Word Processing comes with standard top (6 lines or 1")
and bottom (6 lines or 1") margin settings. These settings can be easily
changed using MABGIN,/TAB,/ETC (l). Changes in the top and bottom mar-
gin settings can be seen in the horizontal margin scale on the left side of the
screen.

1. PrESS MARGIN/TAB,/ETC (I).

Press VERT MARGIN (lll).

To indicate whether you want to change the top or bottom margin,
press TOP # (lll) or BOTTOM # (lV).

To indicate where you want to set your margin, use up and down
arrow keys to position the indicator at the left side of your screen.
Notice that the number of the new setting appears in the Smart Key
Label.

Press DONE (Vl), or, if you now want to set right and left margins,
press TO: HORIZ MARGIN (V).

2.

3.

4.
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Move (MOVE/COPY)
MOVE allows you to remove any quantity of text from its original location
and move it to a new location.

t. Press the MOVE/COPY key.

2. Press the Smart Key MOVE (V).

3. Highlight the text to be moved as follows. Highlight the first character
of the text to be moved by positioning the cursor under the first char-
acter and pressing Hl-LlfE HRST (lV). Then position the cursor under
the last character to be moved and press HI-LITE LAST M.

4. Move the cursor to the location where the text is to be moved.

5. Press N,IOVE (ll) to move the text. Surrounding text automatically re-
adjusts.

* When moving long passages of text, please note that you can move
only the highlighted text on the current screen. lf text was highlighted
and then pushed off the screen, it will remain highlighted, but must be
brought back onto the screen before it can be moved. ln Moving Win-
dow Format, "current screen" includes the text to the left and right of
the text visible on the TV screen.
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Moving Window Format
When you first begin using SmartWBlTER Word Processing, it is in the
Standard Format. ln the Standard Format, you type on a roller ai the bottom
of your screen. Then, as you continue to type, your text moves up the

By using SCREEN OPTIONS 0l) you can select the Moving Window For-
mat. ln the Moving Window Format, text you type appears at the top of your
screen and not in the roller. As you continue to type, your text moves down
the screen.

ln the Moving Window Format, your screen is like a window that moves
over your text. You see part of what have iyped as you screen moves in
four-character increments across the text.

Text yo! type in the lvloving Window Format can be as wide as 80 charac-
ters. lt will appear on your screen exactly as it will when it is printed (with
the exception of line spacing, which always displays as single-spaced). For
this reason, Moving Window Format is usually used when you want to type
columns or charts.

2.

t. Press SCREEN OPTIONS (ll).

Press N,4OVING WINDOW (Vl).

When you insert, delete, and make other changes in the N,4oving Win-
dow Format, your text will automatically be re-adjusted.
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Page End
SmartWRlTEB Wo.d Processing automatically fills each page according to

the top and bottom margins you set. lf you did not change the standard
settinq, then each page is 60 lines long. You can create shorier pages, how-

ever, by using the END PAGE feature.

You can also use this feature to split any pages you have already iyped'
When you do this, you must follow the second procedure.

ENDING A SHORT PAGE AS YOU TYPE

1. Position the cursor where you want the page to end.

2. Press MARGIN/TAB/ETC (l).

3. Press END PAGE (VD. A special Page End marker (the letter "E"
inside a circle) now appears on your screen.

SPLIfiING AN EXISTING PAGE

1. Position the cursor where you want the page to end.

2. Press INSERT.

Press END PACE (lV).

Press DONE (Vl). Text whch fo ows the "end page' marker is now

on a new page.

. NOTE: lf the first procedure is not functioning, you can use the second
procedure to achieve the same results.

3.

4.
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Paper Size
The most commonly used paper is 11" long. SmartWBlTEB Word Process-
ing is preset to this "letter" size paper. By using MARGIN,/TAB/ETC, you
can also use 14" long paper. This size paper is sometimes called "legal"
size,

Press MARCIN,,TAB.i ETC ( )

Press TYPE OF PAPER (l)

The paper size wh ch SmartWBlTEF is clrrrent y set for s listed n the
message area above Smart Keys I and ll To change the paper size
setting, press LETTER I1 (l i) or LEGAL l4 ( V).

Press DONE (Vl), or. f you now want to set top and bottorn margins.
press TO: VEBT t\ilARGlN (V).

4.

2.

3.

1.

2.

Paper Type
You can insert sing e sheets of paper nto your printer to pr nt text or you
can print your work on fanfold paper Some peop e call fanfo d paper 'com-
puter paper." lt is a continuous ength of paper thet has specal hoes on
each s de and ls drv ded nto perforated sheets.

You can lse fanfo d paper w th or without a tractor feeder'-a device that
ro d- rhe co,o .re. oaOet ,t-*, - pla(e

ndicate what type of paper you want to use dur ng the print ng procedure.

1 Press PRINT

Specify the amount of text you want to print by pressing PRINT Hl
LITE (llD, PHINT SCREEN (lV). or PRINT WK-SPACE (V).

The type of paper SmartWBlTER is expecting you to use appears on
your screen in the message area. To change from single sheet to
fanfold, or from fanfold to single sheet, press Smart Key ll.

Refer to the PRINT procedure for the remarnder of the print steps.
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Print (PRINT)
After you make corrections and changes to your work, you are ready to
print. Text must be on the screen in order for it to be printed. (Ihus, if you
have stored a document, you must use the GET procedure to bring ii to the
screen. Ihen you can print your iext. The text on the digital data pack is not
changed and remarns there. You can clear the copy off the screen when
you have finished printing it.)

Before you begin the print procedure, make sure paper is inserted in your
printer. To get the correct margin at the top of your paper, put the top edge
of your paper just under the paper bar or paper bail.

1. Press PFllNT.

2- Press the appropriate Smart Key to specify the amount of text you
want to print-only highlighted text on the screen (lll), all the text that
is on the screen (lV), or all the text in the workspace (V).

lf you want to print highlighted text (lll), be sure to highlight text
before pressing PFINT. lf you have not done this, then either press
ESCAPE/WP or Smart Key lll and restart the procedure.

3. Decide whether you want to change the paper type. The type of paper
SmartWB|TER expects you to use appears on the screen in the yellow
message area. To change from single sheet to fanfold or from fanfold
to single sheet, press Smart Key lll. lf you do not want to change
paper type, then skip this step.

4. Decide if you want to print your text with page numbers automatically
provided by the system. lf so, press AUTO PAGE #? (lV). Then
decide whether you want to number the first page with a number other
than 1. lf so, press lST PAGE + lS 1 (lll) as many times as necessary
to cause the appropriate first page number to appear in the Smart Key
label. lf you do not want automatic page numbering, skip this step.

5. When you are ready to print, press PRINT (VD. Your text begins
printing.

* To stop the printer, press STOP PRINT (\r.Io restart it, press PFIINT
(V) again.

* lf you don't want to change the paper type or use automatic page num-
bering, only complete steps 1. 2, and 5.



Rename a File
Sometimes, you may want to change the name of a file that you have
stored. With SmariWRlTER Word Processing, this is easy.

1- Use the GET procedure to bring a file back to your screen.

2. Use the STORE procedure to store the file, only this time give the file
a different name.

3. If you want to erase the file under its original name, use the DELETE A
FILE procedure.
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Replace
You can use SmartWBlTEB to automatically substitute one word (or group
of words) for another word (or group of words) throughout your work-
space. This procedure can save you time in updating information and cor-
recting spelling errors.

For example, you may type a report that contains the name "Smith" in sev-
eral places. Later, you discover that the correct spelling of the name is
"Smithe." You could use this procedure to automatically correct your text
and replace every "Smith" with "Smithe." When you replace every occur-
rence of a word, it is referred to as "replace all." However, sometimes you
may want to replace some occurrences of a word. Perhaps the word "Tues_
day" should only occasionally be replaced with "Wednesday" in a report. ln
this case, you would need to look at each occurrence of the word "Tues-
day" and decide whether or not to replace it with "Wednesday." This pro
cedure ls referred to simply as "replace."

The two procedures are performed identically except for step 7. NOTE:
SEARCH searches from the position of the cursor on. Therefore, to search
through the entire document, the first line of the document must be on the
rolier before you begin this procedure.

1. Press SEAFCH (lll).

2. Type the oid text you want to find.

3. Press STAHT SEABCH (Vl).

4. Press REPLACE M.

5. Type the new text that you want to replace the old text.

6. Then decide whether you want to "replace all" or simply "replace"
some occurrences, and complete the appropriate step.

o To replace all instances of old text with new texi, press REPLACE
ALL ryD,

. To replace this instance of old text with new text, press REPLACE
(V). Then, to locate the next instance of the old text, press
SEARCH NEXT (lV). Each time the cursor locates old text, you
must decide whether to replace it (press REPLACE) or leave it
(press SEARCH NEXT).

7. To end the procedure early, press DONE (VD; otherwise the proce
dure ends automatically.
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Reset
There are two reset sw tches on ADAM and Expans on Modu e -3. Here is
how they are used

. On ADAI\,j: When the system ls n typewriter mode and you want to
erase text pull the Computer Reset s de swtch (whrch is to the eft of
the cartridge port) toward you. lf the system s in typewr ter mode and
you want to play a game cartr dge pu the Cartr dge Beset s de sw tch
(which s to the right of the cartridge port) toward you

* On Expans on Module =3 When the system is n typewr ter mode and
you want to erase text, pull the Computer Reset slde switch [which is

located on top of the unrt near the front) toward you. If you want to go

lrom typewriter mode to play ng games pu I the Cartrdge Beset slide
sw tch (wh ch s on the Colecov sion conso e) toward you.

Screen Options
The Smart Key labeled SCBEEN OPTIONS (ll) gives you many choices.
You can change the color you see or the sound you hear in SmartWRlTER
Word Processing. You can also move between the Standard Format and the
Moving Window Format using this key. See the information listed under
"color," "sound," or "Moving Window Format."
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Search
Using SEARCH ( ll) you can f nd text w thin a workspace. You may want to
change the text you are ooking for or you may want to check some nfor
mat on You can a so use thrs procedure to move to a specific section of text
n a workspace

NOTE: SEAFCH begins ookng for text from the positon of the cursor.
Therefore. to search through an entre document thef rst neofthedoc!
ment must be on the ro ler before you beg n this procedure

1. Press SEABCH ( ll)

2. Type ihe text you want to f nd.

3 Press STABT SEARCH (Vl)

4 lf necessary, to find the next instance of text. press SEARCH NEXT
(tv).

5. lf necessary cont nue repeat ng Step 4

6. To end the procedure eary, press DONE (Vl) otherwise the proce-
dure ends automaticaily

Sound
SmartWRlTEB Word Processing commun cates w th you by us ng a variety
of sounds For exampie when you have almost filled up the rnaximum area
ava Lab e for your workspace youwl hearaspecra sound.

Using SCBEEN OPl ONS (l ). you may select one of three dlfferent sound
eves no sound, partal sound. or fu sound. When SmartWB TEF Word
Processing begins the sound feature is set at 'fu .'

1. Press SCREEN OPTIONS (ll).

2 Io seect a dlfferent sound setting press one of the folowng keys:
NO SOUND (r I) PABT AL SoUND ( V) or FULL SOUND (V)



Standard Format
When you first begin using SmartWRlTER Word Processing, it is in the
Standard Format. ln the Standard Format, you type on a roller at the bottom
of your screen. One line of text fills up your roller. Then, as you continue to
type, your text moves up the screen.

By using SCREEN OPTIONS (ll) you can select the Moving Window For-
mat. Later, you can use SCREEN OPTIONS (ll) again to return to the Stan-
dard Format after using the Moving Window Format.

1. Press SCREEN OPIONS 0D.

2. Press STANDARD FOFMAT (VD.

Store (STORE/CET)
You can store any quantity of text-from a word to an entire workspace. To
store text, a digital data pack must be inserted into the computer. You must
also type a name (up to 10 characters) for your text. This name is called a
"file name."

1. Make sure a digital data pack is inserted in a digital data pack drive.

2. Press the STORE/GET key.

3. Decide how much text you want to store and press the appropriate
Smart Key: STORE HI-LITE (lll), STORE SCREEN 0V), or STORE
WK-SPACE M.

To store highlighted text (lll), be sure to highlight text before pressing
STORE/GET. If you did not do this, then press ESCAPE/WP or Smart
Key lll and begrn the procedure again.

4. To indicate where you want to store your work, press DRIVE A (lll) or
another Smart Key.

5. Type a file name for your text (up to 10 characters).

6. Press STOBE (Vl).
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Subscript
Subscripted characters appear below the regular line of type. Before you

subscript cha.acters, be sure to set your line spacing at 1 1/2 ot gteatet- Be
sure to type text up to the character to be subscripted before doing step 1.

1. Press SUPEB/SUBSCRIPT (VD.

2. Press SUBSCRIPT (V). A special "Begin Subscript" marker (an L-
shaped characteF facing to the right) appears on yoLlr screen.

3. Type the text to be subscripted.

4. Press DONE (V,). A special End Subscript" marker (an L-shaped
character facinq to ihe left) appears on your screen.

* To erase subscript markers, use DELETE, BACKSPACE, or CLEAR.

* To add subscripted text, use INSEBT.

Superscript
Superscripted characters appear above the regular line of type. Before you

superscript characters, be sure to set your line spacing at 1 1/2 ot grealet.
Be sure to type characters up to the character to be superccripted before
doing step 1.

1. Press SUPER/SUBSCRIPT (VD.

2. Press SUPERSCRIPT (Vl). A special "Begin Superscript" marker (an
upside-down L-shaped character facing to the right) appears on your
screen,

3. Type the text to be superscripted.

4. Press DONE (Vl). A special "End Superscript" marker (an upside-
down L-shaped character facing to the left) appears on your screen.

* To erase superscript markers, use DELETE, BACKSPACE, or CLEAR.

* To add superscripted text, use INSERT.
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Tabs
Tabs (sometimes called "tab stops" or "tab settings") can be used to indent
the first line of a pa.agraph or each item in a list. Tabs are also used when
typing name/and address lists, budgets, and charis-especially when the
Moving Window Format is in use.

To begin setting tabs, press the IMABGIN/TAB/ETC Smart Key (l). You are
then prompted through the procedure by yellow messages and labels which
change in the Smart Key Label area. During this procedure, you have the
opportunity to set one tab at a time, clear one tab at a time, or clear all tabs.
You will use the followinq steps to clear and set tabs.

TO CLEAB TABS

1. Press MARGIN/TAB/ETC (l).

2. Press TAB (lV).

3. Use the left and right arrow keys to position the cursor at an existing
tab stop as shown on the margin scale at the top of the screen.

4. Press TAB CLEAR (lV).

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to clear additional tabs.

6. When finished, press DONE (Vl).

* To clear all tab stops, complete the first two steps, and then press ALL
CLEAR M, followed by DONE (Vl).

IO SET TABS

1. Press N.4AF G lN / TAB/ ETC (l).

2. Press TAB (lV).

3. Use the left and right arrow keys to position the cursor where the new
tab stop should be. Refer to the top margin scale as you do this.

4. Press TAB SET (lll) to set a tab stop.

5. Bepeat steps 3 and 4 to set additional tabs.

6. When finished, press DONE (Vl).
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Undo (UNDO)
UNDO is sometimes referred to as one of the "oops" Command Keys. lt
will allow you io change your mind immediately after completing any of the
four functions-DELETE, CLEAR, REPLACE, and BEPLACE ALL. (Notice
that all these functions destroy or change text.)

All you do is press the UNDO key and the effects of the procedure are
erased. For example, if you deleted a paragraph, all you have to do to get it
back is press UNDO. This must be done immediately altet having com-
p/ered the procedure. (lf you are in the middle of a procedure and change
your mind, don't use UNDO. lnstead, use ESCAPE to "back out" of the
procedure-)

l. lmmediately after having compleied a "destructive" procedure, press
UNDO. The effect of the procedure will be "undone-"

" lf you have highlighted text during a procedure and then press UNDO,
your screen will return to normal and text will remain highlighted. You
can erase the highlighting by pressing HI-LITE EBASE M, using the
Cursor Control Keys to remove the red underlining, and then pressing
ERASE OFF (V),

Wild Card (WILD CARD)
This key is reserved for future use- lf you press WILD CABD, you will not
see any effect on your text-

wP (ESCAPEiWP)
Whenever you turn your computer on and want to use SmartWR|TEB rather
than ihe electronic typewriter, press the key labeled ESCAPE/WP. To get
oui of the word processing mode, you can use a reset switch.
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Glossary of SmaTIWRITER Terms

Each word processing system uses some special words io describe its
functions. Some of these words have become fairly standard word process-
ing terms, and others are unique to each system.

You may find the list of terms below helpful to know when you are osing
SmartWR|TEF word processing.

TERMS

Arrow Keys

EXPLANATIONS

There are four Arrow Keys located to the right
of the typing keys. These keys are used to
move the cursor in the direction of the arrow:
up, down, left, or right.

Whenever you want to erase a screenful or
more of text, you can use the CLEAR key. You
can clear either a screenful at a time or the en-
iire workspace.

Currently, eight of the ten Command Keys are
used to do or begin SmartWRlTER procedures.
The label on each Command Key identifies
what pressing that key will do-delete, insert,
print, clear, etc.

This procedure allows you to duplicate any
amount of text which you mark or highlight-
Text remarns in its original locatron and is cop-
ied to the new location. Use the MOVE/COPY
key to begin this procedure.

The small, bright "underline" character that ap-
pears on your screen is called a cursor. lt
shows you where the next letter or number will
be typed on the screen. Sometimes cursors
have othe!' shapes, such as the triangle shape
in the File Directory.

clear

Command Keys

copy
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' Cursor Control Keys

digital data pack

digital data pack drive

document

edit

There are a total of five Cursor Control Keys
available on ADAM-four Arrow Keys and
HOME. These keys are located to the right of
the typinq keys and are used to move the cur-
sor or scroll text.

This procedure is used to erase any amount of
text from your workspace. To indicate exactly
what text you want to delete, you highlight (or
mark) the text to be deleted. Use the DELETE
key to begin this procedure.

The letters, reports. and other documents that
you type and want to save for future use are
stored on a digital data pack. A digital data
pack looks like an audio cassette tape, but they
are not inlerchangeable. A data pack operates
at very high speed.

ln order for ADAM to store your letters and re-
ports, a digital data pack must be inserted into
a digital data pack drive. The "drive" is
comparable to the turntable on a record player,
in that the drive holds the data pack so that it
can be used. One drive comes with the system;
a second drive can be purchased and added
onto the system.

Anything you type on a word processor-a let-
ter, report, chart, etc. - is often referred to as
a "document."

This word processing term is often used to de-
scribe one of the best features of a system-
the capability to correct mistakes or change
text for other reasons. With a word processor,
you do not retype the entire text-only the
words which need changes.

When certain procedures are not performed
correctly, the system displays an error
message in the Smart Key label area on the
screen. This message helps identify what you
did incorrectly, so that you may complete the
procedure.

delete

error message
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file

escape

fanfold paper

File Directory

File Name

Iormat

Some word processors let you "back out" of
the middle of a procedure and return text to the
way it was before you started the procedure.
On SmartWRlTER, this feature is called escape
and is performed by pressing the ESCAPE/

Sometimes fanfold paper is called "computer
paper." lt is a continuous length of paper that
has special holes on each side and is divided
into perforated sheets. lt is very useful if you
do a lot of printing because you don't have to
hand-feed each sheet of paper.

The letter, report, or other document you store
on a digital data pack is referred to as a "file."
Once stored, a file can be recalled to the
screen by using the GET procedure.

The names of all the files (letters, documents,
etc.) that are stored on a digital data pack are
recorded on a File Directory. A File Directory is

a part of each digital data pack. By using the
STOBE/GET key you can see the names of
any files stored on a digital data pack.

ln order to store a file (letter, report, or other
document), you must type a name for it. You do
this after pressing the STORE/GET key when
the system prompts you to type a File Name.
To recall a document, you must press the
STORE/GET key and point to the File Name
you want.

This word processing term is used to describe
the appearance (or layout) of a printed page.
The format of a printed page is determined by
the top and bottom margins, left and right mar-
gins, and the line spacing.

The GET procedure is used to recall text to the
screen that has previously been stored on a
digital data pack. Use the STOFE/GEI key to
begin this procedure and to display the names
of the files stored on that data pack.

get



horizontal margins (or
HORIZ MABGIN)

highlight (or Hl-LITE)

home

insert

lnessage

Moving Window
Format

To highlight text is to mark it with a red under-
line. This indicates the part of your text you
want to copy, move, delete, or print. To high-
light text, use the Smart Key labeled Hl-LlTE.
After highlighting text, you must turn the high
light off.

HOME is one of the five Cursor Control Keys
which are located to the right of the typing
keys. ln Standard Format, home is the top left
position on the roller. ln Moving Window For_
mat, home is the top left position on the screen.

Left and right margins are referred to collec
tively as "horizontal margins." SmartWRlTER
comes with standard settings of left margin 10
and right margin 70. These settings can be
changed by using the Smart Key labeled MAR-
GIN,/TAB/ETC.

lnsert is a word processing term meaning "to
add." By using the INSERT key, you can add
new text to the middle of something you have
already typed.

Whenever you press certain Command Keys
or Smart Keys. there is a change in the infor-
mation in the Smart Key label area of the
screen. Sometimes a message displays in yel-
low in parl of the Smart Key label area. The
message helps guide you through the proce
dure.

The move procedure is used to relocate text in
your document. Use the MOVE/COPY key to
begin this procedure and then highlight the text
to be moved.

This format is an alternative to the Standard
Format- When you use the Moving Window
Format, texl will print exactly as it appears on
the screen-except for line spacing. For this
reason, N4oving Window Format is trsually used
when you want to type columns, charts, and
certain reports.



procedure

replace

reset

roller

scroll

search
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Tasks which a word processor can be used for
are called "procedures," Some procedures are
insert, delete, move, copy, search, and replace.

With Sr.lartwB|TEB. you can search for speci
fied text and replace it with sorne other text.
You can have the system do this automatically
for you throughout the document-a procedure
called "replace all" (or global replace on some
other systems). Or you can search and replace
selectively-a procedure simply called "re
place."

There are two reset switches on an ADAM
computer. The Computer Reset is to the lefi of
the cartridge port; the Cartridge Beset ls to the
right of the cartridge port. Computer Fleset is
used to erase text from the typewriter mode,
and to reset a game that's on a digital data
pack. Cartridge Beset is used to get the sys
tem ready to play a game that is on a cartridge.

The roller is the black area on the Standard
Format that looks like the platen on a typewrit-
er. Text ls typed on the roller in the Standard
Format.

As you type text in a word processor, the text
"moves" or scrolls up the screen. When it
reaches the top of the screen, it scrolls out of
v ew. lt can be scrolled back at any time. This
movement o[ text up and down ihe sc'een is
called scrolling." To scroll text, usethe Cursor
Control Keys.

The search procedure is used to find any text
you specify anywhere within your document.
Use the Smart Key labeled SEARCH to begin
this procedure.
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Smart Key labels

Smart Keys

Standard Format

store

subscript/superscript

vertical margins

Whenever the ADAM Family Computer is,n
the word processing mode, you can see Smart
Key labels at the bottom of the screen. These
labels are numbered I through Vl and tell you
what function will occur when you press the
corresponding Smart Key (l-Vl) at the top of
the keyboard. These labels change when cer-
tain Smart Keys or Command Keys are
pressed. Sometimes a message will display in
the Smart Key label area to help guide you
through a procedure.

Smart Keys are the six keys labeled I through
Vl at the top of the keyboard. Their labels ap-
pear at the bottom of the screen and change
whenever you press certain keys.

The Standard Format is preset on your system.
ln this format, you type on a roller at the bottom
of your screen. As you continue to type, text
scrolls up and, eventually, off the screen. Text
can be scrolled back onto the roller at any time.

The store procedure is used to save any
amount of text on a digital data pack. Once
stored, text can be recalled. Text is stored
under a fiie name. Use ihe STORE/GET key to
beqin a store procedure.

These procedures are used when you want to
type formulas, equations, or any text below or
above the typing line. Subscripted text appears
below the typing line, and superscripted text
above it-

The margins that are at the top and bottom of
the page are referred 10 as vertical margins.
Top and bottom margins are automatically set
at one inch (six typing lines). The relative posi
tions of top and bottom margins appear on the
margin scale on the left side of your screen.



undo
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When the term workspace (WK-SPACE) is
used on a Smart Key label, it refers to the en-
tire document you have typed. This document
(letter, report, etc.) can be as short as a few
words, or several pages long. While you are
working on ihat document, it is kept in the com-
puter's workspace or memory. Text in the
workspace can be cleared, printed, or stored.
Once the computer is turned off, everything in
its workspace is erased.

lf you have just deleted, cleared, or replaced
text, you can undo the procedure and return
your text to rhe way rl was before begjnning
the procedure. How? lust press the UNDO
kev.
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3
SmaTtBASIC Reference Guide

ln Part 4 and Part 5 you were introduced to SmartBASlC and how you can

use it to write your own computer programs. lf you have completed ihe
lessons in Parts 4 and 5, you know how easy and fun writing your programs

can bel lf you want to learn more about writing your own programs' you will
find this chapter helpful.

The information in this chapter is divided into four areas The first section
contains informaton about numeric and string variables (e-g., a, b$). The

second section covers operators (e.g., +, <). The use of punctuation sym-
bols (e.g., :, i) is discussed in the third section. Commands, statements, and
functions (e.g., BUN, PRINT, ABS) are explained in the final section of this
chapter.

VARIABLES
ln SmartBASlC there are two different types of variables. lf a variable rep-
resents a number, it is called a "numeric variable." lf a variable represents
letter(s) and/or word(s), it is called a "string variable."

A numeric variable must be represented by a single letter. For example, the
statement INPUT a could be used in a program that asks the user to type a
number.

A string variable must be represented by a single letter followed by a dollar
sign. F6r example, the statement INPUT b$ could be used in a program that
asks the user to type letter(s) and/or word(s).

253
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OPERATORS
SmartBASlC uses two mathematical symbols that you will recognize to per-
form addition and subtraction operations. The symbols ADAM uses to per-
form multiplication and division might be new to you.

Operatian

Addit on
Subtract on
Multlplicat on
D vision
Ba sing to a power (exponent ation)

lllustrctrcn 6 3 2

As exp ained in Part 4, SmartBASlC performs rnathemat ca operat ons tn a
very specific order. First, operat on(s) w th n parentheses are performed.
Then, worklng from eft to rght. multipicaton and dvson operatons are
competed Finaly addrton and subtraction operatons are completed-
aga n working from eft to nght

ln connect on wth F THEN and F COTO statements SmartBASIC uses
s x otheT operators.

Operator

:

Meaning

Equal to
Less than
Greater than
Less than or equal to
Greater than or equal to
Not equal to

llustration 6-3-3

As Iisted on the previous page, these operators can be used to analyze
values. For example, the statement lF a<:6 GOTO 700 means-if the
value of a is less than or equal to six then go to line 700. lf the vaiue of a is
greater than six. the next lir]e will be executed in order. Three logical opera
tors (AND, OB, and NOT) can be used to combjne |FITHEN and lFlcOTO
formulas. For example, lF a<:6 AND b>:2 GOTO 700 means-if the
value of a is less than or equal to six and the va{ue of b is greater than or
equal to two then go to line 700.

Operatar
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PUNCTUATION SYMBOLS
lnside quotation marks, in a PRTNT statement, punctuation symbols are used
in the same way as when you wriie. Three punctuation symbols (comma,
semicolon, and colon), however, have special uses in SmartBAS|C.

ln PRINT statements, the comma (,) can be used to indicate that the infor-
mation that follows should be displayed beginning at the left edge of your
screen or in the middle of your screen-whatever location is next on the
current or next line. For example, if you were to write the following line in a
program:

10 PRrNT 1, 2/ 3

lllustration 6-&4

This is what you would see when the program was run:

2

lllustration 6-3-S

The semico on ( ) can also be used n PRINT statements. lt te s your com_
puter to disp ay what fo ows w thout adding a blank space. For example, if
you were to wT te the fo owing ne in a program:

10 PRI NT "AD"; "Al'4"

Itustratian 6 3-6

Th s s what you wou d see when the program was Tun

llusttatian 6 3 7

A co on (:) can be used to combine rnore than one statement on a line. For
examp e, f you want to create two blank nes when your program runs you

could write two lines that lust conta n PB NT. Us ng a co on however, you
can combine these twc lines ae fo lows-PF NTTPBINT

1

3
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COMMANDS, STATEMENTS, AND
FUNCTIONS
The rest of this chapter explains the commands, statements, and functions
in SmartBASlC. The entries in this section are arranged in alphabetical
order. Of course, you don't need to learn all about SmaTtBASIC to use your
ADAM Family Computer System. However, you may find the explanations
and sample programs in this section helpful. NOTE: Advanced commands,
statements, and fun6tions are indicated by the notation (**advanced**).

ABS

ABS is a function that returns the absolute value of a number. The absolute
value of a positive or negative number is the same number without the plus
or minus sign. ln other words, the absolute value of -3 is 3. The absolute
value of + 5).5.78 is 56.78. NOTE: When using ABS in a program, be slre to
include the number which follows it within parentheses [0].

Sample Program

1O PRiNT ABS(-273)
20 PRrNT ABS(+367.8)
30 PRINT ABS(-4.567)

273
367.8
1-567

APPEND (".advanced.')

APPEND s a command used to add data to an exstng sequeftal file
APPEND should be fo owed by a fiiename a comma O the etter D, and a
drve number (1 or 2) NOTE A sequentia file should be closed (using the
CLOSE command) before APPEND is used
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ASC

ASC is a function that returns the ASCII nurnber for any character' Every
letter, number, or symbol that you can type on your computer has a corre-
sponding ASCII number. Since the letters of the alphabet correspond to a
progresiiue series of numbers (A:65, 9:66, C=67 . X:88, Y=89,
Z:90) the ASC function can be Llsed to alphabetize information

Sample Program

PRINT ASC("T,,)
PRlNT ASC("U")
PRINT ASC(,'V")

'10

20
30

81
85
86

ATN (-*advanced..)

ATN s a function that reiurns the rneasurernent (n radians) of an ange
ATN 6 the opposte of TAN and must aways be followed by a number
with n pareniheses For examp e, ATN(X) returns the measurement of an

ang e whose tangent s X

BLOAD (*'advanced**)

BLOAD is a command used to oad rmages from b nary f les nto your com
puter s memory. BLOAD shou d be followed by a f ename. a comma (,) the

memory locaton where the f e wll be oaded, a comma O, and a drve
number. f an address or drive are not specfed your computer w use

defau t settings. NOTE: lnformation to be retrieved wlth BLOAD must f rst
be stored us ng BSAVE.

BRUN (..advanced.*)

BRUN s a command used to oad brnary fLes and auiomatically move to a

start ng address. BBUN shou d be followed by a f ename a comnra (,) the

memory ocaton where the f e will be loaded. a comma (.) and a drive
numbei. lf an address or drlve are not specified your computer w use

defau t settings.
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BSAVE (**advanced* *)

BSAVE is a command used to store binarv information. BSAVE should be
followed by a flename, a comma (,), the st;rting address of the rnformatron
to be saved, a comma, the length of the information to be saved, a comma
(,), and a drive number. NOTE: Both the address and length values must be
included with BSAVE and may appeaa in decimal or hexadecimal numbers.
The use of a drive number is optional.

CALL (* *advanced**)

CALL is a statement used to execute a machineJanguage routine stored at
a specific location within the computels memory. CALL must be followed
by a number between 0 and 65535 to indicate the location of the machine
language routine.

CATALOG

CATALOG is a command that allows you to display a list of programs
stored on a digital data pack. To use the CATALOG command, you must
follow three steps.

1. lnsert a digital data pack into the digital data pack drive.

2. Type CATALOG.

3. Press BETUBN.

CHR$

CHB$ is a function that takes an ASCII number and converts it io the appro-
priate number, letter, or symbol.

Sample Progtam

PRINT CHR$(72)
PRiNT CHR$(69)
PRlNT CHR$(75)
PRINT CHR$(76)
PRINT CHR$(79)

10
z0
30
40
50

H

E

L

L
0
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CLEAR

CLEAB is a statement that erases all values assigned to numer c and str ng

var ab es.

Sample Program

10 LET n=42
20 LET s$="THIS 1S A TEST"
30 CLEAR
40 PRINT "n = ";n
50 PRINT rrs$ = ";s$

CLOSE

CLOSE s a command used to close a fle that has been previous y opened
To use ihe CLOSE comrnand. comp ete ihe fol ow ng steps (NOTE: n the

lines below PROGRAT\i1 stands for the narne of yoLir program.)

I Type the follow ng irne to begin your program:

10 d$=cHR$(1)

2. Type the foilow ng line as the nexi line of your program:

20 PRINI d$;"0PEN PR0GRA14"

3. Type the rnformatlon to be added to or deLeted from the f e

4. Type the fo ow ng ne to end your program and ciose your flle

100 PRINT d$;"cLoSE PRoGRAIY"



CLRERR

CLBEBB s a statemeni used to cance ihe effect of ONEBB COTO.

Sample Program

1O ONERR GOTO 5O
20 INPUT "Type your name and press RETURN.";n$
30 CLRERR
40 INPUT "Type you. age and press RETLJRN,";a
50 PRINT "You made a mistake. Try again."
60 G0T0 20

Because of the ONEBB GOTO statement n ne l0 jf the operator
types a number in ne 20 the program w sk p to ne 50 to ndicate
there has been a mstake No other error message w I be dspayed.
However f the operator types a word in ne 40. an erro!' message will
be dlsp ayed because of the CLRERR statement in ilne 30
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COLOR=
COLOB: is a statement that sets the color of the lines to be drawn in the
low resolution graphics mode. Oo put ADAM into the low resolution graph-
ics mode, the statement GB must come before COLOR =.) The 16 available
colors and their corresponding numbers are listed below.

NUMBER

0
1

2
3
4
5
6

B

9
10
11

12
t3
14
t5

Sample Prograol

10 GR

20 c0L0R=5
30 vLIN 5,25 AT 20

Th s program draws a green vertica line between rows 5 and 25 n

co umn 20

COS (".advanced"')

COS is a functon that returns the cosine of an ang e measured n rad ans
COS Ls used only wth right trangles and must aways be followed by a

number w thin pareftheses.

COLOR

Black
Magenta
Dark Blue
Dark Red
Dark Green

Medium Oreen
Light Blue
Light Yellow
N,ledium Bed
Grey-2
Light Fed
Light Green
Light Yellow
Cyan (blue)
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CONT
CONT is a command used to continue a program that has been stopped by
a STOP or END statement. CONT will also restart a program that you have
stopped by holding down CONTROL and pressing the C key. There is an
important difference between CONT and RUN. CONT starts a program
from where it stopped. BUN, on ihe other hand, starts a program from the
beginning. To use the CONT command, complete the following steps:

1. Type CONT.

2. Press BETUHN.

DATA
DATA is a statement used to list information that will be used by a READ
statement. Any program that contains a DATA statement must also contain
a READ statement. lnformation listed in a DATA statement should be sepa-
rated by commas. String information that contains commas, spaces, or
colons should be surrounded by quotation marks. NOTE: To avoid getting
an "OUI OF DATA" error message, be sure to use a "marker" at the end
of each DATA statement. For example, in the program below, the word
ZERO indicates the end of the DATA statement. The program, in line 30,
tests to see if N$ is equal to ZERO- lf it is, lines 40 and 50 are skipped and
the program ends.

Sample Program

10 DATA one, tro, three,
20 READ n$
30 IF n$="zero" THEN G0T0
Il0 PRINT n$
50 G0T0 20
60 PRINT "This has been a

This has been a demonstration.

four, five, zero

60

demonstration."
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f,EF FN

DEF FN is a statement that gives you the ability to define a calculation as a
function. Then, instead of writing out the same formula again and again in a
program, you can just type the functjon name. lf you have a long calculation
or formula that is used repeatedly throughout a program, the DEF FN can
save you time and space.

When using the DEF FN statement, you must first name and define the
function as iilustrated in line 30 in the Sample Program. (You will find if
helpful if the function name contains variable letters that will help you
remember what the function does.) Then, later, when you want to use the
function you have defined, just type the function name-whrch is FN fol-
lowed by the variable letters you selected. You don't have to type the
formula or calculations again. Once you have defined a function ADAIV1
does all the workl

Sample Program

10 PRINT "The function FNI(Y) changes inches"
20 PRINT "to yards."
50 LET I=72
40 DEF FNI(Y)=I/35
45 PRINI: PRINT
50 PRINT "FoT exampte, T2 inches = ";FNI(Y);" yards,"

The function FN(Y) changes inches
to yards.

For exampLe, 72 inches = 2 yards-
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DEL

DEL s a command used to deete lndvidua program ines or groups of
program nes. To deleie one or more program nes

I Make sure the program conta n ng the nes to be deleted s displayed
on your screen.

2 Type DEL

3. Press SPACEBAE.

4. To nd. dr6 tL e -a(s) o be d" er"d

. To de eie a s ng e line type the line number (forexample 25).

. To delete a group of lines, type the f rst l ne nurnber, a comma O.
and the last I ne number (for exanrp e, 25.40).

5. Press RETUBN.

DELETE

DELETE s a command used to deete or 'erase" prografirs stored on a
d g tal data pack To de ete a program

1 N4ake sure the dig ta data pack containing the program to be deleted
ic n(arted .n -he d g ra dara pac( d-,e

3. Press SPACEBAR

4 Type the name of the program to be de eted.

5 Press FETt]FN.
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DIM
DIM is a statement used to establish the number of eiements in an array.
For this reason, DIM is helpful in creating charts. ln SmartBASlC you can
have a one-, two-, or three-dimensional array. ln addition, the elements in an
array can be numbers or strings.

Sample Progtam-#1

10
20
30
40
50
50
70
80

1

3
5
7
9
11
13
15

PRINT "This is an example of a one-"
PRINT "d i nens i ona L numeric aaray."
PR]NT:PRINT
DIltl a(16)
F0R n='1 T0 16
LET a(n)=n
PRINT a(n),
NEXT n

This is an exarnple of a one-
di mens i ona i numeri c array.

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16

Sample Program-#2

'10 PRINT "This is an exampLe
20 PRINT "di mensi ona I string
30 PRINT:PRINT
40 DII'l a$(6)
50 LET a$(1)="l,lashington"
60 LET a$( 2 ) ="J ef f erson"
70 LET a$(3)="Adams"
80 LET a$(4)="Lincotn"
90 LET a$(5)="RooseveLt"
100 LET a$(6)="Truman"
110FORb=1T06
120 PRINT a$(b),
130 i{EXT b
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"Tris is a' eranpte or d one-
dimensionat st.ing arl.ay."

l,lashington Jeffe.son
Adams Lincoln
Roo seve I t Truman

DRA.W (..advanced.")

DBAW s a statement used n high resolut on graphics to draw a shape (that
has prev ous y been loaded into your computer s memory). DRAW must be
folowed by a number to indcate what shape you want to draw. Then, to
indicate where the shape should be drawn type: AT. the co umn ocation. a
comma ( ) and the row ocat on

END

END s a statemeft used to end program execLrtion Un ike STOP when a
program encounters an END siatement I does not dlspay a BREAK lN
message.

Sample Pragram

10 PRINT "This is a denronstration"
20 END

30 PRINT "of the END statement."

This is a demonstration

EXP (**advanced'*)

EXP s a function that raises numbers to the ndicated power. EXP shou d
always be followed by a number that appea!'s with n parentheses, for exam-
ple EXP(X).
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roR/NEXT (STEP)

FOR and NEXT statements are used to create what are known as "FOR/
NEXT" loops. FOR,/NEXT loops control how many times certain lines of a
program are repeated. As illustrated below in Sample Program #2, STEP
may be used in the first line of a FOB/NEXT loop. The number following
STEP indicates how much the value of the variable in the FOR/NEXT loop
should be increased. (NOTE: lf STEP is not present in a FOR,/NEXT loop,
STEP 1 is assumed.)

Sample Program-# I

NolJ a
Nolil a

NolJ a

Nol,,l a

NoUl a
Nol,,l a

Sample Progran-li2

FoR a=l T0 6
PRINT"NoIlla=";a
NEXT a

1

2
3

5

6

10
20
30

10
20
30

a=5

FoR a=l T0 6 STEP 2
PRINT,'NOU a =,,;a
NEXT a

N01,,/

N0k
N0l,li

FRE (**advanced* *)

FRE is a function that returns the number of unused bytes available in your
computer's memory. FRE should always be followed by a variable within
parentheses (e.9., FRE(X)). Then, when the program i6 run, the variable will
be replaced by a number indicating the number of bytes available.



CET

GET s a staten'rent used to transfer a single character from the user to the
program. CET causes a program to pause unt one key s pressed. Lke
iNPUT, GET allows the user to assrgn a va ue to a variable Un[ke INPUT
GET does not requ re the user to press RETURN As soon as one key is
pressed, the program continues

Sample Program

10 PRINT "To begin this p.ogram/ typer b"
20 GET a$
30 IF a$<>"b" THEN G0T0 20
40 PRINT "Thank you. This has been a de.ionstration."

To begin this progl.am/ type: b
b
Thank you. This has been a derionstration.

COSUB

GOSUB s a statement lsed io ca a subrout ne. GOSUB must be followed
by a line number nd cat ng the first ne n the subrout ne. The last ne n the
subroutine must be a RETURN statement. When RETUHN is encountered
the program wil go back to the ne follow ng the GOSUB statement.

Sample Program

10 PRINT "rhis is tine 10."
20 GOSUB 50
30 PRINT "This is Iine 30."
40 END

50 PRINI "This is a subl.outine,"
60 RETURN

lh 1s rs tlne lu.
This is a subroutine.
Ihis is line 30.
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COTO
GOTO is a statement used to d rect your computer to a specific I ne w thin a
program. When ADAM reaches a GOTO statement n a program t doesn t
automatically advance to the next ne n the program lnstead, t moves to
the line nurnber ind cated after the GOTO statement.

Sample Program

10 PRINT "This is line 10."
20 G0T0 40
30 PRINT "This is line 30."
40 PRINT "This is Line 40."

This is line 10.
This is line 40.

GR

GR is a statement or command used to send your computer nto the low
reso ution graph cs mode. n the ow reso ut on graph cs mode, your screen
is d v ded into 40 co umns (0 39) and 40 rows (0-39) On the bottom of the
screen are four lines reserved for texi. NOTE, To return to the regular or
'narrative screen after us ng ow reso ution graphics you mlrst use the
keyword TEXT as a command or statement.

Sample Program

10 GR

20 c0L0R=7
30 vLrN 5,30 Ar 10

Th s program draws a ght blLre vertca ne between rows 5 and 30 ncol-
urnn 10
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HCOLOR=

HCOLOR: is a statement that sets the color of points to be plotted in the
high resolution graphics mode. Oo put ADAM into the high resolution
graphics mode, the statement HGR or HGB2 must come before
HCOLOB:.) The 16 available colors and their corresponding numbers are
listed below.

COLOR

Black l
Green
Violet

Black 2
Orange
Blue
White 2
Brown
Dark Blue
Grey
Pink
Dark Green
Yellow
Aqua
Magenta

NUMBER

0
1

2
3

5
6
7

8
I

10
11

12
13
14
15

Sample Program

TO HGR

20 HC0L0R=14
30 HPLor 0, 159 rO 19, 159

Th s program draws an aqua ne at the boitom of the screen.
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HCR

HGB is a statement or command used to send your computer into the high
resolution graphics mode. ln the high resolution graphics mode, your screen
is divided into a grid measuring 256 columns (0-255) by 160 rows (0-159).
(Points on this grid are then plotted using the staiement HPLOT.) On the
bottom of the screen are four lines reserved for text. NOTE: To return to
ihe regular or "narrative" screen after using high resolution graphics, you
must use the keyword TEXT as a command or statement-

Safiple Program

'10

z0
30

HGR

H C0L0R=2
HPLoT 0, 159

Bun

This program plots a violet point at the bottom left-hand corner of the
screen. Notice that four lines remain at the bottom of the screen.

HCR2

HGR2 is a statement or command used to send your computer into the high
resolution graphics mode. The difference between HCH and HGR2 is that
HGR2 does not leave four lines reserved for text at the bottom of the
screen. Therefore, the grid established with the statement HGR2 is 256 col-
umns (0-255) by 192 row6 (0-191). NOTEr To return to the regular or "narra
tive" screen after using hiqh resolution graphics, you must use the keyword
TEXT as a command or statement.

Sample Program

,IO 
HGR2

20 HCOLOR=1
30 HPLOT 0, 191

Run

This program plots a green point at the bottom left-hand corner of the
screen. Notice that you can plot points at the bottom of the screen using the
HGR2 statement.



HIMEM: (".advanced-.)

HllrzlEM: s a statement used to change the hghest ocaton n your com
puter's memory. H MEM: s pre-set to a ow you the maximum amount of
space available and i is suggested that you reset H MEM only when work-
ing in assemb y language. NOTE: Hf,y'EM,whenused shoudbefollowed
by a nLrmber ndrcating the appropr ate memory locat on.

HLIN

HL N s a statement used to draw horzonta nes between co umns n the
ow reso ution graphics mode.

Sample Program

1O GR

20 C0l 0R=2
30 NLIN 0,19 AT T5

This program draws a dark b ue ne between columns 0 and l9 n row 15.

HONIE

HON,4E s a statement or command that erases the screen and sends the
cursor nto the upper eft hand corner. lf you re Lrs ng ow resolut on graph
cs and Lrse a HOME statement the text at the bottom of the screen s
c eared and the cursor returns to the beg nn ng of ine 21

Sample Pragram

10 FoR a=l I0 100
20 PRINT a;
30 NEXT a

40 H0t1E

Ths proqram wll dsplay the numbeTs l-100. After dspaying the number
100, it w erase the screen and return ihe cursor to the upper left hand
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HPLOT

HPLOT s a statement used to p ot po nts and draw rnes n ihe h gh reso u
t on graphics mode. When us ng HPLOT you must f rst nd cate the co umn
number (0 to 255) of the point you want to p ot Then you must ndrcate the
row number (0 to 159 if you have used HGF 0 to l9l f you have used
HGR2).Todraw nes instead of ploti ng rnd v dual pornts youcan ndlcate
more than one set of points to be plotted.

Sample Program

1O HGR

20 H C 0L0R= 5
30 HPLor 0, 0 r0 0, 159

This prograrn draws an orange ine at the eft edge of the screen

HTAB

HTAB s a statement that moves the cursor n a horzonta line-wthout
changng or movng exstng iext. HTAB must be foliowed by a column
number (0-39).

Sanple Progran

1O HTAB 19
20 HTAB O

30 HTAB 19
40 HTAB O

Th s program will move the cursor to the m dd e of the screen and back to
the eft margin tw ce.
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IFlCOTO
1FIGOTO is a statement used to analyze a situation and then direct the
computer to a different line in the program based on that analysis. (NOTE:
See the beginning of this chapter for a list of operators that can be used in
lFlGOTO statements.)

Sample Program- 1t 1

10 PRINT "If you uant to see lines 80-100,"
20 PRINT "type YES. Then, p.ess RETURN."
30 PRINT
40 PRINT "If you uant to skip to Line 1'10,"
50 PRINT "type N0. Then, press RETIJRN."
60 INPUT p$
70 IF p$="No" G0T0 110
80 PRINT "ThiS is Line 80."
90 PRINT "This is tine 90."
100 PRINT "This is Line '100."
110 PRINT "This is Line 110."

If you urnat to see Lines 80-100,
Type YES. Then, p.ess RETURN.

I{ you xant to skip to Line 110,
Type N0. Then/ press RETIJRN.
YES
Thi s is tine 80.
Thi s is tine 90.
Thi s is Line 100.
Thi s is Line 110.

Run-.t2

If you xant to see Lines 80-100,
Type YES. Then, press RETURI,{.
If you Hant to skip to Line 110,
Type N0. Then, press RETURN.
t'/0
This is Line '110.
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IFlTHEN
|FITHEN is a statement used to analyze a situation and then decide on a
course of action based on that analysis. For example, depending on the
operator's response to an INPUT statement, a program might display differ_
ent types of information. (NOTE: See the beginning of this chapter for a list
of operators that can be used in lFITHEN statements.)

Sample Program- 1r I

10 PRINT "To begin, pLease type your age"
20 PRINT "(in years) and press RETURN."
30 INPUT a
40 PRINT:PR]NT
50 IF a>=50 THEN PRINT "Ah...the uisdonr of age."
60 IF a<50 THEiI PRINT "Ah...the energy of youth."

To begin, please type your age
(in years) and press RETURN.
50

Ah---the hrisdon of age-

Bun-#2

To beqin, pLease typ€ your age
(in years) and press RETIJRN.
49

Ah. . , the energy of youth.

INIT (**advanced**)

lNlT is a command used to delete every program stored on a digital data
pack. To use lNlT, place the data pack to be erased in a drive. Then type
lNlT, press SPACEBAR and type the desired volume name. (Optionally, to
indicate a drive number, you can then type a comma (,) the letter D, and the
drive number (1 or 2).) Finally, press RETUBN. NOTE: You do not need to
use this command on blank digital data packs.



INPUT

NPUT s a statement that a ows the user to assgn valLres to variabies
When the the computer sees the word NPUT it wa ts for the user to type a

response and press BETIIBN. (NOTE ln SmartBAS C INPUT can be us-^d

to dsplay informaion as llustrated n Sample Program-=2)

Satnple Pragram- = 1

10 PRINT "Type your name and press RETLJRN""
20 I NPUT n$
30 PRINT
40 PRINI "Thank you ";n$;"."

Type yoLrr name and pl.ess RETi.lRN,
Becky

Thank you Becky.

Sample Program---2

10 INPl.lT "Type your name and press RETURN.";n$
20 PRINT
30 PRINT "Thank you ";n$;"-"

Type your name and press RETURN. Becky

Thank you Becky.
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1O PRINT "The integer vaLue of 37.653 IS
"; INT( 37.653 ); ". "
20 PRINT "The intege. vaLue of -4.56 Is ";INT(-
1.56);"."

The integer vaLue of 37.653 Is 37.
The integer vatue of -4'56 IS -5.

INVERSE

INVERSE is a statement or command used to change the appearance of
your screen. Normally, your screen displays white letters on a tlack back_

ground. lf you use INVERSE, your screen will display black letters on-a
ihite background. NOTE: To return to regular text, use the keyword NOR-
MAL either in command or as a statement.

Sample Program

PRINT "This sho s l,Ihite Ietters on a btack"
PRINT "background."
INVERSE
PRINT "This shoxs btack Letters on a rhite"
PRINT "background."
NORiIAL
PRINT "Nor,r everything is back to normaL."

Snart BASI C Ref e re nc e G u i de

INT
INT is a function used to round numbers to their integer (or whole) value.

The result of the INT function used with any number is always less than or
equal to the number- ln other words, if INT is used with a positiverrumber,

the result is the positive number without any decimal places. lf INT js used

with a negative number, the result is the next negative number (without
decimal places) less than the original negative number.

Sample Program

10
20
30
10
50
60
70

This shovs l,thite Letters
ba ckg round.
This shous b Lack Letters
backg round.
Nov everything is back to

on a bLack

on a uhi te

norma L.
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LEFT$

LEFT$ s a functon that returns the specfed number of characters in a
str ng, beginn ng w th the f rsi character on the eft

Sample Program

10 LET a$="Helto. Good-bye. I'm back again."
20 PRI NT as
30 PRTNr:PRTNT
40 PRI NT LEFT$(a$,6)

Netlo. cood-bye. I'm back again.

Helto.

LEN

LEN s a functon that counts the number of characters (ncudng spaces
and other symbois) n a str ng

Sample Program

10 LET a$="Netlo. l,4y name is ADAl4."
20 PRINT a$
30 PRINT:PRINT
40 PRINT "In the sentence above there"
50 PRINT "are ";LEN(a$);" characters,"

Helto. I,ly name is ADA .

In the sentence above thel.e
a re 24 characters.
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LET

LET is a statement that allows you to assign vaiues to numerc or strng
varabes. The use of LET n SmartBAS C s optona. So. foT exampe,
instead of say ng LET a:25. you can say a:25.

Sample Program

10 LET a=25
20 LET b$="HELL0"
30 PRINT a

40 PRINT b$

25
HELLO

LIST

LST is a command used to dspay the nes of a program on the screen
L ST can be used to disp ay a single line, a group of I nes or all the lines in a
program To temporar y stop a stng program. you can hod down the
CONTROL key and press S. Then ho d down CONTBOL and press S aga n

to coni nue sting the program To use the LIST command fo low the steps
below

1 Type LIST.

2. a To st a s ngle line type the I ne number (for examp e, 25)

a To ist a group of lines, type the frst ne number, a dash (_) or
comma O and the last lne number (for example, 25 40 or 25,40)

3. Press BETUBN.
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LOAD

LOAD is a command that aliows you to recall a program currently stored on
a digital data pack. To use the LOAD command, you must follow five steps.

l. Bemove the SmartBASlC data pack from the drive.

2. lnsert the digital data pack that contains the program you want to load
into the digital data pack drive.

3. Type LOAD.

4. Press SPACEBAR.

5. Type the name of the program you want to load.

6. Press FETUFN.

7. Remove the data pack from the drive.

8. Re-insert the SmartBASlC data pack in the drive.

LOCK

LOCK is a command that allows you to protect files (that are stored on a
digital data pack) from being accidentally deleted or changed. To use the
LOCK command, you must follow six steps.

1. lf the file to be locked is not already stored on a digital data pack,
complete the SAVE procedure.

2. Make sure the data pack containing the file to be locked is in the digi-
tal data pack drive.

3. Type LOCK.

4. Pre6s SPACEBAB.

5. Type the name of the program to be locked.

6. Press RETURN.

LOG (**advanced**)

LOG is a function that finds the natural logarithm of any number larger than
zero (0). LOG must always be followed by a number in parentheses, for
example LOG (X).



LOMEM: (**advanced* *)

LOMEM: is a statement used to change the lowest location in your com-
puter's memory. LOMEM: is pre-set to allow you the maximum amount of
space availabl; and it is suggested that you reset LOMEN'{: only. when
working in assembly language. NOTE: LOMElvl:, when used, should be fol-
lowed by a number indicaiing the appropriate memory location.

MID$
MID$ is a function that reiurns the specified number of characters in a

strino. The tirst nurnber after the vartabte indicates the posliion oI the first
charicter to be reiurned. The second number after the variable rndicates

the nurber o'characters to be reiurned.

Sample Progrum
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LET a$="HeLLo. Good-bye. I'm back again"'
PRINT MID$(a$,20,8)

I'm ba ck

MON (* *advanced**)

MON is a command used to monitor information as it moves between a

digital data pack and your computer's memory. MON must be followed by-a
spice and then one or more of the following letters (separated by commas):

C (monitors commands to the data pack), I [displays input from the data
paCkl, O ldisplays output from the data pack), or L (displays each line as it
is loaded irom adata pack). For further information, see NOMON-

NEW
NEW is a command that deletes the current program from your compute''s
memory. To use the NEW command you must complete two steps.

1. Type NEW.

2. Press RETURN.

NOMON (""advanced* *)

NOMON is a command used to cancelthe lvloN command. NOLy'ON should
be followed by a space and then one or more of the following letters (sepa-

rated by commas): C, l, O, or L. For more information, see MON-

'10

20



NORMAL
NORNiIAL s a statement or command used to cance the effect of the
INVERSE statenrent

Sample Pragram

10 PRINT "This shots lrhite letters on a black"
20 PRINT "background."
30 INVERSE
40 PRINT "This shol,r's bLack lette.s on a !hite"
50 PRI NT "background,"
60 N OR}IAL
70 PRINT "flo!{ everything is back to no.mal."

Thi s shoHS Hhi te Letters on a bLack
backgl.ound.
Thi s shol,Js btack Iette.s on a uhi te
background.
Now everything is back to normat.

NOTRACE

NOTRACE s a statement or command used to cancel the effect of the
TRACE statement.

Sample Pragram

,]O 
TRACE

20 PRINT "Because of TRACE, you can see"
30 PRINT "each Line number as it is"
40 PRINT "executed. "
50 NOTRACE
60 PRINT "Noll, because of NoTRACE, you can't"
70 PRINT "see Iine numbers."

Because oI TRACE/ you can see
each tine numbe. as it is

Nox, because of NoTRACE, you can't
see L ine nuribers.
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ONERR GOTO

ONERR GOTO is a statement used to override the usual way your com
puter handles errors. ONERB GOTO must be followed by a line number'
ihen, when an error occurs, the program will skip to the line indicated

instead of displaying an error message. To cancel the effect of ONEFB
GOTO. use the statement CLFERB.

Sample Program

10 ONERR GOTO 50
20 INPUT "Type your name and press RETURN.";n$
30 CLRERR
40 INPIT "Type your age and press RETURN.";a
50 PRINT "You made a mistake. Try again."
50 R E SUI4E

Run

Because of the ONERR GOTO statement in line 10, if the operator types a

number in line 20, the program will skip to line 50 to indicate that there has

been a mistake. Then, beaause of the RESUME statement in line 60 the
program will return to line 20 and no other error message will be displayed'
iloiever, if the operator types a word in line 40. an error message will be

displayed because of the CLBERR statement in line 30.
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ON GOSUB

ON GOSUB is a statement used to evaluate variables or expressions.
Depending on the value of the variable (or result of the expression)
included in the ON GOSUB statement, your computer knows what subrou-
tine to call.

Sample Progtam

10 INPUT "Type 1 or 2 and press RETURN."in
20 0N n GoSUB 30, 40
25 END
30 PRINT "This is Line 30 and you typed I."iRETURN
40 PRINT "This is Line 40 and you typed 2.":RETURN

Type 1 or 2 and press RETURN. 1

This is line 30 and you typed 1.

ON GOTO
ON GOTO, like ON GOSUB, is a statement used to evaluate variables or
expressions. Depending on the value of the variable (or result of the
expression) included in the ON GOTO statement, your computer goes to
the indicated line.

Sample Program

10 INPUT "Type 1 or 2 and press RETURN,";n
20 0N n G0T0 30, 40
30 PRINT "This is Line 30 and you typed 1."
35 END

40 PRINT "This is Line 40 and you typed 2."

Bun

Type 1 or 2 and press RETIJRN.l
This is line 30 and you typed'1.
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OPEN

OPEN is a command used to gain access to a fi{e. To use the OPEN com-
mand, complete the following steps. (NOTE: ln the lines below, PROGBAN,4
stahds for the name of your program.)

l. Type the following line to begin your program:

10 dS=cHR$(4)

2. Type the following line as the next line of your program:

20 PRINT d$;.,OPEN PROGRA ,,

3. Type the information to be added to or deleted from the file.

4. Type the folowing line to end your program and close your file:

100 PRINT d$;"CLoSE PROGRA "

PDL (**advarrced**)

PDL is a function used to control the position of the cursor in game play and
when other graphics are displayed on your screen. Normally, there are two
paddles (or "game controllers") attached to your computer. You may attach
as many as four paddles (PDL(0), PDLfl), PDL(2), and PDL(3)). Paddle
positions are numbered left to right (0-255) and top to bottom (0-255).

PEEK (**advanced**)

PEEK s a staiement used to examine information stored in a specific mem-
ory location- PEEK should always be followed by a space and then an
address (0-65535) indicating the memory location io be read.



PLOT

PLOT s a statement used in low resolution qraphics, to color n the inter_
section of columns (0-39) and rows (0 39)

Sample Pragram

10 GR

20 C0L0R=4
3A PLar 5,7

Thrs program co ors the ntersection ofcolurlrn 5and rowTdarkgreen.

POKE (-tadvanced..)

POKE is a statement used to change the contents of a memory ocation n
RAN,,1. POKE should always be followed by a space, the address of the
memory ocaton to be changed ( 32767-65535), a comma (,) and the
value (0-255) to be stored. NOTE When you frst load Sma{BASiC, you
ca. ro. .<e add..-se( L gher trdr 5a160
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POP

POP is a statement that is used in a subroutine before the FETURN state-
ment. When your computer encounters a POP statement, it doesn't return
to the line after the GOSUB statement that called the subroutine. lnstead, it
"pops" back to the line following the previous GOSUB statement.

Sample Program

10 PRINT "This is Line 10."
20 GosuB 30
24 PRINT "This is Line 21'-"
27 END

30 PRINT "This is Line 30."
40 GosuB 60
45 PRINT "This is Line 45."
50 RETURN
60 PRINT "This is tine 60."
70 POP

80 RETURN

Bun

Thi s
Thi s
Thi s
Thi s

s Line 10.
s Line 30.
s Line 60.
s Line 24,

POS

POS is a function that reads the current column (0-39) position of the cur-
sor. POS, when it is used in a program, must always be followed by an open
parenthesis [(], the number zero (0), and a closed parenthesis [)]. Then,
when the program is run, the zero will be replaced with the correct column
number.

Sample Progtam

10 PRINT "The cul.sor position is ";PoS(0)
20 PRINT "NoH the cursor posi tion i s ";POS(0)

The cursor position is 24
Nou the cursor position is 28



POSITION (* *advaaced* *)

POSITION is a command used to move the file pointer forward in a sequen-
tial file. POSITION must be foilowed by a space, the name of the file, a
comma (,), the letter B, and a number indicating how far (in records) you
want the file pointer to move. NOTE: To use POSITION, you must first open
a file and then later close the file.

PR+
PR# is a command used to transfer SmartBASlC information to your
printer. Ptl#0 indicates your television screen or monitor and PB#1 indi_
cates your television screen. To print a copy of a program, complete the
following steps:

l. Type the following commands:

PR#1:LIST:PR#O

2. Press BETURN.

NOTE: Any other devices added to your computer will be numbered
between 2 and 2Y.
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PRINT

PBINT is a statement used to display text. PBINT can also be used to dis-
play variable values and create blank lines. ln SmartBASlC, the statement
INPUT can also be used to display text whe. the user will be typing a
response.

Sample Program

10 PRINT "This is a PRINT denonst.ation."
20 INPUT "Type your name and press RETURN.";n$
30 PRINT
40 PRINT "Thank you ";ns"."
50 PRIIiT
60 PRIiIT "I appreciate your heLp."

Run

This is a PRINT demonstration
Type your name and press RETIJRN. Susan

Thank you Susan.

I apprec i ate your heLp.

READ

BEAD is a statement used to assign information from DATA statements to
variables. READ must be followed by a string (n$) or numeric (a) variable.
For more information, see DATA.
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RECOVER

RECOVEB s a command used to recover back_up copies of SmartBASlC
f es. (When you use CATALOG to see f es stoTed on a digital data pack
the current version of a fiie is indicated by an 'A' and the back up version
of a f e is ndicated by an 'a ") To access a back up file us ng RECOVEB,
complete the fo owing steps

1 . Bemove the SmartBASlC data pack from the dr ve.

2. lnsert the data pack conta n ng the file to be recovered n the drive

3 To see a list of the f es stored on the dig ta data pack:

a. Type CATALOG.
b. Press BETURN.

4. To recover a back-up f le:

a. Type BECOVER
b Press SPACEBAB.
c Type the f e name.
d Press BETURN.

5. Load the fie us ng the LOAD procedure

6 Bemove the data pack from the drve

7 lnsert the SmaTtBASLC d gltal data pack n the drive.

REM

REM s a statement used to store informat on within a progran] that will not
be seen or !6ed when the program is run REM stands for BEM(ark) and

any information fo owing BEM w ll be ignored by ADAM

Sample Pragram

10 PRI NT "Het Lo"
2O REII THIS IS A SECRET I'4ESSAGE

30 PRI NT "Good-bye"

NetLo
Good - bye
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RENAME

BENAME is a command used to change the |ame of a f e that has been
stored on a digita data pack To use the RENAtvIE command, comp ete the
fo ow ng steps

I Bemove the SmartBAS C data pack from the drive

2. lnsert the digta data pack that contans the program you want to
rera-re lro he dgtrr dard od,k d1le.

3. Type RENAME.

4. Press SPACEBAR.

5. Type the current name of the file you want to rename.

6. Type (comma)

7. Type the new name of ihe f e.

8 Press RETUFN.

9. Remove the d g tal data pack frorn the dr ve.

I0. lnsert the SmartBASlC data pack n the dr ve.
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RESTORE

RESTOBE is a statement used with READ and DATA. RESTOBE resets the
DATA pointer so that a DATA statement can be used again. This process
also avoids the OUT OF DATA error message.

Sample Prograrn

10 DAIA 1, 2, 3, 4
20 READ A, B. C, D

30 PRINT A, B, C, D,
40 RESTORE
50 READ E, F, G, H

60 PRINT E, I,G, H

RESUME

FIESUME is a statement used with ONEBR GOTO. Placed at the end of the
error routine, it returns the program to the line following the error.

Sample Program

10 ONERR GOTO 50
20 INPUT "Type a nuhber and press RETURN.";n
30 PRINT ni" x6 = ")@tn
40 END

50 PRINT "YoU dade a mistake."
60 PRINT "I r,iLL seLect 50 for you."
70 LET n=50
80 RESUI1E

Run

Because of the ONERR GOTO statement in line 10, if the operator types
letter(s) or word(s) in line 20, the program will skip to line 50 to indicate that
there has been a mistake. Then the program selects a number (50) for the
operator and assigns this vahe to the variable n. Then, because of the
FIESUME statement in line 60, the program will return to line 30.

2
4
2
4

1

3
I
3
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RETURN

RETUFIN is a statement ihat should always be used at the end of a subrou-
tine. lt instructs your computer to go back to the statement after the
GOSUB statement that called the subroutine. RETURN must never be used
without a corresponding GOSUB statement.

Sample Program

10 PRINT "This is Line 10."
20 GosuB 50
30 PRINT "This is Line 30."
40 END

50 PRINT "This is a subroutine."
60 RETURN

Thi s is Line r0.
This is a subroutine.
This is Line 30,

RIGHT$

BIGHT$ is a function that returns the specified number of characters in a
string, beginning with the first character on the right.

Sample Program

10 LET aS="HeLlo- Good-bye. I'm back again-"
20 PRINT a$
30 PRINT:PRINT
40 PRINT LEFT$(a$/15)

HetLo- Good-bye. I'fl back again.

lrm back again.



RND
BND is a function that returns a random number between 1 and 0 (zero).
BND should always be followed by a number or numeric expression within
parentheses, e.9., RND(2). Different sequences of random numbers may be
generated by using a "negative seed" instead of this number (for more
information see Part 5, Chapter 1). The result of BND(X) can be operated
on by using addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. As illustrated
below, INT can then be used to find the integer 6f this number.

Sample Program

10 PRINT "This is a number betveen 1-5 ";INT(RND(l )*5)
20 PRINT "This is a number between ,-r0:
"rINT(RND(1)r,10)
30 PRINT "This 'is a number between 1-25:
"rINT(RND)('1)*25)
40 PRINT "This is a number between 1-100:
"; INT( RND ) ('1 ) r,100 )

This is a numbel. between 1-5:3
This is a numbel. betlJeen 1-10:4
Ihis is a nurnber between 1-25:2
This is a numbe. betl,leen 1-T00:70

ROT= (.*advanced-*)

BOT: is a statement that estab shes the spatial reatonsh p of a shape
drawn ln high resoluton graphics FIOT: must be foliowed by a number
between 1 and 63, wih each number representing 5.625 degrees of
rotat on.

RUN

RUN s a command that executes the program currendy stored n the com
puter s mernory. To use the BUN command, you must fo ow two steps.

1. Type BUN.

2 Press BETIIBN
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SAVE

SAVE is a command that allows you to store the program currently in your
computer's memory- To use ihe SAVE command, complete the following
stepsl

1. Remove the SmartBASlC data pack from the drive

2. lnsert a diqital data pack in the digital data pack drive. (NOTE: Be sure
ths is a data pack that has enough blank space to store your
program.)

3. Type SAVE.

4. Press SPACEBAB.

5. Type the name you want to give to your program. (This name can be
up to 10 characters long.)

6. Press RETURN.

7. lf desired, remove the digital data pack from the drive.

B. lf desired, insert the SmartBASlC data pack in the drive

SCALE = (**advanced**)

SCALE: is a statement used to set the relative size of shapes drawn in

high resolution graphics. SCALE: must be followed by a number between
1 and 255. SCALE:1 indicates an exact reproduction of the shapei
SCALE:2 indicates a shape drawn twice the size of the one specifiedi
SCALE:3 indicates a shape drawn three times the size of the one speci-
fied, etc.



SCRN

SCBN is a funct on used to analyze colors on the graphics screen.

Sample Program

1O GR

20 C0L0R=14
30 PLoT 2,5
40 IF SCRN(2/5)=14 THEN PRINT "There js
a blue spot on youa screen.''
50 IF SCRN(2/5)<>T4 TNEN PRINT "lhoopsl
l made a mi stake l"

(A b ue spot will appear n column 2, row 5.)

There is a bLue spot on your scaeen.

SCN

SGN is a funct on that ind cates whether the va ue of a number s posittve
zero or negative

Sample Pragram

1O PRlNT SGN(3)
20 PRINT SGN(O)
30 PRINT SGN( -3 )

SIN (**advanced**)

SIN is a functjon that returns the sine of an angle measured in radians. SIN
is used only with right traangles and must always be followed by a number
wjthin parentheses.

1

0
-1
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SPC

SPC s a funct on used to nsert spaces between d sp ayed text SPC must

be fo owed by a number between 0 and 39 and is partculary usefu when

creat ng r ght-lustified text

Sample Prcgram

'10

20
30

PRINT SPC(8);"KING"
PRINT SPc(7);"LLoYD"
PRINf SPC( 1 );"NAVRATILoVA"

KING
LLOYD

NAVRAT I L OVA

SPEED =

SPEED= s a statement that a ows you to contro how fast characters are
sent to your screen or printer. When SPEED: s Lrsed t must be followed
by a number between O (the sowest) and 255 (the fastest) Norrna y your

computer Tuns at 255-the highest poss b e speecj

Sample Pragram

SPEED=O
PRINT "S low"
SPEED=100
PRINT "Faster"
SPEED=2OO
PRINT "Even faster"
SPEED=255
PRINT "The f astest"

10
20
30
10
50
60
70
80

Slo!

Even f aster



SQR

SQR s a funct on that calculates the sq{.rare root of any posit ve number

Sample Progran

PRINT "The square root of 9 is
PRINT SQR(9)

The squa.e root o{ 9 is 3

STOP

STOP s a statement used to end the running of a program When a pro-
gram encounters STOP t disp ays a BFEAK N X rnessage where X s the
ne conta n ng the STOP statement. After the program stops you have two

choices You can either lse the CONT command to start the progranr at the
line fo owing the STOP statement or you can use RUN to start the pro
gram at the beginnLng.

10
20

1O PRINT
20 PRINT
30 STOP
40 PRINT
50 PRINT

This is the
This is the

BREAK IN 30

"This is the {irst Iine,"
"This is the second line.'r
'lhts ts the Tourth Lrne.
"ihis is the Iifih iine."

f i.st Iine.

298
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STR$

STR$ is a function that changes numbers into strings The advantage of
using this function is that you ;an then use functions (MlD$, LEFT$, etc.) to
manipulate strings.

Sample Program

10 LET n=378
20 PRINT STR$(n)
30 PRINT
40 PRINT LE FT$( STR$( n )/ 2)

Run

374

37

TAB

TAB is a function that indicates in what column (0 39) information should be
displayed. TAB, in other words, must always be used with PFINT. NO.TEI

To dijplay information at the column indicated, you must follow the TAB
function with a semicolon.

Sample Program

10 PR INT TAB(5)i"Using the";
20 PRINT TAB( 20 ); "TAB function"
30 PRINT TAB( 5 ); "you can";
40 PRINT TAB( 20 ); " c reate charts."

lJsi ng the TAB function
you can create charts.

TAN (**advanced**)

IAN is a function that returns the tangent of an angle measured in radians.
TAN must always be followed by a number within parentheses



TEXT

TEXT is a statement or command used to return to a narrative or reoular
screen after the use of low or high resolution graphics. When your;om-
puter encounters a TEXT statement, it automatically clears the screen and
positions the cursor in the upper left-hand corner.

Sample Program

10 GR
20 C0L0R=7
30 vLrN 5,'15 AT 10
40 PRIllT "This is a graphics screen."
50 PRINT "To return to a text or narrat'ive'I
60 PRINT "screen, type: t"
70 GET a$
60 It a$<>"t" THEN G0T0 70
90 TEXT

Thjs program draws a light blue ve.tical line between rows 5 and 15 in col-
umn 10. lt then displays the text in lines 40-60. Then, if the operator presses
the T key, the screen returns to the text mode. lf the operator does not
press the T key, an orange line continues to be displayed.

TRACE

TRACE is a statement or commaod used to debug programs. When TFIACE
is included in a program, the computer displays the number of each line as it
rs executed.

Sample Program

1O TRACE
20 PRINT "This Iine is traced."
30 PRINT "This Line is traced too."
40 NOTRACE
50 PRINT "This tine is not traced."

Run

This Line is t ra ced.
This Line is traced too.
This Line is not traced-
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UNLOCK
UNLOCK is a command that allows you to remove the LOCK command
from files stored on a digital data pack. To use the UNLOCK command, you

must follow five steps.

l. Make sure the data pack containing the file to be unlocked is in the
digital data pack drive.

2. Type UNLOCK.

3. Press SPACEBAB.

4. Type the name of the program to be unlocked.

5. Press RETURN.

USR (**advanced**)

USB is a function used to call a machine lanquage routine that has been
stored using POKE.

VAL

VAL is a function that takes numbers that have been written as a string and
changes them back to numbers.

Sample Program

10 LET n$="100, 9a, a5, 97"
20 PRINT VAL (N$)

Hun

10o, 98, As, 97
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VLIN
VLIN is a statement used to draw vertical lines in the low resolution graph-
ics mode. As illustrated below, VLIN must be followed by three numbers.
The first number indicates the row where the line begins. The second
number indicates the row where the line ends- The third and final number
indicates the column in which the line is drawn.

Sample Program

10 GR

20 coloR= 12
30 vLrN 5,20 AT 10

This proqram draws a vertical line between rows 5 and 20 in column 10.

VTAB

VTAB is a statement that indicates on what line (0-39) text should be
displayed.

Sample Program

10 PRINI VTAB(2);"This is Line 2-"
20 PRINT VTAB(4);"This is tine 4."

Run

This is Line 2.
Thi s is Line 4.

WAIT (**advanced* *)

WAIT is a statement or command used to halt a proqram until a specified bit
pattern appears at a designated port location.
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WRITE

WBITE s a con'rnrand that must be used before any PB NT statements can
be written to a f e To use the WRITE command w thin a program complete
the follow ng steps (NOTE: ln the lines below PBOGBAM stands for the
nar.e of your program )

1 Type the follow ng line to beg n your program:

10 d$=cHR$(4)

2. Type the followlng line as the next ine of your program:

20 PRINT d$;"0PEN PRoGRAI'|"

3 Type the followlng ne to nd cate that you vr'ant to write rnformatlon
into a f e:

30 PRINT d$;"l,,lRITE PR0GRA14"

4. Type the PBINT statements to be wr tten into your program

5. Type the fo owing lne to end your program

1OO PRlNT d$;,,CLOSE PROGRAI,4,,

XDRAW (.*;dvarced-*)

XDFAW s a statement used I ke DBAW ( n hiqh resolut on graph cs) with
one exception. The co or used w th XDRAW is the complement of the color
already in effect at the spec f ed po nt(s). XDBAW must be followed by a

number to nd cate what shape you want to draw. Then. to nd cate where
the shape shouid be drawn. typer AT, the co umn locat on, a comma ( ) and

the row Location
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SmaTtBASIC Error Messages

This chapter contarns a list ot the error messages you might see when.using
SmartBAslC. Also, under ihe heading of EXPLANATIONS. you will find a

description of the cause of each error.

ERROR IVESSAGES EXPLANATIONS

BAD SUBSCRTPT You have tried to exceed the dimensions estab-
lished for an array.

BREAK This message will always be followed by a line
number to indicate what line number your com-
puter was on when it stopped running your
program.

CAN 'T CONTINUE The CONT command will not work for any one
of the followinq reasons: you have encoun-
tered an error, a program line has been
changed, or the program was never run'

CONTROL BUFIER The limit of your computer's input buffer has

OVER FLO|, been exceeded.

DISK FULL There is no space available on the digital data

Pack'

DIVIDE BY ZERO Division by zero is not allowed.

END OF DATA You have read past the end of a text file'

FILE LOCKED The file cannot be changed. To change the file
you must first use the UNLOCK command'
(NOTE: To see which files are locked, use the
CATALOG command. Locked files are indicat-
ed by an asterisk (*) in front of the filename

t ILE NOT FOUND Your computer can not locate the filename you
have indicated.
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FILE TYPE
[I]SHATCH

FORIiIULA TOO
COFIPL EX

ILLEGAL FUNCTION
AS S IGNFIENT

I LLEGAL I,IODE

lLLEGAL QUANTITY

The file stored on your digital data pack does
not correspond to the command indicated.

The expression being evaluated is too complex
for your compute,. To use the same expression
and avoid this problem, break the calculations
into two lines.

You have tried to use a word reserved for your
comPuter's use in a function name.

INPUT, GET, DATA, and DEF FN can only be
used within program statements.

This message may appear in the following situ-
ations: you have used a negative array sub-
script, you have used LOG with zero or a nega-
tive number, you have used SQB with a
negative number, or you have used TAB, SPC,
ON/COTO, POKE, PEEK, WAIT, LEFT$,
FIGHT$, or MID$ with inappropriate informa-
tion.

This nessage indicates an input/output error.
Check to make sure your digital data pack is
correctly positioned within the drive. lf you are
using a blank digital data pack for the first time,
type INIT and press FETURN. This procedure
prepares or "initializes" the data pack.

The SmartBASlC digital data pack is not in the
drive, or you have attempted to write a pro-
gram in a language other than SmartBASlC.

There is no corresponding FOB statement for
the indicated NEXT statement.

Too many text files have been left open.

The command you just typed should appear
withjn a program.

I /O ERROR

LANGUAGE NOT
AVAI LABLE

NEXT t,/ITHOUT FOR

NO BUFFERS
AVAI LABLE

NOT DlRECT
C0l'I14AN D
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OUT OF DATA

OUT OF IIEI'4ORY

Your program has run oot of data to read. In
other wolds, your program has tried to execute
a READ statement but all the information
stored in the corresponding DATA statement
has already been read.

This message may appear in the following situ-
ations: there is no more FIAM available for your
proqram, too many variables have been used,
ihefo are more than 24 nested GOSUB levels.
there are more than 10 nested FOR loops,
there are more than 36 nested levels of paren-

theses (0), LOMEM: has been set too high or
too low, or HIMEM: has been set too high

The answer to a calculation is larger than your
computer can handle.

There is not enough space available for your
proqram.

A command parameter is too large for your
computer to identify.

Your program contains two dimension siate-
ments for the same array.

There is no corresponding GOSUB statement
for the indicated RETURN statement.

Too many FOB/NEXT and GOSUB statements
have been used.

A string contains more than 255 characters

A command, statement, or function is not rec_

oqnized by your computer. The cause may be a
mrssing (or extra) parenthesrs andror comma
A misapelled filename or keyword may also
cause this error message.

A string has been used in place of a number or
vice versa.

A function must be defined before it can be
used.

OVE R F LOI,'

PROGRAI'I TOO LARGE

RANGE ERROR

REDll,l'D ARRAY

RETURN I,IITHOUT
GOSUB

STACK OVERFLOU

STRING TOO LONG

SYNTAX ERROR

TYPE I'ITSI'IATCH

UNDEF'D FUNCTlON





ASCII

"t"tt"

t dse
dolo "

s

m
i
c
r
! o*' { nrinter
ot
ma

file name ]) x
U

a l"o'-
, 

,., 
W,OD

\tatd'rare letter-quality



5
Glossary of Computer Terms

Listed below are definitions for some of the most commonly used words in

the computer field. You do not need to know these words to use your
ADAM computer. However, you may find knowing these definitions helpful.

TEBMS

applicalion

ASC

BASIC

board

bit

EXPLANATIONS

A certain job, such as organizing household
records, that can be solved by using a comput-
er.

A character code used for representing infor-
mation. ,ASCll is pronounced "ask-ee" and
stands for A(merican) S(tandard) C(ode) for
l(nf ormation) I(nterchange).

A widely used programming language devel-
oped at Dartmouth College. The word BASIC
stands for B(eginners') A(ll-purpose)
S(ymbolic) l(nstruction) C(ode).

The smallest unit of data recognized by a com
puter. A bit can have only two values-o or 1.

Bit is short for b(inary dig)it.

A board (made of fiberglass, press paper, or
plastic res'n) within a computer *]at contains
chips and electronic circuits.

A mistake in a program. See debugging.

A group of electrical connections that carry
signals within a computer system.

The number of bits used by a computer to rep-
resent a single character. Usually, one byte is
equal to eight bits.

A single letter (A-z), number (0-9), or symbol
($, ,, 1.

bug

bus

byte

character
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chip

COBOL

A very small wafer made of silicon.

A programming language used for business ap-
plications. The word COBOL stands for
CO(mmon) B(usiness) O(riented) L(anguage).

A popular operating system for microcom-
puters. CPlNy' stands for C(ontrol) P(rogram)
for M(icrocomputers).

The C(entral) P(rocessing) U(nit) of a comput
er that controls the transfer of information and
performs calculation.

The small, brighi "underline" character or
square that appears on your screen. The cursor
on a computer is like the point of a pencil-
wherever the cursor is positioned is where
your computer will be "writing" next. Cursors
can be different shapes [rectangle, square, pa-
renthesis, etc.), depending upon the system.
Cursors are sometimes referred to as prompts,

A print head that is shaped like a wheel, with
each character at the end of a spoke. A printer
that uses a daisy-wheel creates printed materi-
al that looks like typed material.

A collection of organized information.

An application when a computer only works
with numbers.

Correcting the mistakes in a program.

The programs and other information that you
type on your ADAM Family Computer System
can be saved for future use on a digital data
pack. A dlgital data pack looks like an audio
cassette tape, but they are not interchangea-
ble. A digital data pack operates at a very high
speed.

CPlM

CPU

daisy-wheel

data base

data processang

debugging

digital data pack
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digital data pack drive

disk

ln order for ADAM to store programs and other
information, a digital data pack must be insert-
ed into a digital data pack drive. The "drive" is
comparable to the turntable on a record player,
in that the drive holds the data pack so that it
can be used. One drive comes with the system;
a second drive can be purchased and added
onto the system.

A flat, circular plate with a magnetic coating
used to store information for some computers
The size and capacity of computer disks can
vary. Disks are sometimes called "diskettes."

A device used to read information from or write
information onto a disk.

Anything typed on a word processor (for exam-
ple, a letter, report, or chart).

An operating system that stores information on
disks. DOS stands for D(isk) O(perating)
S(ystem) and is pronounced "dass."

A printer that forms characters by using many
small dots. Dot matrix printers are usua,ly less
expensive that letter-quality printers.

A group of information, with a specific name,
that is treated as a single item. A computer
stores information as a "file" so it can be recall-
ed later.

The characters assigned by a user to identify a
file.

A high level programmrng language generally
used for scientrfrc work. The word FOBTRAN
stands for FOR(mula) TRAN(slator).

Lines and figures used to draw charts and
other illustrations on a computer.

Computer output printed on Paper.

The physical equipment in a computer system-

dot matrix printer

disk drive

document

DOS

file name

FORTRAN

file

graphics

hard copy

hardware
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inpul

K

keyboard

lnformation entered into a computer's memory.

A way to measure the size of a computer's
memory. One K equals 1,024 bytes.

The keys of a computer used to communicate
information and instructions. Most computer
keyboards contain standard typewriter keys
and special function keys. Some computers
(like ADAN,4) also have a "number pad" to
make typing numbers easier.

A printer (like the one that came with yourAD-
AM Family Compuler System) that produces
printed copies like those created on a typewrit-

A printed copy of a computer program.

A very large computer that can store a great
deal of information.

The part of a computer where numbers, words,
and other information is stored.

A computer that is physically small (like AD-
AM) and can usually fit on a desk or table.

A device used to transmit information between
computers over telephone l,nes. The word
modem stands for mo(dulator) dem(odulator).

A television or other device used to see the in-
formation being processed by a computer.

The main board, inside a computer, into which
all other boards are inserted.

Performing complicated mathematical calcula-
tions.

A group of prcgrams that controls the overall
operation of a complter.

lnformation created by the computer. This in-
formation might be displayed on a screeo,
prjnted on a printer, or stored on a tape or disk.

letter-quality printer

listing

mainframe

memory

microcomputer

modem

monitor

motherboard

number crunching

operating system

output
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PASCAL A hgh levei programmng Language. PASCAL
s nanred after the French mathemat cian B aise
PascaJ.

password A unique ser es of ietters numbeTs or charac-
ters assigned to a user to limit and, or dentfy
access to a computer or computer sysiem

peripherals Addtonai hardware (for example, game con_
tro ers or a modem) that can be attached to a

computer.

printout Any hard copy produced by a cornpuier

program A sequence of nstructrons that tell a computer
exactlY what to do

prompt A message dispLayed on the computer screen,
d recting the user to perform a specific act on.

RAM Memory space wthin a computer where you
can store and recall rnformaton. FAM stands
for B(andom) A(ccess) M(emory)

ROM Memory space wrthln a computer where you
can only recal nformaton BOM stands for
F(ead) O(n y) M(emory).

spreadsheet A program that turns a computer's memory into
a large balance sheet. Numbers can be entered
in the program and 'what if" sit!ations ex_
p ored by using the computels ability to qurck_

ly recalcu ate numbers

software The programs that make a computer perform
certa n lobs

syntax Ru es that apply to the way a computer pro-
gram should be written.

syntax error A m stake made n the lse of a computer lan
guage.

system A combinat on of computer hardware and soft_
ware that performs one oT more speclfic func
tions.
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telecommunications

tractor feed

uset

variable

Communication between computers, using
telephone wires and/or cables.

A piece of equipment attached to the printer,
designed to help move paper through the print-

The person using a computer, sometimes
known as the "operator."

Character(s) in a program that can be assigned
value(s). For example, the varaable A mjght be
assigned the value of 257 and the variable N$
might be assiqned rhe value of "NAME."

A computer program that allows the user to
type, change, and then print text.

A common feature in word processing pro-
grams thai automatically moves words that are
too long to fit at the end of one line down to the
beginning of the next line. Word wrap elimi
nates the need to press RETUBN at the end of
each line. lnstead, the user only presses RE-
TUFIN to end a short line or create a blank line.

woid processor



ABS.256

sett ng up the 13 2,1

troub eshoot ng 25 26
turi ig off the 2j 28

use as a typewr ter 28 ,15 ;1
AND ]89
APPEND 256
Araw keys 222.245
ASC, 257
ATN 257

-B-

BLOAD 257
BRUN 25i
BSAVE.258

-L-

CALL 258

CATALOG 258
cHR$ 258
CLEAB 67.222 245 259
CLEAB WK-SPACE 6'
CLOSE 259
CLBEBF 260
coLoR: r45 261

Coor .haiq.g ba.kgrou.d 223
Coor se e.t.odes r,14 200

Command keys. 221 245
Commands 256 303
Computer reset 8 236 249
coNT.262
CONTFOL 22,1

caPY 223 245
Capy ng a Ii e 14 224

Coftect ig text 61 62
cos 261

Cursor.245
mov ng the 60

-D-
Dasy whee chang n9.37 38
DATA 262
DEF FN 263
DEL.264
DELETE 62 225 246 26.1

De ete a J e. 225
D gta data pack drves I 2,16

.sert.g and remov ng 39-,10
DtN4.265
Do.ument def.ec 246
DONE 57
DRAW. 266

-E-

END r;6 r79 266
Equat o.s typ;.9 of !1
EBASE OFF 63
Etror messages 246 305 308
ESCAPE 62 226 2,17

ESCAPE WP 56 63 225 2,13

6

Index
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EXP 266
Erpansion rod! e =3 seti ng uP rhe

20 24

-F-

F e d rectory def.ec 2.1,
F e ma.te.ai.e 73 i7

F NAL CLEAR 67
Footnotes typ ng ol 9l
FOR NEXT oops r93 r!9 267

Form! as tyP.g of ,ol

FFE 267
F!.ct o.s deso bed 256 303

NOME 6t) 't31 22A.248 212
Nome and arow keys 228
lorzontal ne (HL NJ 146 148. r5l
Horzonta marg i 2a8
HPLOT 2i3
HTAB 2'3

-t-
F COTO 27,1

mathemat ca :Ymbo s, 25,1

rF tHEN r73 r80 2r5
symbo s used . lr4. 160 254

NIT 27;
NPL,]T ]]a 2i6

NSEFT 6r.229 248
NT 165 1,1 2r7
itegers ( NTI 165 lrl.277
NVEBSE 27i

O poris 5

-K-
Keyboard compoie.ts 5 7

-L-
LEFT$ 278
LEN 278
LET r66 167 279
Letters. typing of 98 99
L ne spac ng. chang n! of. 49. 83 229

LST t3t r32 2r9
Lsts types of 100 101

LOAD r3i 14r 280
LOCK 260
LOG.280
LOt,lEM 261

-\{-
Ma nta . ng the system 35 4?
Marq n seti n! 48 230
Mathematca operat ons 254

Mathematc. synrbols 128 135

Nlemory.o.soe 7l0

-c-
Gar.e cadr dge sot 8
GEr 226 245 26E
GET FILE 68

comp!ter ierns 3lr 316
efor messa!es 305-3!8
SmatwB TEB terms 245 251

GOSUB r83 r90 2€E

GOTO r07 269
GB r4s 269

h gh reso !t oi 20r 207
ow reso !io. 1,15 l5l

-H-
HCOLOB: 201 202. 206 270
NCB 241 242 2OA 211

usr.g.203
t1c12 201 2A2 246 2i1

us n9 204
H LTE 62 227 246
H LTE EBASE 63 228
H MEM 2'2
NL N. r46 r48 151

HPLOT 202 205-20€
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M!D$.281
MON 2€1

c ea. ns the screen.27

|'1OVE COPY. 62. 223. 231 2.18

Mov n9 w ndow formai 80 232. 2,18

-N-
Negatve speed rand.m nunbers. 166
NEW t40 281

NOMON 2E]
NOBMAL 282
NOTBACE 282
Numer. var ab e 2s3

-o-
ON GOSUB 284
oN coTo 284
ONEBF GOTO,283
'Oops .oomands. 63
OPEN 285

ofl. r89

-P-
Page enc.233
Paper s ze and type 234
PDL 285
PEEK,285
PLOT r,16 150. r5t 286
POKE 286
POP 281
POS 287
POSiTION.288

PB NT 107 235. 289
PB NT WK SPACE 65
Pr nter see SmartWF|TEF Pr nter

cooKBooK 216 217
F. M CONV 2l,i 215
GBAPN CS. 16]
TNTRO 156 157
MATF] DEMO ]58 ]59
M i.EAGE ]OO

170

POEM 210 211

ready to rli 30-31
TREASUBE 2]2 2]3

symbo s. 255

-R-

Fandom numbers tFND) l6s'171
negatve speed 166 lr0

BEAD 289
RECOVEB 290
nEM. r15116 290
BENAME.29l

Bep ac ng texi 95. 237 2,18

Feports typing of 9A 99
Beset 238 249
BESTONE 292
BESUME 292
Pes!m6s. typ,ng of r00-101
R€TURN 58 183 190 293
nevisrng test 93-95
Bibbon changing 3s 3?
R GHT$ 293
FND 165-t71.294

.egauve speed. 166 170
HOM 9
ROT=, 294
FUN 107.294

-s-
SAVE 137 139. 295
Sav ng f es 66
SCALE:295
SCREEN OPT ONS, 57, 238
SCRN.296
Sc.o I 24E
SEAFCH 239 248
Searchlng for and rep ac 19 text 95
Sett.g up ADAM computer. l3 24
SGN 296
s1N 296
Snrart key message 248
Sma,t keys. 221 250
SmartBASlC 3l-32

.olors a.d 14-4 151

eror messages 246 305 308
GOTO. 107
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NPUT ]]5
ntr.ducto. to 105 107
mathemat cs aid. 128-129. 135

p!nc1lat o. marks. 127
relere.ce gu de 253-303
BE1vl 15 116 290
storng programs 137 143

SmartWB TEB pr.ter. l0 I l

chang ig marg .s oi 8l
cha.g ig daisy whee for 3r-38
ch3.g ig the r bbon for 35-37

refere.ce gu de. 22r 2.13

!s.g the. 26 27
SmartwB TEF ternis g ossary 2,15'251

SmartWB TER word process ng 28 30

So!.d 239
SPACEBAF,60.6]
SPC 29]
SPEED= 297
sQR. 298
Statemenis 256-3C3
STOP 298
STOEE GET 226. 2.10

Standa,d format 240 250
Store.250
STORE WK.SPACE,66 70
SToBE GET 62.66 68 70 250
Stored f es ieca ng ol 68-69
sTH$ 299
Str.g var ab e 253
S!bscr pts 9r 2.11. 250
Supers.r pts 91 24r 250

-T-
TAB 5a. 299
Iabs.242
Tabllat oi chaigiig oi 50
TAN 299
Telephone st typ ng a. 19-85
TEXT. 145 300
IBACE,3Ot)
Typ ng lesso.s 46 51

-u-
UNDO 62 63 67 243 251
UNLOCK 301

VAL 30]
Varabes 129 130 253

str.q 253
Veri.al lne (VLNJ 146 r49 l5l
Vert,ca rarg,ns.250
vL N t,16 r49. r51 302
VIAB, 302

WAIT 302
W LD CABD 243
Word process ng 28 30 55 ,l

clear ng the sc.ee. 67
.otrect ng e(ors. 61 62

f e ma ntena.ce 73 ;7

mov.g lhe cursor. 60
pr.t.g.64 65
pr.t.g opt ois 87 89

reca Ling stored f es 68-69
re!ising text 93 95

scree. features 57
sta.dard pr nter sett.gs. 97

s!perscr pis and subscr:pts 91 241

250
typ n-o a te epho.e lst 79 85
typ ng eq!atro.s form!ias a.d

typing letters reports. sts and
resumes 97-l0l

WF TE 303

-x-
xDnaw. 303
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